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ABSTRACT
EXPORT OF TERRESTRIAL DISSOLVED ORGANIC MATTER ALONG A RIVER
TO OCEAN TRANSECT OF THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY INVESTIGATED
BY ADVANCED ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
Rachel Leigh Sleighter
Old Dominion University, 2009
Director: Dr. Patrick G. Hatcher

Ultrahigh resolution electrospray ionization Fourier transform ion cyclotron
resonance mass spectrometry (ESI-FTICR-MS) has proved essential for the complete
separation of the thousands of peaks present in natural organic matter (NOM), a complex
assemblage of organic molecules present in water, soils, and sediments. An improved
understanding of its composition is crucial to understand how pollutants interact with
NOM and how NOM cycles through global carbon cycles.
Optimizing the acquisition and handling of the FTICR mass spectra is the first
step to obtaining high quality data. A simple method to internally calibrate the peaks in
the complex spectra, using naturally present fatty acids, is demonstrated. Furthermore, a
method was developed to directly analyze natural waters with low dissolved organic
carbon (DOC), by utilizing sequential selective ion accumulation (SSIA), which
decreases the baseline noise while increasing signal to noise ratios.
Once optimization is achieved, ESI-FTICR-MS is applied to characterize
dissolved organic matter (DOM) as it is transported along a river to ocean transect of the

lower Chesapeake Bay. To evaluate the advantages of using direct analysis, a Cis extract
of riverine water is compared to its whole, unfractionated water. Along this transect, the
DOM tends to become more aliphatic and contain lower abundances of oxygen-rich
molecules as one progresses from inshore to the offshore.
Next, multivariate statistics, such as hierarchal cluster analysis (HCA) and
principal component analysis (PCA), are utilized to explore the large datasets acquired
from DOM mass spectra.

PCA deciphers which of the thousands of formulas are

significant to particular samples, and then van Krevelen diagrams highlight what types of
compounds are molecular signatures to the samples.
A considerable amount of formula overlap exists between samples along the
transect, but having identical molecular formulas does not necessarily indicate the same
molecular structure.

Taking advantage of the tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS)

capabilities, I isolate and fragment ions in the DOM. The MS/MS fragmentation patterns
obtained for selected peaks are strikingly similar in the terrestrial and saline bay DOM,
leading us to believe that the compounds have similar structural entities. Based on the
functionalities lost during the fragmentation, a lignin-derived structure fits the molecular
formulas best.
Overall, ESI-FTICR-MS is a powerful technique for the investigation of DOM
and has the ability to detect compositional variations along the river to ocean transect.
Further use of ESI-FTICR-MS will clearly lead to additional future advancements in the
areas of aquatic, soil, and analytical chemistry.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Dissolved organic matter (DOM) is a complex mixture of organic molecules that
is present in natural waters and is mostly derived from decaying vegetation in the
environment. It is composed of a mixture of individual compounds that tend to aggregate
into a larger molecular weight and act as a polymeric unit. While DOM contains a
variety of polar and nonpolar components that are water soluble, DOM still maintains a
certain hydrophobic functionality due to its organic nature.

Because of the various

functional groups present in these biopolymers, DOM can also play many roles in the
solubility and bioavailability of organic pollutants.

Furthermore, riverine DOM is a

major source of carbon to the oceans, providing a global discharge of dissolved organic
carbon (DOC) that is adequate to maintain the turnover of the total amount of DOC in the
ocean (Williams and Druffel, 1987; Hedges et al., 1997). Oceanic DOC is the largest
reactive component of the global carbon cycle (Hedges, 1992) and is thought to function
as a significant short-term (i.e., thousands of years) sink for atmospheric carbon. The
relative reactivity of DOM from numerous sources affects the potential storage capacity
and turnover times of this short-term sink, which contains enough reduced carbon that an
annual net oxidation of 1% of the supply would generate a carbon dioxide flux larger
than the flux from all anthropogenic sources combined (Hedges, 2002). Although the
linking of terrestrial carbon and oceanic carbon cycles through rivers and estuaries is
apparent, the amount and fate of the terrestrial composition of that DOM in oceans is

This dissertation has been formatted according to the journal Marine Chemistry.
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uncertain (Hedges et al., 1997). Overall, the chemical and physical changes that occur
during DOM transport from river to ocean are poorly understood processes.
DOM provides a unique analytical challenge, with regard to the attainment of
molecular level information, due to its extreme complexity, low ambient concentrations
in the natural environment, and high polarity. Samples from a variety of locations (fresh,
brackish/estuarine, marine) have been isolated and concentrated by numerous methods
(Ci8 extractions, ultrafiltration, XAD resins), and then analyzed with many different
chemical and instrumental techniques [lignin derived phenols as biomarkers, pyrolysis
gas chromatography- mass spectrometry (GC-MS), liquid chromatography- mass
spectrometry (LC-MS), fluorescence excitation- emission matrix (EEM) spectroscopy,
bulk elemental analysis, and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy], to name
a few.

From these studies, it is clear that spatial and seasonality affects chemical

reactions that can significantly affect DOM's chemical nature and, accordingly, the
extent of interactions of DOM with small molecules and estuarine biota. While these
bulk characteristics can be detected and observed with conventional

analytical

techniques, molecular level characteristics cannot be detected because these methods and
instruments fail to completely resolve the thousands of constituents in DOM (Hatcher et
al., 2001; Leenheer and Croue, 2003).
Recently, electrospray ionization (ESI) coupled to ultrahigh resolution Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FTICR-MS) has succeeded in the
characterization of DOM where other methods have been marginally or less successful.
The advent of this modern technique is due, in part, to the biomedical and biochemical
research communities in their search for a technique to analyze peptides, proteins, and
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metabolic products from organisms, all of which behave like DOM and are generally
present in aqueous systems within a complicated matrix.

Molecular characterization

methods aimed at obtaining structural information for large biological molecules have
been developed and shown to be suitable for the characterization of DOM. Accordingly,
ESI-FTICR-MS is an advanced instrument utilized for many scientific applications.
Chapter II of this dissertation serves as background material to highlight the role that
mass spectrometry has played in the understanding of natural organic matter. It provides
not only an introduction to the theory behind mass spectrometry, but also tracks the
progression of low resolution instruments to high resolution instruments, regarding the
type of information obtained and how that information has been applied to the study of
DOM. Chapter II also reviews what has been accomplished by the recent addition of
ultrahigh resolution FTICR-MS to the arsenal of available techniques.
It is important to realize that before utilizing ESI-FTICR-MS for DOM
characterization purposes, instrumentation and data handling need to be optimized. In
Chapter III, the use of extraction methods and the advantages of direct mass spectral
analysis are discussed, as well as the accurate calibration of mass spectra. ESI-FTICRMS has been successfully employed to characterize DOM from a variety of sources but
only with the aid of numerous extraction techniques whose primary purpose is to
concentrate the DOM for detection purposes and to remove salts that interfere with ESI.
Some common problems associated with these extraction techniques include irreversible
organic matter sorption, breakthrough contamination/ bleeding, resin/ membrane
contamination, and time consuming cleaning requirements (Simjouw et al., 2005;
Mopper et al., 2007).

Overall, the extracts are biased by the physical or chemical
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properties regulating the extraction procedure, and a more extensive characterization
requires less invasive, and/or more quantitative, sample preparation.

Accordingly, a

method for the direct ESI-FTICR-MS analysis of low DOM freshwaters without any
prior extraction was developed and is described in Part 1 of Chapter III. In Part 2, an
approach is described for a new internal calibration method that advantageously
calibrates with fatty acids naturally present within the DOM sample.
Many studies of DOM have utilized added standards for internal calibration. This
approach is successful if no overlap exists between calibrant and analyte peaks; however,
the complicated nature of DOM spectra places constraints on this requirement.
Furthermore, the DOM signals can easily be overwhelmed by the added standards,
especially for samples with low DOC concentrations. To avoid these complications, a
method for utilizing the components naturally present in the samples, such as fatty acids,
for internal calibration was developed to achieve the required mass accuracy of 1 ppm,
that which is generally needed for unique formula assignments at masses below 500 Da.
This method not only eliminates the need for multiple analyses, but it also eliminates two
other major problems associated with a synthetic calibrant: interfering overlap between
calibrants and analyte; and balancing the relative abundances of calibrants with that of
each individual analyte. This is because the calibrants are naturally present within the
sample make-up. Having addressed the issues of instrument optimization, the focus can
be shifted to molecular level characterization of DOM.
One of the overarching goals of this dissertation is to highlight the ability of ESIFTICR-MS to establish the nature and origin of DOM in coastal regions by
characterizing samples at the molecular level. The ultrahigh resolving powers (>300,000)
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and mass accuracy (<1.0 ppm) of FTICR-MS allows for the molecular characterization of
DOM and can, therefore, highlight compositional changes in DOM from various
locations. Because FTICR-MS is capable of resolving the exact masses of the thousands
of individual components present in a single DOM sample (Stenson et al., 2002; Kim et
al., 2003a; Stenson et al., 2003), I submit that the mass spectra of DOM from a transect of
terrestrial to marine samples will have discernible differences, as well as striking
similarities, relating to the sources of that DOM.
Chapter IV begins the discussion of characterization of DOM along the river to
estuary to ocean transect of the lower Chesapeake Bay system, as well as an investigation
into the inherent biases of the Ci8 extraction method. Prior to a more critical examination
of the spectra along this transect, it is pertinent to discuss the influence Ci8 extraction has
on spectral characteristics. Because the Dismal Swamp water has a high ambient DOC
concentration and zero salinity, it can be analyzed with and without the Ci8 extraction
protocol. The two separate mass spectral analyses of Dismal Swamp whole water and
Ci8 extracted water allowed for the evaluation of the molecular fractionation inherent in
the Cis method and can therefore determine if the Ci8 isolated material is representative
of the whole.
Once the Ci8 methodology was evaluated, focus turns to the characterization of
the DOM from the terrestrial to marine transect. The objectives of this portion of the
study are to obtain elemental compositions from accurate mass measurements of all peaks
observed in the FTICR-MS spectra and to compare the elemental compositions of DOM
traversing from fresh waters to oceanic waters.

Furthermore, focus is placed on the

identity of the elemental compositions of peaks that are common to inshore and offshore
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DOM, with the prospect that these common components might have a singular source.
Elemental compositions of peaks that are uniquely observed in each of the fresh water or
saline DOM samples is also investigated in order to elaborate on possible sources for
such components. Van Krevelen diagrams are constructed for each sample to assist in
compositional analysis.
Because large quantities of data are obtained during these studies, Chapter V
focuses on the development of statistical methods to assist in interpretation. A single
DOM mass spectrum contains thousands of peaks that can be assigned to individual
molecular formulas, because of the ultrahigh resolution and mass accuracy of FTICRMS.

In Chapter IV, van Krevelen diagrams and Venn diagrams were exploited to

compare up to three samples at a time. These types of comparisons are not efficient at
revealing compositional changes amongst a large number of samples.

Multivariate

statistical analyses, or hierarchal cluster analysis (HCA) and principal component
analysis (PCA) in this case, are utilized to decipher the numerous differences between
many samples by reducing multidimensional data into a smaller number of dimensions
for comparison. The combination of HCA and PCA is utilized to thoroughly examine
these large datasets, in accordance with Reemtsma (2009) who stressed the importance of
the development of statistical methods to compare different DOM samples. The main
purpose of this study, as outlined in Chapter V, is to employ HCA and PCA to assist in
data interpretation, with the overarching goal of characterizing a large number of samples
from various natural environments (terrestrial, estuarine, oceanic), prepared or extracted
in numerous ways.
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These FTICR-MS studies of DOM have found that there is a significant overlap
of the mass spectra between terrestrial and marine samples, especially in the lignin region
of the van Krevelen diagram. However, the most commonly used method for isolating
lignin phenols (CuO oxidation) may underestimate the actual amount of terrestrial
organic matter in the ocean, especially if biodegradation or photodegradation alters the
DOM. This is especially true if a lignin compound is modified such that its structure no
longer contains the methoxy aromatic phenols that are used as proxies for lignin in the
CuO method. Demethylation or replacement of a methoxyl group with a hydroxyl group
would not significantly alter the location of a compound on the van Krevelen diagram.
Such reactions would change the compound but not to the point where it would be
labeled a non-lignin compound by FTICR-MS. However, such changes would eliminate
its consideration as a lignin phenol by the CuO method. Chapter VI explores the ability
of tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) to provide structural information on certain DOM
components. Mass spectrometry cannot distinguish between structural isomers, so the
possibility exists that identifying the same molecular formula in multiple samples does
not necessarily mean that their molecular structures also correspond. MS/MS is therefore
utilized to isolate and fragment ions, with the intention that the detected fragmentation
pathways can illustrate the types of compounds present in the samples. Because lignin
has been shown to be particularly refractory (Hedges and Mann, 1979), I propose that
lignin may in fact be surviving the transit from the river to the ocean in quantities larger
than originally thought.
As outlined above, in this dissertation I will describe how ESI-FTICR-MS is
utilized to detect molecular level changes in the composition of DOM samples collected
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along the anthropogenically-impacted estuarine system of the lower Chesapeake Bay. I
characterized DOM through accurate mass measurements of all peaks observed in the
FTICR mass spectra and compared the chemical properties of DOM from fresh, inland
waters to saline, offshore oceanic waters.

The overarching goal of this work is to

establish the importance of terrestrially-derived DOM as it is exported to the ocean, with
regard to DOC fluxes and inventories. Previous studies have shown that terrestriallyderived DOM components, like lignin, are not exported to oceanic waters in large
quantities.

This seems unusual considering the large export of DOM from rivers

worldwide. One explanation for this conundrum is that terrestrial biomarkers in DOM
are modified by biodegradation or photodegradation as they are exported, and they lose
their molecular signatures that define them analytically as terrestrial components.
Overall, I have the opportunity to address the above goals with a technique, ESI-FTICRMS, that has the potential to identify and differentiate between common structural
components of DOM, with the aim of molecularly characterizing the DOM that is
naturally present in the aquatic environment of the lower Chesapeake Bay region.
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CHAPTER II

THE APPLICATION OF ELECTROSPRAY IONIZATION COUPLED TO
ULTRAHIGH RESOLUTION MASS SPECTROMETRY FOR THE MOLECULAR
CHARACTERIZATION OF NATURAL ORGANIC MATTER

PREFACE
The content of this Chapter was published in 2007 in the Journal of Mass
Spectrometry, and below is the full citation.

See Appendix A for the copyright

permission.
Sleighter, R.L. and Hatcher, P.G., 2007. The application of electrospray ionization
coupled

to

ultrahigh

resolution

mass

spectrometry

for

the

molecular

characterization of natural organic matter. Journal of Mass Spectrometry, 42(5):
559-574.

1. INTRODUCTION
Natural organic matter (NOM) is a complex mixture of organic compounds
derived mostly from decaying vegetation in the environment. Present in sediments, soils,
and water, these substances have defied molecular-level characterization for nearly a
century, due primarily to the fact that they exist mostly as highly functionalized
polyelectrolytes and, as such, do not lend themselves to analytical techniques for
molecular characterization. Soluble extracts of NOM can be recovered from soils and
sediments by well-established alkaline extraction protocols (Schnitzer and Khan, 1978),
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and these are referred to as humic substances (HS). NOM that is present in natural
waters, namely dissolved organic matter (DOM), is operationally defined as the fraction
that will pass through a filter of a nominal pore size (usually between 0.1 and 1.0
microns). NOM and DOM are extremely complex mixtures that can be subcategorized
into humic and non - humic substances. Non - humic substances are those that retain
their chemical characteristics and reactivity as individual compounds within the mixture,
i.e. simple sugars, fatty acids, carbohydrates, peptides, etc. HS are the uncharacterized
portion of NOM that is composed of a mixture of individual compounds that tend to
aggregate into a larger molecular weight and act as a polymeric unit. NOM also tends to
be more resistant to microbial degradation. HS can be further classified into humic acids
(HA), fulvic acids (FA), and humin. HA is base soluble and acid insoluble, FA is soluble
across the entire pH range, and humin is insoluble across the entire pH range. Isolation
of HA and FA is typically achieved with a simple acid/base extraction procedure
(Schnitzer and Khan, 1978; Thurman and Malcolm, 1981).
NOM contains a variety of components with numerous physical and chemical
properties.

Polar and nonpolar compounds are present, and although they are water

soluble, they still maintain a certain hydrophobic functionality. NOM plays many vital
roles in natural waters and soils/sediments, from its ability to bind and transport
anthropogenic materials to its part in the numerous biogeochemical processes that
mediate our environment. An improved understanding of its composition is necessary to
further understand how pollutants interact with NOM. Additionally, riverine NOM is a
major source of carbon to the oceans and plays a pivotal role in the global carbon cycle.
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For a more detailed description of NOM and DOM, along with its formation and
transport, see Stevenson (1994).
NOM is well known to provide an analytical challenge to individuals seeking
molecular-level information.

This is mainly due to its extreme complexity, low

concentration, and high polarity.
chromatography -

Numerous techniques, such as pyrolysis gas

mass spectrometry (GC-MS), liquid chromatography -

mass

spectrometry (LC-MS), tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) thermochemolysis or
other thermolysis techniques, and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), have been
employed to characterize NOM from a variety of sources, but most of these methods are
biased and/or fail to fully resolve the numerous constituents in DOM mixtures (Hatcher
et al., 2001; Leenheer and Croue, 2003). Low resolution G C - and LC - MS are not
particularly suited for the analysis of NOM, simply because volatility and solubility are
required respectively, allowing these techniques to only examine a small portion of the
overall NOM. To employ these methods effectively, NOM must be chemically degraded
to smaller molecules that lend themselves to either derivatization and/or volatization.
The major downfall of pyrolysis and thermochemolysis methods to accomplish this is
that both are invasive techniques that can form products that were not initially present in
the NOM. Furthermore, pyrolysis and thermochemolysis are very selective in the types
of molecules that they are capable of analyzing.

NMR yields information about

functional groups present in the bulk NOM, but fails to give molecular level details.
Some recent

advances have emerged

in the characterization

of polar,

macromolecular molecules dissolved in aqueous solvents. These have come about from
the biomedical and biochemical research communities, faced with the daunting task of
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analyzing proteins, peptides, and metabolic products from organisms, all of which behave
like NOM, in that they are generally present in aqueous systems.

Thus, molecular

characterization methods aimed at obtaining structural information on the myriad of
complex biological molecules have evolved and these have been shown to be ideally
suited for characterizing NOM molecules. Foremost in these ventures has been mass
spectrometry, where determining molecular weights and structural information is
possible. The key to the application of mass spectrometry to biological systems was the
development of soft ionization methods designed to transform polar analytes to charged
species which could be manipulated within the gaseous or high-vacuum phase of mass
spectrometers.
Here I will explore the various ionization sources and mass spectrometers that
have been utilized for environmental samples, and emphasize particularly how
electrospray ionization (ESI) coupled to ultrahigh resolution Fourier Transform Ion
Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry (FT-ICR-MS) has succeeded in the extensive
characterization of NOM where other methods have been marginally or less successful.
In addition, recent applications and their impact on the understanding of NOM
compositions are discussed.

The purpose of this review is not to describe the

instrumentation in detail, but rather to discuss how they are applied to samples of
environmental concern, NOM, and utilized to characterize the types of compounds
present, at the molecular level.
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2. ELECTROSPRAY IONIZATION (ESI)
While there are numerous ionization techniques available for mass spectral
analysis, ESI is emerging as the optimal method for NOM. This is because ESI takes
place at atmospheric pressure, ionizes a wide range of polar, hydrophilic molecules with
both acidic and basic functional groups (the kinds of molecules that are abundant in
NOM), and can be operated in positive or negative ion mode. Also, since the samples for
ESI are made up in a mixture of water and/or simple, low molecular weight organic
solvents that evaporate during ESI, solvent-generated ions do not interfere with the mass
spectral information generated for the NOM. The mechanism of ESI has been explained
in great detail elsewhere (Gaskell, 1997), but briefly, a high voltage difference between
the needle and capillary causes the sample to burst into many smaller charged droplets.
This voltage difference will determine whether positive or negative ions are formed, i.e.
the sign of the voltage difference is the opposite of the sign of the ions formed. As the
solvent evaporates with the aid of heat or nitrogen gas, the charges on the droplet
accumulate and begin to repel each other due to charge-charge interactions. Once the
droplet reaches the Rayleigh limit, where the Coulombic repulsions outweigh the solvent
surface tension, the droplet will once again explode into many smaller droplets. The
remaining solvent completely evaporates, leaving the analyte molecule in the gas phase,
with a charge distributed among the polar functional groups present in the analyte.
Although some researchers have found that ESI can produce multiply charged
species for NOM (Brown and Rice, 2000; Leenheer et al., 2001), recent investigations
have proven that the overwhelming majority of ions produced from the electrospray
ionization of NOM are singly charged (Kujawinski et al., 2002a; Stenson et al., 2002;
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Kim et al., 2003a). Furthermore, ESI is a 'soft' ionization technique.

Accordingly,

fragmentation of analyte molecules is basically non-existent, and only deprotonated
molecular ions or molecular ion adducts (H+ or Na+) are observed in the mass spectrum.
Numerous experiments have been performed to test whether NOM molecules can
fragment or dissociate in the ESI source, such that weak bonds or weak interactions like
hydrogen bonding and van der Waal forces are broken and macromolecules are split into
smaller units (Stenson et al., 2002). In these experiments, simple polymers can be shown
to dissociate readily under the variety of conditions used, but NOM seems to either be
fully dissociated to the maximum (e.g., all weak non-covalent interactions such as metal
ligation or hydrogen bonding interactions are broken) or little dissociation is observed.
To date, there have been few attempts to examine the impact of ESI on structural
integrity of NOM molecules other than the work of Stenson et al. (2002) and Rostad and
Leenheer (2004) who examined the relationship of various ESI operating conditions on
the spectral characteristics of NOM. Unfortunately, this issue regarding the extent of
molecular disruption in ESI spectra of NOM has not been rigorously addressed, in large
part because one does not know the exact molecular make-up of NOM to be able to
ascertain the extent of disaggregation.
Many investigators have tried other ionization methods, such as electron
ionization (EI), pyrolysis, and matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI), but
these techniques all have their certain biases and disadvantages. For further reading on
applications of these ionization methods to NOM and DOM, readers of referred to the
following publications (Saiz-Jimenez, 1994; Leinweber and Schulten, 1995; Remmler et
al., 1995; Schulten and Leinweber, 1996; Fievre et al., 1997; Leinweber and Schulten,
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1999; Minor et al., 2000).

Also, for more mechanistic descriptions of any of these

ionization methods, see Hoffmann and Stroobant (2003).

2.1. Positive Ion Mode vs. Negative Ion Mode
As mentioned before, ESI can be operated in both positive and negative ion mode.
Depending on the sample, each ionization mode can give very different mass spectra for
the same sample (Brown and Rice, 2000; Rostad and Leenheer, 2004), and one must
consider the complexity that evolves from each ionization mode.

Because most

investigators are concerned with the ability of a particular mass spectrum to "represent"
the sample being examined, it is important to determine if the ionization process is overly
selective for certain types of molecules. If selectivity for one type of molecule is high,
then it can be expected that the mass spectrum will not represent all molecules equally.
Of paramount importance are ionization efficiencies, which are determined by the types
of functional groups present in the sample and their ability to lose or accept a proton (or
other cation) for negative or positive ionization, respectively. For example, a sample
with easily ionizable and/or numerous acidic groups, like carboxylic acids, will readily
lose a proton and be negatively ionized very efficiently (Lee, 2005). In contrast, samples
with many basic groups, such as amines, will easily pick up a proton and be positively
ionized. Since it is known that NOM and DOM samples contain both of these types of
functionality, many investigators have used both modes concurrently to characterize
samples to their best of their instrument's ability (Brown and Rice, 2000; Rostad and
Leenheer, 2004). Rostad and Leenheer (2004) found that the positive ion mass spectrum
of Suwannee River fulvic acid was less effective but more complicated than the negative
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ion spectrum of the same sample. The positive ion mass spectrum was more complicated
due to the introduction of sodium into the sample, giving numerous sodium adducts.
When hydrogen and sodium adducts form for the same molecule, for all molecules in the
sample, one will observe twice the number of peaks than normally detected if sodium
was absent. It should be noted that chlorine adducts can form in negative ion mode, if
NaCl is present in the sample due to an incomplete desalting procedure. Also shown by
Rostad and Leenheer (2004) was that very different mass spectra can be acquired for the
same sample from positive and negative ionization modes, indicating that numerous
functional groups are present and they are preferentially ionized based on their relative
acidity and basicity. Both spectra can be used to give complementary information about
the sample, as long as relative abundances are not compared due to the different
ionization efficiencies of the various molecules.

2.2. Spray Composition Considerations
Sample make-up, i.e. concentration, pH, aqueous and organic solvent percentages,
and ionic strength, can greatly influence the quality of mass spectra obtained. Not only
do these parameters affect the abundance of ions created in the source region, but also the
number of ions detected by the mass spectrometer.

In studies of organic modifier

concentrations, Kujawinski et al. (2002b) noted that a 25% aqueous solution of a Mount
Rainier humic acid extract did not differ from a 50% aqueous solution, when mixed with
methanol. In addition, Rostad and Leenheer (2004) found that methanol: water mixtures
of Suwannee River NOM gave better results than acetonitrile : water and that high
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surface tension solvents such as purely aqueous or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) give
unstable spray conditions.
High salt concentrations can easily interfere with the ionization process, due to an
unstable spray ('spitting' caused by corona discharge) or salt precipitating in the spray
needle, clogging the line. Stenson et al. (2002) determined that millimolar concentrations
of NaOH added to Suwannee River NOM significantly lowered the ion current and signal
to noise ratios; other investigators found very similar results (Brown and Rice, 2000;
Kujawinski et al., 2002b). It is very common to add acid or base (for positive or negative
ionization, respectively) to samples prior to ESI in order to increase the number of ions
formed in the source region. Brown and Rice (2000) performed numerous experiments
and concluded that for positive ionization of peat NOM, pH 2 gave the highest quality
mass spectra when compared to a pH of 4, 6, or 8. Those higher pH values gave spectra
indicative of salt-solvent adduct ions, similar to what was described above with higher
ionic strength NOM. Correspondingly, they also found that a higher pH value gave the
optimal results for negative ionization.

3. ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE PHOTOIONIZATION (APPI)
Although ESI is by far the most common ionization method for NOM and DOM
samples, APPI is emerging as a new and improved approach. This technique, explained
in detail in other reviews (Raffaelli and Saba, 2003; Bos et al., 2006), is a soft ionization
technique that extends the mass spectrometric analysis of liquid samples to analytes that
are not amenable to electrospray ionization.

Direct ionization of the analyte (AB) is
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initiated by electronic excitation (*) which occurs upon the absorption of UV photons
(MO.
AB + hv -> AB*
When hv is greater than the ionization energy (IE) of the analyte, the following ionization
reaction occurs:
AB* -» AB + ' + e"
A large portion of the organic molecules typically under investigation have IEs less than
lOeV. When using lamps with suitable photon energies (e.g., Krypton), the abundant
solvent can deplete the photons intended for ionization of analyte molecules.

This

problem can be overcome by use of a dopant. Because they generate photoions that
undergo charge exchange and proton transfer reactions with the analyte, dopants such as
toluene and tetrahydrofuran function effectively as intermediates between photons and
analytes. In contrast with ESI, nonpolar molecules are also ionized and, thus, detectable
by MS. Overall, APPI has a promising future, due to its ability to ionize what was
previously thought to be the invisible molecular fraction of NOM, mainly because ESI is
not effective in ionizing such molecules (compounds such as nonpolar macromolecules,
hydrocarbons, etc.). However, there are no published works, to our knowledge at this
time, on use of APPI for analysis of NOM. Our focus in this review will, accordingly, be
on ESI methods that have dominated the literature in the area of NOM studies by mass
spectrometry.
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4. LOW RESOLUTION MASS SPECTROMETRY
Before the development and optimization of high resolution mass spectrometers
such as Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometers (FT-ICR-MS),
NOM and DOM were examined with lower resolution instruments; for example, the
single quadrupole Q (Leenheer et al., 2001; Seitzinger et al., 2003; Leenheer et al., 2004;
Rostad and Leenheer, 2004; Seitzinger et al., 2005), the triple quadrupole QqQ (Mclntyre
et al., 2002), the quadrupole-time of flight QqTOF (Kramer et al., 2001; Plancque et al.,
2001; Kujawinski et al., 2002a), the quadrupole ion trap QIT (Leenheer et al., 2001), and
the magnetic/electronic sector BE (Minor et al., 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002). These mass
analyzers operate and acquire data in a multitude of different ways, and this information
can be found in any standard mass spectrometry textbook (Hoffmann and Stroobant,
2003), with more detailed information being found in the literature. All of these mass
spectrometers give a resolving power up to approximately 104.

Unfortunately, as

discussed below, this is not nearly the resolution required to resolve all the components in
the complex mixtures of NOM and DOM.
Kramer et al. (2001) utilized QqTOF mass spectrometry to compare humic acids
from an Armadale soil in Canada and a diluvial soil in Japan. They used mass defect,
which is the distance a peak is displaced from the exact nominal mass, in the spectra to
identify the types of compounds present. Compounds with a low mass defect (<0.1) have
low amounts of hydrogen and/or high amounts of oxygen, such as benzocarboxylic acids
or carboxylated, condensed aromatics.

As the mass defect increases, the number of

hydrogens increase and/or the number of oxygens decrease. Mass defects in the range of
0.2 - 0.4 reflect hydrogen rich components, such as aliphatic, mid-length fatty acids (C 15
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- C22)- Longer chain fatty acids (C24 - C40) appear at mass defects of 0.4 - 0.6. Even
though molecular matches could not be assigned to the peaks in their data set, they found
that NOM from various sources have a different make-up at the molecular level based on
the mass defects (Kramer et al., 2001).
Leenheer et al. (2004) fractionated and analyzed Great Salt Lake DOM using
quadrupole mass spectrometry, in combination with other spectroscopic techniques, to
fully characterize the DOM and determine its major sources. The polar portion of the
sample contained open-chain N-acetyl hydroxycarboxylic acids, most likely from
polysaccharides in the colloidal material, while the less polar fraction was made up of
aliphatic alicyclic ring structures with various functional group substitutions (hydroxyl,
carboxyl, methyl, etc.). These findings confirm that the Great Salt Lake DOM is most
likely derived from algal and bacterial inputs (Leenheer et al., 2004). Seitzinger et al.
(2003) also utilized quadrupole mass spectrometry to characterize the DOM present in
eleven different urban rainwater samples from New Brunswick, NJ; they determined that
while there were many compounds unique to each sample, there were also numerous
organic acids and bases occurring in the majority of the samples.

Quadrupole mass

spectrometry was also used to distinguish between DOM from two different streams in
New Brunswick, NJ, before and after microbial degradation (Seitzinger et al., 2005).
Apparently, 70% of the masses detected occurred in both streams and roughly 40% - 50%
of the DOM was bioavailable to the microbes. Furthermore, Seitzinger et al. (2005)
found that the high molecular weight fraction was consumed more by the microbes than
the low molecular weight fraction, and that there was a great deal of agreement between
the compounds biologically used in both streams, leading to the belief that microbes'
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selection of organic molecules for use is consistent within various habitats. Kim et al.
(2006) made similar observations using ultra-high resolution mass spectrometry where
elemental compositions of the molecules could be determined.
Another technique used to detect molecular level characteristics of DOM is direct
temperature - mass spectrometry (DT-MS), which utilizes a magnetic / electronic sector
(BE) mass spectrometer. Heat is used to desorb and then pyrolyze DOM compounds,
which gives 'fingerprints' of specific compound classes (Minor et al., 1999, 2000).
Particulate organic matter (POM) was distinguished from DOM, from both the Delaware
Bay and River, by DT-MS, and these studies showed that POM was enriched in proteins,
nucleic acids, fatty acids, chlorophyll, and sterols, while DOM was enriched in
aminosugars, furfural, and alkylphenol moieties (Minor et al., 2001).

To further

characterize DOM, Minor et al. (2002) observed that the higher molecular weight fraction
of ultrafiltered DOM from the lower Chesapeake Bay was rich in aminosugars,
deoxysugars, and methylated sugars, whereas the lower molecular weight portion was
rich in hexose sugars.
To continue this evaluation of mass analyzers, Kujawinski et al. (2002a)
compared the QqTOF with the FT-ICR on numerous NOM samples. For each of the
different samples, they discovered that the QqTOF is useful in obtaining qualitative
differences between samples and the FT-ICR is capable of acquiring molecular level
information. The data acquired on these instruments agree, but their resolution differs
quite significantly.

Figure 1 shows the differences between ESI spectra of a single

nominal mass region of Suwannee River NOM taken on a QqTOF and one from an FTICR-MS. Over most of the entire spectral range (data not shown), the spectra agree quite
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well, but it is clear that the QqTOF instrument is unable to resolve the complex envelope
of peaks observed at each nominal mass region. The advantages and abilities of FT-ICRMS are discussed further in the next section.

FT-ICR
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Figure 1. An expanded mass spectrum from 635.0 - 635.4 to emphasize the differences
between ESI spectra of Suwannee River HS taken on a QqTOF and an FT-ICR-MS. The
spectra agree quite well over most of the entire spectral range (data not shown), and it is
clear that instruments correspond in their measurements, but the resolution differs.
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5. HIGH RESOLUTION MASS SPECTROMETRY
Although the low resolution instruments described above can differentiate
between trends in mass spectral patterns over a large m/z range or perhaps barely so over
one nominal mass range for various NOM samples, the low resolution does not allow for
the separation of peaks to the level that would be required for differentiation among
molecules that vary in mass by less than one mass unit. It is clear from Figure 1 and
many of the articles published recently by our group (Kim et al., 2004; Kramer et al.,
2004; Kujawinski et al., 2004; Hockaday et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2006; ) and others
(Llewelyn et al., 2002; Stenson et al., 2002, 2003; Cooper et al., 2005; Koch et al., 2005),
that NOM is composed of an extremely complex suite of molecules with spectra showing
more than 20 peaks per nominal mass over a range of 300 mass units, and only FT-ICRMS has the capability to resolve the thousands of individual components in the NOM
samples. Many investigators have reported resolving powers of in the range of 300,000 600,000 (Stenson et al., 2003; Cooper et al., 2005; Hockaday et al., 2006; Kim et al.,
2006).
Marshall et al. (1998) and references therein, offers an extensive and detailed
review of FT-ICR-MS theory and instrumental parameters, but the technique will briefly
be discussed here. Basically, FT-ICR-MS is a technique where the ions created in the
ESI source are focused and introduced into the horizontal bore of a large cryogenic
magnet where they are trapped within a cell. In the presence of a magnetic field, the ions
circulate at a frequency that is inversely proportional to their m/z. Positive ions orbit in
one direction, while negative ions orbit in the opposite. Frequencies are detected by
increasing the diameter of the ion's orbit within the cell by pulsing with an RF frequency;
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the energy from this pulse is absorbed and increases the ion's kinetic energy which in
turn increases the orbit of the ion within the cell. The packet of ions that is now traveling
closer to the detector plates induces an image current on the receiving electrode, and the
signal is detected and amplified to give a time domain that is Fourier transformed into a
frequency scale. The frequency scale can be easily converted to the m/z scale by the
following simple equation:
fc = zBo/m
where fc is the cyclotron frequency, z is the charge of the ion, B 0 is the strength of the
magnetic field, and m is the mass of the ion. Because these frequencies can be measured
very accurately, m/z can be determined with very high resolution and precision, usually
to the fifth decimal place. With careful calibration, accurate m/z values can be calculated
for each peak, allowing for the determination of elemental formulas that can be assigned
to within 1 ppm error.
Meticulous mass calibration is required to obtain exact and highly resolved m/z
values that can be matched with molecular formulas within a 1 ppm error limit or less.
Typical external calibration is performed with calibrants such as arginine clusters or a
manufacturers' specific tuning mix and can usually be accomplished with an accuracy of
5 ppm. In order to achieve 1 ppm accuracies, those required to obtain reliable elemental
formula assignments, internal calibration must be carefully executed.

Many studies

involving the instrumentation at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory in
Tallahassee, FL, employ a dual-spray injection technique (Hannis and Muddiman, 2000)
to co-inject standards into the source (Kim et al., 2004; Hockaday et al., 2006; Kim et al.,
2006). The ions from the standards are accumulated with analyte ions in the hexapole,
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and both standard and analyte ions are then transferred to the FT-ICR cell. The peaks in
the resulting mass spectrum are calibrated by reference to the exact m/z of the internal
calibrant ions.

Next, only the sample is analyzed by FT-ICR-MS, and the spectra

obtained in this step are free from peak contributions of the calibrant material.

This

spectrum is then internally calibrated by the exact m/z values of the major sample peaks
in the spectra obtained in the first step.

This approach allows for accurate internal

calibration, but internal calibration to less than 1 ppm is also possible without the dual
spray procedure. Basically, the same protocol is used, but the sample is mixed with the
internal standard prior to electrospray and then analyzed separately without the standard.
Also, internal calibration can be achieved with compounds known to be present within
the sample. For example, fatty acids are common components of DOM, and because
they charge so easily in negative ionization mode (Bos et al., 2006), they are ideal for use
as internal calibrants. Furthermore, fatty acids are hydrogen-rich and tend to be well
separated from other ions typically detected in DOM spectra, making them easily
observed.
When FT-ICR-MS was first employed for studies of environmental concern,
magnetic fields of 6 - 7 Tesla were commonplace, offering resolving powers of nearly
80,000 (Kujawinski et a l , 2002a; Kim et al., 2003b; Raffaelli and Saba, 2003). In these
early studies, molecular formulas were not always assigned, because resolving powers
did not allow sufficient separation of peaks whose exact masses could be determined with
high accuracy. Kim et al. (2003b) used a 7.0 Tesla FT-ICR for a high DOM stream in the
Pinelands of New Jersey and a low DOM stream in a mountainous region of Costa Rica,
and they could easily distinguish between peaks that were separated by the exact masses
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of -H2, - O , and -CH2. From these observations, they performed Kendrick mass defect
analyses (Stenson et al., 2003) (this technique is discussed in detail later) to further
examine these different series. Kujawinski et al. (2002b) specifically dedicated a study to
determining how resolution can be further increased by FT-ICR mass spectrometers by
optimizing certain instrumental parameters. When lower ion densities are injected into
the ICR cell, ion - ion interactions (space charge effects) are reduced and signal
resolution is enhanced. In addition, co-adding larger numbers of transients significantly
increases signal to noise ratios.

These initial studies paved the way for additional

research utilizing higher magnetic fields in order to obtain more detailed molecular
information, described in a later section.

6. PRESENTATION OF ULTRAHIGH RESOLUTION MASS SPECTRAL DATA
6.1. Molecular Formula Matches and the van Krevelen Diagram
Because of the extremely complex nature of NOM and DOM, analysis by ESIFT-ICR-MS produces large data sets with thousands of peaks, with as many as twenty
peaks at each nominal mass (Kim et al., 2003a). As mentioned previously, molecular
formulas can be determined for each individual peak because the mass can be measured
with an accuracy of five decimal places and nearly all peaks are singly charged. Figure 2
shows the negative ion FT-ICR mass spectrum of DOM from the Dismal Swamp
obtained at a magnet strength of 12 Tesla. The inset demonstrates that the ions are in fact
singly charged simply because the peaks at the odd masses have their isotopic
counterparts located exactly 1.033 mass units higher, the difference between the exact
mass of a 13C and a

12

C. If the isotope peak is observed at 0.5165 (or 0.3443) higher,
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then the ion would be doubly (or triply) charged. The molecular formula matches for the
peaks at the odd masses from Figure 2 are shown in Table 1. DBE in Table 1 refers to
the Double Bond Equivalents; the equation is shown below.
DBE = '/2*(#C + #N + #P - #H + 1)
DBE indicates the total number of double bonds and rings in a molecule. In order to
discern the types of molecules present in the sample, one can use the molecular formula
matches to construct a van Krevelen diagram.

The van Krevelen diagram, first

introduced by van Krevelen (1950) and first used for FTMS data by Kim et al. (2003a),
plots the molar H/C ratios on the y-axis and the molar O/C ratios on the x-axis. Such a
plot allows one to not only elucidate what compound classes are present , but also to
identify what reaction pathways are taking place (Kim et al., 2003a).
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Figure 2. Negative ion 12T FT-ICR mass spectrum of Dismal Swamp DOM, a high DOC
(100 mg/L) swamp water in the southeast Virginia and northeast North Carolina. The
inset shows the expanded view of 423.0 - 428.5 m/z. The isotopic pattern proves that the
peaks are singly charged. Formula assignments for the peaks at odd masses are shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. The molecular formulas matching the peaks at odd masses shown as the inset of
Figure 2.

Observed
m/z

Proposed
Molecular Formula

Formula
Mass

Error
(ppm)

423.02048
423.05690
423.09326
423.12963
423.15228
423.16601
423.20240
425.03601
425.07243
425.08773
425.10888
425.14532
425.18170
425.25767
425.36366
427.01536
427.05176
427.06697
427.08826
427.10352
427.12457
427.13987
427.16089
427.19713

C17H12O13

423.020514
423.056900
423.093285
423.129671
423.152137
423.166056
423.202442
425.036164
425.072550
423.087806
425.108935
425.145321
425.181706
425.257848
425.363634
427.015429
427.051814
427.067070
427.088200
427.103456
427.124585
427.139841
427.160971
427.197356

-0.1
0.0
-0.1
-0.1
0.3
-0.1
-0.1
-0.4
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0.0
0.0
-0.4
0.1
-0.2
-0.1
-0.2
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.1
-0.2
-0.5
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Figure 3 shows the van Krevelen diagram created from the formula assignments
of the Dismal Swamp DOM mass spectrum shown in Figure 2, with the major classes of
compounds found in NOM overlain on the plot. In addition to clustering the molecules
according to their compound classes, well-defined trend lines are observed in the dataset,
and these are representative of homology among the molecules or could even reflect
reaction pathways among sets of molecules. Kim et al. (2003a) explained how masses in
this complex mixture of DOM can be related by numerous chemical transformations (e.g.
methylation, hydrogenation, hydration, redox, carboxylation, etc.).

In a study of the

DOM from McDonalds Branch, a blackwater stream in the Pine Barrens area of New
Jersey, Kim et al. (2004) used the van Krevelen diagram to identify peaks in the mass
spectrum that could be related to compounds one might expect from combustion of fossil
fuels or biomass (i.e., black carbon). Hertkorn et al. (2006) used this type of plot to
identify carboxylic-rich alicyclic molecules in marine DOM, and Stenson et al. (2003)
used the plot to argue that degraded lignin comprises the major precursor to riverine
DOM. The van Krevelen diagram has also been employed to differentiate various types
of molecules in petroleum and coal extracts (Hughey et al, 2001; Qian et al., 2001).
In addition to the two dimensional van Krevelen diagram shown in Figure 3, one
can also display the information in three dimensions by adding ion abundance or another
molar ratio (N/C, S/C, etc.) as the z-axis (Figures 4 and 5). Plotting ion abundance as the
third dimension provides an indication of which compound class is in highest abundance,
but because ionization efficiency plays a large role in determining the ion's abundance,
this comparison should only be used qualitatively. Plotting the z-axis as either an N/C
ratio or S/C ratio disperses the elemental composition information into a third dimension
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where one can examine the H/C and O/C ratio of N- or S- containing molecules separated
from the clusters of molecules containing only C, H, and O. If peptides are abundantly
present, then the N/C ratio will highlight their presence, as shown in Figure 5. This
figure shows the three dimensional van Krevelen diagram, with the N/C ratio on the zaxis, for a humic acid extract of an algal sapropel from Mangrove Lake, Bermuda, a
sediment that has been shown to be rich in peptides (Knicker and Hatcher, 1997, 2001).
N/C ratios of 0.0 - 0.1 suggest long-chain alkyl amines, while N/C ratios of 0.1 - 0.4
suggest peptides and proteins. Peaks that can be confirmed as originating from peptides
are shown in pink on the 3D van Krevelen plot. By and large, these two and three
dimensional van Krevelen diagrams greatly assists in visualizing the complicated mass
spectra that are acquired during the analysis of NOM and DOM samples.
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Figure 3. The van Krevelen diagram for the Dismal Swamp DOM, from the molecular
formulas calculated from the data shown in Figure 2. Compound classes are represented
by the circles overlaid on the plot. The distinctive lines in the plot denote the following
chemical reactions: (A) methylation / demethylation, or alkyl chain elongation; (B)
hydrogenation / dehydrogenation; (C) hydration / condensation; and (D) oxidation /
reduction.
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Figure 4. The three dimensional van Krevelen diagram of Dismal Swamp DOM adding
the peak magnitudes as the z-axis display (a) and a color coded plan view (b). Colors of
points were varied according to relative peak magnitudes. The magnitudes increase in the
order pink, blue, green, orange and red.

6.2. Kendrick Mass Defect Analysis and the Z-series
When assigning molecular formulas, an important component of most studies of
NOM to date, Kendrick Mass Defect Analysis (KMD) can be very useful and has been
used extensively (Kendrick, 1963; Hughey et al., 2001; Kujawinski et al., 2002b; Kim et
al., 2003a,b; Stenson et al., 2003; Kramer et al., 2004; Kujawinski et al., 2004; Hertkorn
et al., 2006; Kujawinski and Behn, 2006). Initial formulas are dispensed by a molecular
formula calculator, but as the m/z increases, the number of formulas that match an exact
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Figure 5. The three dimensional van Krevelen diagram for a humic acid extract of
Mangrove Lake sediment, with the N/C atomic ratio as the z-axis (a). Expanded regions
are shown for the N/C ratios of 0.0 - 0.1 (b), 0.1 - 0.2 (c), 0.2 - 0.3 (d), and 0.3 - 0.4 (e).
Peaks that can be positively identified as originating from peptides are shown in pink.
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m/z value within a given error value also increases. Typically for low m/z values, a
single formula is found within the 1 ppm error window commonly used. However, when
more than one formula is extracted within 1 ppm error, the decision needs to be made as
to which one is correct. This is where KMD analysis can be utilized, because it identifies
homologous series of compounds within a sample. A homologous series is a series of
m/z values that differ only by the exact mass of a certain function group, such as a CH 2
group (Kendrick, 1963). KMD basically converts the nominal mass of a CH 2 group
(14.00000) to the exact mass (14.01565). By multiplying the ratio of the nominal mass to
the exact mass (14.00000/14.01565) by the m/z value from the mass spectrum, one gets
the Kendrick mass, as shown by the equation below:
Kendrick Mass = exact m/z of peak * (14.00000/14.01565)
Then, the Kendrick mass defect is calculated by subtracting the Kendrick mass from the
observed nominal mass:
Kendrick Mass Defect = Observed Nominal Mass - Kendrick Mass
Therefore, ions differing by only a CH2 group (i.e., chain elongation) will have
the same Kendrick mass defect. As a result, if there are multiple formulas for one m/z
value, the one that falls within a homologous series is chosen as the correct assignment.
By plotting Kendrick mass defect against the nominal Kendrick mass, each homologous
series falls on the same horizontal line, as shown by Figure 6. In this figure, I used KMD
analysis to suggest that the chemical reactions from Figure 3 are occurring. Depending
on the make-up of the sample, KMD analysis using other functional groups (e.g. OCH2,
COO, CO, etc) can be more valuable. Kramer et al. (2004) used KMD analysis with the
COO group to identify black carbon (BC) derived structures in a humic acid extract of a
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soil from Japan. With this technique, they were able to distinguish between various types
of black carbon-like structures (discussed further in the BC section).

Stenson et al.

(2003) used KMD analysis of Suwannee River fulvic acids to assign each m/z value to 1
of 266 unique homologous series, with the assistance of another calculated parameter
called the z* score, z* is a nominal mass series that helps to differentiate between very
close KMD values, so that when an ions are assigned to a homologous series, they
definitely differ by the exact mass of the functional group that was used (Stenson et al.,
2003). Kujawinski et al. (2004) also used the z* approach to separate out changes that
occurred to a DOM sample after various levels of degradation had taken place. Thus not
only does KMD analysis assist in assigning molecular formulas to higher m/z ions, but
also it can aid in the detection of minute changes in the composition of environmental
samples after different chemical treatments or various levels of degradation, both aimed
at determining specific reaction pathways.
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Figure 6. Kendrick Mass Defect plots of peaks on the trend lines identified in Figure 3.
(a) Points in trend line A analyzed by CH 2 KMD analysis, (b) points in line B by H 2
KMD analysis, (c) points in line C by H2O KMD analysis, and (d) points in line D by O
KMD analysis.

6.3. Compacting Displays
As already mentioned numerous times and as shown in Figure 2, FT-ICR-MS
produces thousands of peaks in one mass spectrum of a NOM sample. The data acquired
from these complex mixtures are not only difficult to visualize, but also they are
challenging to analyze. Although the van Krevelen diagram and KMD analysis discussed
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above alleviate the majority of these problems, the mass spectrum is still difficult to
peruse in order to determine the sample's composition. Hughey et al. (2001) reported
that it would be necessary to stretch a mass spectrum out over 200 meters in order to see
each and every individually resolved peak in that spectrum. Fortunately, Hughey et al.
(2001) designed an extremely beneficial, compact display of a mass spectrum that allows
for the three-dimensional presentation of all the peaks at each nominal mass. The x-axis
is the observed nominal mass, the y-axis is the observed mass defect, and the z-axis is the
ion signal magnitude. In this display, one can observe peaks clustered at specific mass
defects, and these clusters provide clues as to the types of structurally similar molecules
present in the sample. For example, peaks clustered at low mass defects suggest that the
sample consists mainly of condensed aromatics, while peaks clustered at a higher mass
defect suggest more contributions from hydrogen-rich lignin or lipids. Hence not only
does this compact display assist in viewing all the peaks in a mass spectrum, but also it
can provide the investigator preliminary results as to the general sample make-up.

6.4. Difference Mass Spectra
When comparing two very similar samples, that perhaps have been prepared
differently to highlight changes in chemical composition, it is often useful to calculate a
difference spectrum to visualize the variations. A reference spectrum can be used as a
control and the analyte spectrum can be subtracted from it.

Rodgers et al. (1999)

provides details on the computer program used for such a calculation, but I briefly
describe it here. The program searches for a peak in the control spectrum and calculates
its relative abundance. It then searches for that same peak in the analyte spectrum, using
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a user-defined mass window, and subtracts its abundance from that of the control
spectrum.

Positive difference peaks indicate that the assigned constituents are more

abundant in the analyte spectrum than in the control spectrum, whereas negative peaks
reflect the opposite.

Rodgers et al. (1999, 2000) used this method to compare a

weathered jet fuel, an unweathered jet fuel, and a jet fuel contaminated soil.

This

technique allowed for not only increased evaluation of the effect of weathering on a jet
fuel, but also for identifying jet fuel contaminants in the soil. This method can be applied
to numerous studies where it is possible to compare two or more samples.

6.5. Automated Approaches
Stenson et al. (2003) reported that it required several months to assign nearly
5000 molecular formulas to the m/z values produced for Suwannee River fulvic acid.
However, once a database is created, the time to assign molecular formulas for other
samples can be significantly reduced. Kujawinski and Behn (2006) recognized the need
for an automated system so that a high sample throughput could be performed.

They

created an automated compound identification algorithm (CIA) that loads and sorts MS
data, searches for relationships between the m/z values, and finally assigns molecular
formulas to the m/z values based on the functional group relationships established in the
previous step. This algorithm was the first attempt at this type of computerized sample
analysis. The main obstacle appears to occur with m/z values greater than 500, due to the
higher number of formulas that could be assigned within a specified error from the exact
formula mass. If the m/z value could not be correlated to a smaller molecular weight
peak by KMD, then CIA is not able to assign a molecular formula (Kujawinski and Behn,
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2006). Overall, mass spectral data must be of the highest quality in order for CIA to
work efficiently, and careful calibration must be performed in order to have - 9 5 % of m/z
values matched with a molecular formula (Kujawinski and Behn, 2006). Their design of
an automated CIA has made a significant contribution to the scientific community that is
interested in analyzing numerous natural organic matter samples in a reasonable amount
of time.

7. TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETRY
Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is employed to obtain structural information
on specific masses in a spectrum. Typically, the first mass spectrometer selects an ion of
specific mass and the second analyzes fragments of that ion induced by a multitude of
methods, either bombardment with neutral molecules, electrons, or photons. Thus, one
obtains MS/MS data that can be used to infer structure. While this approach works well
for mixtures of compounds that are not complex, it has a limited application for NOM
studies to date because the first mass spectrometer does not have sufficient mass
resolution to isolate an ion from the complex mixture of peaks observed at each nominal
mass.

7.1. Instrumentation
As mentioned in a previous section, MS/MS can be performed on a triple
quadrupole (QqQ), a quadrupole time of flight (QqTOF), a quadrupole ion trap (QIT),
and an FT-ICR mass spectrometer, and is used to obtain structural information via
molecule fragmentation. QqQ and QqTOF are examples of MS/MS being performed by
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the coupling of two separate instruments. The QqQ and QqTOF mass analyzers combine
quadrupole mass filters with either a third quadrupole or a time of flight (TOF) mass
analyzer, the latter being aligned orthogonally. The orthogonal geometry of the TOF is
essential because it allows the combination of two different types of analyzers: the
continuous quadrupole and the pulse type TOF analyzer. In the quadrupole, ions are
continuously traveling through the quadrupole, while TOF analyzers use a pulsed
accelerating voltage to allow packets of ions to go through the flight tube, one packet at a
time. In both QqQ and QqTOF spectrometers, the first quadrupole selects a certain mass,
the precursor ion, that is of interest, and eliminates all other m/z values. The second
quadrupole is a collision cell that operates in RF only mode, where an inert or reactive
gas is introduced to induce fragmentation.

This technique is called Collision Induced

Dissociation (CID), and is discussed further in the next section.

The TOF (for the

QqTOF) or third quadrupole (QqQ) then determines which ions are produced, referred to
as product ions, due to the fragmentation.

The QIT and FT-ICR mass spectrometers

execute MS/MS experiments by performing a sequence of events within the ion storage
trap. Since ions can survive several series of excitation events, multiple tandem mass
spectrometry experiments can be performed efficiently in the trap.

Once an ion is

selected and all other ions are ejected from the trap, helium is introduced as a collision
gas, since it is already present as a trap coolant. For FT-ICR-MS, an AC voltage can be
applied to discharge ions of a specified m/z value by making their cyclotron orbits so
large that they collide with the wall of the trap.

Thus the residual ion(s) can be

fragmented by either CID or Infrared Multiple Photon Dissociation (IRMPD), which is
discussed in the next section.

Unlike QIT MS/MS, FT-ICR-MS/MS detects the
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fragmented ions in a non-destructive manner, making them detectable repeatedly,
increasing sensitivity and resolution. The instrumentation used in these aforementioned
studies has only been briefly described here; readers are once again referred to Hoffmann
and Stroobant (2003) for further descriptions.

7.2. Collision Induced Dissociation (CID) vs. Infrared Multiple Photon Dissociation (IRMPD)
Overall, CID and IR-MPD both follow the same sequence of events: 1) isolate
precursor ion by ejecting all other ions, 2) excite the precursor ion, 3) allow the ion to
fragment during a certain reaction period, 4) excite the product ions, 5) detect the product
ions. The only difference is the method used for fragmentation. In order for an ion to
fragment, energy needs to be imparted to the ion so that it dissociates. As mentioned in
previous sections, CID uses either an inert gas or a reactive gas to induce fragmentation.
If an inert gas is used, part of the ion's kinetic energy is converted to internal energy, and
low energy fragmentation of that ion occurs.

Ion - molecule reactions are generated

when a reactive gas is used. Although helium can be used, heavier gases like argon or
xenon transfer more energy, thus allowing more collisions to occur. Rather than using a
gas to add energy to an ion, IR-MPD utilizes a CO2 laser to irradiate the ion. IR-MPD
has several advantages over CID; for example, the energy added to the ion is more easily
controlled by regulating the laser power and ion dissociation efficiency is much higher.
Thus there is no need to introduce another substance that can change the pressure of the
high vacuum system.

These benefits lead to a greater sensitivity and selectivity for

MS/MS experiments, which is critical for obtaining structural information about the
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precursor ion. More detailed descriptions of these techniques is beyond the scope of this
paper; for further reading, readers are referred to the references (Little et al., 1994; Senko
et al, 1994; Hoffmann and Stroobant, 2003).

7.3. Structural Information
Because a mass spectrometer cannot distinguish structural isomers of the same
mass, a structure cannot usually be assigned to a specific m/z value. By employing
MS/MS via CID or IR-MPD, one can examine the fragmentation patterns of a specific
ion and determine the type of structure that is present in abundance. Hoffmann and
Stroobant (2003) give an excellent overview of how to interpret mass spectra to discern
structures from fragmentation pathways.

Here, I highlight a few examples of how

MS/MS has been applied to NOM samples.

Leenheer et al. (2001) performed CID

experiments on Suwannee River fulvic acid with a QIT and losses of H 2 0, COO, and CO
were observed. These neutral mass losses correspond to alcohol
decarboxylation, and ester fragmentation, respectively.

dehydration,

Furthermore, polycarboxylic

acids were used as model compounds to confirm that these reactions were actually taking
place. Similar results were obtained by Stenson et al. (2003) with IR-MPD of Suwannee
River FA using an FT-ICR-MS. They determined that the same neutral losses of H2O,
COO, and CO indicate that the FA structure must consist of a mixture of carboxylic,
carbonyl, hydroxyl, and aromatic functional groups. Suwannee River fulvic acids were
examined by Fievre et al. (1997), directly comparing IR-MPD with CID on a FT-ICRMS.

They found that IR-MPD gave a higher abundance of ions and that the

fragmentation was more easily controlled by lowering the irradiation period or laser
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power strength. Nonetheless, the more extensive fragmentation seen with CID leads to a
more complete understanding of the type of structure that makes up the precursor ion.
Plancque et al. (2001) employed a QqTOF to take these analyses a step further and draw
a possible structure for aquifer fulvic acids.

Utilizing CID, they explored the

fragmentation pathways to develop a structure with numerous carboxylic and hydroxyl
groups, with a small number of aromatic groups and little or no carbonyl groups. The
lack of carbonyl groups is due to the fact that they did not observe many CO losses in
their tandem mass spectra. To further scrutinize this scheme of numerous carboxylic acid
functionalities, Mclntyre et al. (2002) analyzed peat and soil FAs by CID with a QqQ
mass spectrometer. The losses of successive COO groups lead them to test fragmentation
patterns with model compounds containing many carboxyl groups along with other
functionalities.

They determined that benzene, phenol, dihydroxy benzene, furan, and

thiophene carboxylic acids are present in the peat and soil FA and can be readily
identified with these MS/MS techniques. As shown, these fragmentation studies can be
exploited to give structural information about the analytes, and further investigation of a
wide range of NOM and DOM samples will lead to a better understanding of the
structures existing in these environmental samples.

8. THE IMPACT OF HIGH RESOLUTION MASS SPECTROMETRY ON THE
KNOWLDEDGE OF THE COMPOSITION OF NOM
The development of ultrahigh resolution MS, where one can obtain spectrallyresolved peaks with sufficient mass accuracy to calculate unique elemental formulas, has
revolutionized the study of NOM chemistry and is likely to provide future developments
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that are destined to change the field dramatically. Accordingly, a number of research
groups have launched numerous studies designed to take advantage of the offerings of
ESI-FT-ICR-MS. Below, I describe some of the initial studies as they relate to specific
goals aimed at understanding the molecular makeup of NOM and its reactivity.

8.1. Characterization of Sources of NOM
Because of the molecular level detail that FT-ICR-MS provides, NOM samples of
different origin can be compared in order to determine the likely sources of this material.
Kujawinski et al. (2002b) compared Suwannee River DOM (SRDOM) to a humic acid
extract of Mount Rainier degraded wood (MRHA). The main differences between the
two are their sources and degradation pathways; MRHA is made up of mostly lignin
degradation products governed by brown rot fungi, and the SRDOM sample contains
components from a peat swamp drainage (Kujawinski et al., 2002b). They primarily used
KMD analysis for comparison of the mass spectral data, and found that the MRHA had a
greater aromatic contribution, which is consistent with a source from lignin.

This

conclusion that lignin constitutes the major source for SRDOM is supported by more
recent studies of Kim et al. (2003b) and Stenson et al. (2003).
Llewelyn et al. (2002) used FT-ICR-MS to examine changes in the composition
of dissolved organic phosphorus (DOP) in the Everglades Nutrient Removal (ENR)
treatment wetland.

DOP was collected and concentrated from along a water flow

gradient in the ENR, and it was determined that many high molecular weight organic
phosphorus compounds persisted in all of the sites. This observation means that these
compounds are part of the refractory component of the DOP and specific enzymes fail to
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hydrolyze them in order for them to become biologically available (Llewelyn et al., 2002;
Cooper et al., 2005). This has large implications not only for the relative reactivity of
organic phosphorus compounds but also for insight into phosphorus sources and sinks
within the environment. Similar experiments could be designed in order to explore the
minute variations of DOM samples along a specific transect, in order to track the
transport and eventual fate of particular compounds.

8.2. Comparisons of Marine vs. Terrestrial DOM
Koch et al. (2005) examined the differences in a terrestrial DOM sample from
mangrove swamp water in Brazil with a marine DOM sample from the Antarctic Sea.
Although these water samples are not related, differences in their DOM components
could provide a basis for differentiating between oceanic and land-based inputs. Koch et
al. (2005) discovered that, while many (approximately one third) molecular formulas
were identical at both sites, there were many formulas that were unique to each site, with
the terrestrial DOM having many more formulas that were different than those observed
in oceanic waters. Furthermore, the DOM from various depths in the Antarctic Sea were
analyzed and found to not differ significantly from one another. After microbial and
photodegradation, the DOM consisted of similar structures that seem to be intrinsically
refractory, regardless of source (Koch et al., 2005). In another study of marine DOM,
Hertkorn et al. (2006) discovered that carboxyl-rich alicyclic molecules (CRAM) were
the most abundantly identified compounds of DOM in the deep ocean (roughly 8% of
DOC).

This was determined by the complementary information generated by the

combined use of FT-ICR-MS and multidimensional NMR.

They concluded that
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polycarboxylated fused ring systems typified CRAM molecules rather than open chain
isomers, and that this CRAM is derived from biomolecules such as sterols and hopanoids.

8.3. Elucidation of Changes in DOM due to Various Types of Degradation
With ultrahigh resolution FT-ICR-MS, DOM degradation can be discerned if one
compares the molecular formulas of peaks before and after degradation. Kujawinski et
al. (2004) exploited this fact by testing the effect of photoirradiation of Suwannee River
fulvic acids and the function of protozoan grazers in DOM alteration. They noticed that
approximately 50% of peaks disappeared after irradiation with long wavelengths. Those
peaks missing as the result of degradation are characterized by high double bond
equivalents (DBE) and low oxygen content, and most likely they were modified to
compounds that were not easily ionized by electrospray ionization, e.g., a nonpolar
hydrocarbon (Kujawinski et al., 2004). Furthermore, they observed numerous peaks that
were unique to the protozoan grazing incubation that were not present in their bacterial
incubation control experiment.

This proves that protozoa can make an important

contribution to DOM by modifying it. In quite a different manner of degradation, Kim et
al. (2006) employed biofilm reactors to determine the transformations of DOM in two
different forested stream waters, one with low DOM and the other with a higher DOM
concentration. In both streams, biodegradation modifies DOM to lower molecular weight
constituents, and oxygen-rich molecules were selectively metabolized. In addition, the
van Krevelen diagrams shown in Figure 7 (Copyright (2006) by the American Society of
Limnology and Oceanography, Inc. Kim S, Kaplan LA, Hatcher PG. Biodegradable
Dissolved Organic Matter in a Temperate and a Tropical Stream Determined from Ultra-
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High Resolution Mass Spectrometry. Limnology and Oceanography. 2006; 51(2): 10541063) revealed that hydrogen-deficient molecules with low H:C ratios, representative of
BC - like structures, are present and generally enhanced in biodegraded waters. They
concluded that BC molecules tend to be refractory to biddegradation when compared
with other DOM components. This supports the suggestion that BC-derived molecules
can flow to the ocean without experiencing significant microbial degradation.

8.4. Identification of Black Carbon-derived Structures
The study of BC's existence in DOM samples has been of particular interest to
many investigators, due to its persistence in the environment. BC is mainly produced by
the incomplete combustion of fossil fuels and/or biomass and can be found in many soils,
especially those subjected to burning events. Even though BC is thought to be made up
of highly condensed aromatic rings, it has recently been thought to somehow become
solubilized and incorporated into porewaters, which can then flow into rivers and
eventually the ocean (Kim et al., 2004; Hockaday, 2006). Kim et al. (2004) showed that
by use of the van Krevelen diagram, BC peaks could be identified due to their low mass
defect and high double bond equivalent (DBE) values. They speculated that hydroxy
groups were substituted onto BC structures, which were then oxidized to quinones or
carboxylic acid functionalities. This addition of polar functional groups renders BC more
water soluble, explaining its existence in DOM.
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Figure 7. The van Krevelen diagrams of DOM extracted from (a) inflow and (b) outflow
of bioreactors at Rio Tempisquito, the low DOC stream and (c) inflow and (d) outflow of
bioreactors at White Clay Creek, the higher DOC stream.

Copyright (2006) by the

American Society of Limnology and Oceanography, Inc. Kim S, Kaplan LA, Hatcher
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Oceanography. 2006; 51(2): 1054-1063.

Kramer et al. (2004) similarly identified a large suite of BC-derived compounds
in a humic acid extract of a volcanic ash soil from Japan; the van Krevelen diagram
strongly indicated the presence of BC, as shown in Figure 8 (Reprinted with permission
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from Kramer RW, Kujawinski EB, Hatcher PG. Identification of Black Carbon Derived
Structures in a Volcanic Ash Soil Humic Acid by Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron
Resonance Mass Spectrometry. Environmental Science and Technology. 2004; 38: 3387.
Copyright (2004) American Chemical Society).

They used the KMD analysis,

normalized to the COO functional group, in order to identify BC structures varying by
the exact mass of COO. By combining the data acquired from the van Krevelen diagram
and the KMD analysis, various structural entities were identified, such as linearly fused
aromatics, aromatics linked by carbon-carbon single bonds, and highly condensed (fused)
aromatic structures. For examples of some of the structures matched with molecular
formulas, see Figure 9 (Kramer et al., 2004). This was the first time that structures could
be matched to molecular formulas without the assistance of tandem mass spectrometry.
Hockaday et al. (2006) examined the existence of BC in the soil of a fire-impacted forest
along with its pore water, to investigate the solublization of BC and its transport to pore
water and adjacent streams. They introduced a new criterion for identifying condensed
aromatic ring structures (CARS), namely a carbon normalized DBE value. Thus, BCderived structures, or CARS, can be differentiated from NOM molecules derived from
decaying vegetation if their carbon-normalized DBE exceeds 0.7 (Hockaday et al., 2006).
A plot of DBE/C versus peak abundance provides an estimate of the relative contribution
of CARS to the total sample composition, as shown in Figure 10 (Reprinted from
Organic Geochemistry, 37, Hockaday WC, Grannas AM, Kim S, Hatcher PG, Direct
Molecular Evidence for the Degradation and Mobility of Black Carbon in Soils from
Ultrahigh-Resolution Mass Spectral Analysis of Dissolved Organic Matter from a Fireimpacted Forest Soil, 501-51035, Copyright (2006), with permission from Elsevier).
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Approximately 49% of the peak abundance in a water extract of charcoal residing in soil
for about 100 years qualify as CARS, while an average of 10% of the peak abundance in
the pore water samples are CARS (Hockaday et al., 2006). This substantiates the fact
that BC can be altered to water soluble compounds and thus exported to the DOM pool.
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2.(H
1.5
O

x

1.0
0.5
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0.5

O/C
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Figure 8. Van Krevelen plot of diluvial humic acid from Japan.

1.5

Reprinted with

permission from Kramer RW, Kujawinski EB, Hatcher PG. Identification of Black
Carbon Derived Structures in a Volcanic Ash Soil Humic Acid by Fourier Transform Ion
Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry. Environmental Science and Technology. 2004;
38: 3387. Copyright (2004) American Chemical Society.
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Molecular Formula

# of Carboxyls

Error(ppm)

CigHi2

4
5
6
7

0.97
0.87
0.39
0.09

Molecular Formula

#of Carboxyls

Error(ppm)

(COOH)n
n=4-7
Linearly fused aromatics

- (COOH)n
n=4-7

4
"5

C20H14

•

6

' 1

0.63
-0.23
-1.47
-6.50

Condensed aromatic structures
linked by biphenyl bonds
Molecular Formula

# of Carboxyls

Error (ppm)

C22H1;

3
4
5
6
7
8

0.12
-0.38
0.44
-0.22
0.03
0.00

(COOH)n
n=3-8
Highly condensed (fused) aromatics

Figure 9. Linearly fused aromatics, condensed aromatics linked by biphenyl bonds, and
highly condensed (fused) aromatic structures.

The error represents deviation of the

observed mass from the theoretical value in ppm. (adapted from Kramer et al., 2004)
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Soil Charcoal C,„ DOM

Soil Pore C,g DOM

DBE/C

DBE/C

Figure 10. DBE/C spectra of water-soluble charcoal leachates (left) and soil pore water
DOM (right) showing that the charcoal is a source of condensed aromatics molecules
with DBE/C values distributed around 0.8. Reprinted from Organic Geochemistry, 37,
Hockaday WC, Grannas AM, Kim S, Hatcher PG, Direct Molecular Evidence for the
Degradation and Mobility of Black Carbon in Soils from Ultrahigh-Resolution Mass
Spectral Analysis of Dissolved Organic Matter from a Fire-impacted Forest Soil, 501510, Copyright (2006), with permission from Elsevier.

9. CONCLUSIONS
ESI coupled to ultrahigh resolution FT-ICR-MS has facilitated the extensive
molecular-level characterization of NOM.

The advent of ESI has allowed for the

ionization of the large, nonvolatile compounds, and its application to the polar,
polyelectrolytic NOM has made a significant contribution to the understanding of its
composition and reactivity. The high resolving power of FT-ICR-MS is capable of
separating m/z values to the fifth decimal place, from which molecular formula
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assignments can be made fairly reliably.

Several data analysis and data presentation

techniques have been utilized to clearly represent the complicated mass spectra that are
acquired during NOM analyses. The most recent applications of ESI-FT-ICR-MS have
included DOM characterization, DOM structural features as a function of terrestrial
versus marine systems, DOM compositional changes as a function of numerous
degradation pathways, and the identification of BC in the environment. FT-ICR-MS is
clearly a powerful technique used to examine the complex composition of NOM and
DOM, and it will most certainly assist in further advancements in the areas of aquatic,
soil, and analytical chemistry as individual researchers begin to implement the technique
more routinely.

The unfortunate aspect of this application is that FT-ICR-MS

instrumentation is not readily available to most soil scientists or geochemists, being
mainly used for biomedical research applications.

However, this situation is slowly

changing and I anticipate that access to FT-ICR-MS will become more common.
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CHAPTER III

OPTIMIZING ANALYSIS OF DISSOLVED ORGANIC MATTER BY
ELECTROSPRAY IONIZATION FOURIER TRANSFORM ION CYCLOTRON
RESONANCE MASS SPECTROMETRY

PREFACE
The content of this Chapter is the combination of two publications: one in 2008 in
the Limnology and Oceanography: Methods and the other in 2009 in Organic
Geochemistry.

Below are the full citations.

See Appendix A for the copyright

permission.
Sleighter, R.L., McKee, G.A., Liu, Z. and Hatcher, P.G., 2008. Naturally present
fatty acids as internal calibrants for Fourier transform mass spectra of dissolved
organic matter. Limnology and Oceanography: Methods, 6: 246-253.

Sleighter, R.L., McKee, G.A. and Hatcher, P.G., 2009. Direct Fourier transform
mass spectral analysis of natural waters with low dissolved organic matter.
Organic Geochemistry, 40(1): 119-125.
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PART 1: DIRECT FOURIER TRANSFORM MASS SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF
NATURAL WATERS WITH LOW DISSOLVED ORGANIC MATTER

1. INTRODUCTION
Aquatic dissolved organic matter (DOM) is a complex polyelectrolyte assemblage
of polar and non-polar compounds that is typically derived from decaying vegetation.
DOM is a significant component of the global carbon cycle, accounting for a pool of
active carbon that is approximately equal to that of atmospheric carbon dioxide (Hedges,
1992; Hedges, 2002). An improved understanding of its composition is necessary to
determine how it affects the solubility (Chiou et al., 1987; Fukushima et al., 2006),
bioavailability (Akkanen and Kukkonen, 2003; Gourlay et al., 2005), and eventual fate of
hydrophobic organic contaminants (Nanny and Maza, 2001; Simpson et al., 2004) and
trace metals (Santschi et al., 1997; Drexel et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2004; Shiller et al.,
2006).

The characterization of DOM is essential for understanding how these

interactions occur and how degradation (through microbial or photochemical pathways)
proceeds. Bulk characteristics of DOM have been determined by numerous analytical
techniques, such as elemental analysis, ultraviolet and fluorescence spectroscopy, nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and bulk isotopic composition (Thurman, 1985).
However, as discussed by Sleighter and Hatcher (2007), DOM has evaded molecular
level characterization for many years due to its inherent complexity and analytical
limitations.
Recently, electrospray ionization Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass
spectrometry (ESI-FTICR-MS) has been successfully employed to characterize DOM
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from a variety of sources but only with the aid of numerous extraction techniques whose
primary purpose is to concentrate the DOM for detection purposes and to remove salts
that interfere with ESI. Although C\$ solid phase extractions have been the isolation
method of choice for ESI-FTICR-MS analyses (Kim et al., 2003b; Kim et al., 2004;
Kujawinski et al., 2004; Koch et al., 2005; Dittmar and Koch, 2006; Kim et al., 2006;
Hockaday et al., 2007; Tremblay et al., 2007), ultrafiltration and XAD resins also have
been utilized (Stenson et al., 2003; Koch et al., 2005; Hertkorn et al., 2006). Specific
studies have been conducted to test the effects of these different extraction methods, and
the inherent biases associated with each method are discussed in recent publications
(Simjouw et al., 2005; Mopper et al., 2007). Although DOM recoveries for freshwater
samples are generally much higher than for estuarine or marine samples, pH, sample
matrix, and salinity all play roles in the amount of DOM that can be recovered. Some
common problems associated with these extraction techniques include irreversible
organic

matter

sorption,

breakthrough

contamination/bleeding,

resin/membrane

contamination, and time consuming cleaning requirements (Simjouw et al., 2005;
Mopper et al., 2007).

Overall, the extracts are biased by the physical or chemical

properties regulating the extraction procedure, and a more extensive characterization
requires less invasive sample preparation.
I recently found that water from a freshwater swamp (The Great Dismal Swamp,
Suffolk, VA) can be directly analyzed by ESI-FTICR-MS, due to its high DOM
concentration (>100 mg/L C) and zero salinity (Sleighter and Hatcher, 2008). In this
previous study, the FTICR mass spectra of Dismal Swamp whole water were compared
with those of Cig extracted Dismal Swamp DOM, and I determined that two major
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groups of compounds are excluded when using the Cis extraction protocol. Tannin-like
substances and aliphatic amines/amides, detected in the Dismal Swamp whole water,
were absent in the Cig extracted Dismal Swamp DOM due to their inherent hydrophilicity
and high polarity, which limits their absorptivity to the hydrophobic Cjg disk. The bias of
the Ci8 extraction methodology has prompted us to consider direct analysis of water
samples to avoid this complication. Accordingly, I describe, for the first time, the direct
ESI-FTICR-MS analysis of low DOM freshwaters (2-6 mg/L C), obtained without any
prior extraction. Because ESI sources are very intolerant of salts, only freshwaters are
considered for this study. The direct analysis of brackish/marine waters is not possible
until I develop an approach that removes salts without fractionating the DOM.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Sample Collection and Preparation
Several freshwater samples were collected from sites listed in Table 2. A surface
water sample was collected from the Pamunkey River in eastern Virginia, which is a
tributary of the York River that leads to the lower Chesapeake Bay. Two water samples
from mountain streams in south-central Pennsylvania also were collected.

The first

sample was from Dothan Run, which flows into the second stream, the Conodoguinet
Creek. Both originate in Franklin County, Pennsylvania (where they were collected) and
are small tributaries to the Susquehanna River. Each sample was filtered through a 0.2
jam Nylon filter (Millipore) to remove bacteria and particulates, and dissolved organic
carbon (DOC) concentrations were determined on the filtrate.

DOC values were

measured by high temperature combustion (680 °C) for oxidation to CO2 by a Shimadzu
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TOC-500 Total Organic Carbon Analyzer, which was calibrated with potassium
hydrogen phthalate (KHP) standards. Dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) was removed
prior to DOC analysis by acidifying samples to a pH of 2 with hydrochloric acid and
sparging with C02-free air for at least 5 minutes.

Table 2. Details of the water sampling sites.

a

Sample

DOC (mg/L C ) a

Pamunkey River
Dothan Run
Conodoguinet Creek

5.76 + 0.9
2.02 + 0.5
2.55 ±0.6

Latitude

Longitude

37 42' 53" N 77 13' 55" W
40 4' 25" N 77 45' 0" W
40 4' 14" N 77 45' 4" w

Error is the standard deviation of three measurements.

2.2. ESI-FTICR-MS Analyses
For ESI-FTICR-MS analysis, each sample was diluted by 25% (v/v) with LCMS grade methanol (Fisher Scientific) to avoid unstable spray conditions common of a
purely aqueous sample (Rostad and Leenheer, 2004). A small amount of ammonium
hydroxide was added immediately prior to ESI to increase the ionization efficiency by
adjusting the pH to 8. Samples were continuously infused into an Apollo II ESI ion
source of a Bruker Daltonics 12 Tesla Apex Qe FTICR-MS, housed at the College of
Sciences Major Instrumentation Cluster (COSMIC) at Old Dominion University.
Samples were introduced by a syringe pump providing an infusion rate of 120 jaL/hr. All
samples were analyzed in negative ion mode (thereby preferentially ionizing acidic DOM
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species), and electrospray voltages were optimized for each sample. Previous studies
show that negative ion mode avoids the complications of the positive ion mode in which
alkali metal adducts, mainly Na + , are observed along with protonated ions (Brown and
Rice, 2000; Rostad and Leenheer, 2004). Ions were accumulated in a hexapole before
being transferred to the ICR cell. The ion accumulation times (10-20 sec) were varied in
order to optimize each sample with 300 co-added scans.

Data were collected in

broadband mode (200-2000 m/z range, no mass filtering) in a 4 MWord time domain
(corresponding to a 1.6777 sec transient length), and the summed free induction decay
signal was zero-filled once and Sine-Bell apodized prior to fast Fourier transform and
magnitude calculation using the Bruker Daltonics Data Analysis software.
Analysis times vary and are determined mainly by the number of scans acquired
and the ion accumulation time. These parameters are optimized based on the signal/noise
(S/N) ratio and number of peaks detected.

High DOM samples, such as the Dismal

Swamp, and Cig extracted samples typically can be analyzed in the broadband mode by
FTICR-MS with 1.0 sec ion accumulation times and 200 scans, giving approximately 20
min analysis times (Sleighter and Hatcher, 2008). However, the samples considered in
this study, with low DOC concentrations, require longer analysis times (75-120 min due
to the higher ion accumulation times and scans) to obtain similar quality mass spectra. In
an effort to decrease the analysis time, water from each sample was removed by rotary
evaporation, concentrating the DOC by approximately a factor of 20. I speculate that
some volatile DOM components may have been lost by this procedure, but they are likely
low molecular weight species (MW<200) that are usually not detected by FTICR-MS
(Sleighter and Hatcher, 2007). Because of the wide range of frequencies being detected
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in broadband mode, these lower m/z ions are discriminated against due to their reduced
transmission efficiency.

The concentrated samples were diluted with methanol and

ammonium hydroxide in the same manner as mentioned above. ESI-FTICR mass spectra
were then acquired on the concentrated samples, in broadband mode, with a 5.0 sec ion
accumulation time and 300 co-added scans, giving a 50 min analysis time.
While most ESI-FTICR mass spectra traditionally have been obtained in the
broadband mode, one can obtain spectra by sequential selective ion accumulation (SSIA).
With SSIA, the quadrupole isolates a wide mass to charge (m/z) range of ions before
accumulation and subsequent transfer to the FTICR cell, thereby selectively enhancing
the detection of the ions inside that range (Belov et al., 2001a; Belov et al., 2001b;
O'Connor et al., 2006). This method detects ions in sequential mass ranges, or 'slices',
increasing the S/N ratio and shortening analysis times. The mass spectral slices for each
sample can later be merged together to construct the entire spectrum. Ions are detected in
the approximate m/z ranges of 225-350, 310-415, 385-485, 460-560, 535-635, and 610700, by setting the isolation window to 75 mass units. Ions in each range are detected
with a 1.0 sec ion accumulation time and 50 co-added scans, giving a 4 min analysis time
for each m/z range and an overall analysis time of about 25 min, a significant time
savings compared to the broadband mode. The concentrated Conodoguinet Creek sample
was analyzed by SSIA and compared with the mass spectrum acquired in broadband
mode. To further evaluate the utility of SSIA versus broadband accumulation, Dismal
Swamp whole water (>100 mg/L C) also was analyzed by these two methods; in
broadband mode with an ion accumulation time of 1.0 sec and 200 scans and with SSIA
in the same manner as the concentrated Conodoguinet Creek water.
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2.3. Mass Calibration and Molecular Formula Assignments
Prior to data analysis, all samples are externally calibrated with a polyethylene
glycol (PEG) standard.

Broadband mass spectra are internally calibrated with a new

method that adventitiously calibrates with fatty acids naturally present within the sample
(Sleighter et al., 2008). For SSIA mass spectra, internal calibration is performed with
peaks that exist within the given m/z range.

For m/z ranges 225-350 and 310-415,

internal calibration is performed with saturated fatty acids (CnH2„COOH). Saturated diacids (COOH-(CH2) n -COOH) are utilized for the 385-485 m/z range. For the last three
m/z ranges (460-560, 535-635, and 610-700), where fatty acids and di-acids are no longer
detected, sets of peaks belonging to homologous series of compounds determined by
Kendrick mass defect (KMD) analysis

(Stenson et al., 2003; Kujawinski and Behn,

2006; Sleighter and Hatcher, 2007) are used for internal calibration.

The root mean

square deviation (RMSD) of each calibration was calculated to measure the differences
between the observed m/z values and the exact masses calculated from the assigned
molecular formulas, as described by Sleighter et al. (2008).

RMSD for broadband

acquisitions of the whole water and concentrated samples ranged from 1.1 x 10" - 1.5 x
10"4, while SSIA calibrations yielded RMSD values of 7.9 x 10"5 - 1.2 x 10"4. Both types
of acquisitions result in low RMSD values, and the differences in the two ranges are not
significant.
A molecular formula calculator developed at the National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory in Tallahassee, FL, (Molecular Formula Calc v. 1.0 ©NHMFL, 1998)
generates empirical formula matches using carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur,
and phosphorus, allowing a maximum error of+/- 1.0 ppm. Only m/z values with an S/N
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above 4 are inserted into the molecular formula calculator. The majority of the assigned
formulas agree to the m/z value with an error value of less than 0.5 ppm, when compared
to the exact mass of the molecular formula.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Each sample is first analyzed as whole water, without any prior sample treatment
other than sterile filtration and minor dilution (by 25% (v/v) with methanol and
ammonium hydroxide). Figure 11 shows the mass spectra of the Conodoguinet Creek
sample, acquired under three different conditions. Figure 11a is the broadband mass
spectrum of the Conodoguinet Creek whole water, while Figures l i b (broadband mode)
and 11 c are of the Conodoguinet Creek water concentrated by rotary evaporation. Figure
l i e is acquired using SSIA and represents six mass spectra acquired separately (as
indicated by the color-coding), which are then merged together to reconstruct the full
spectrum. The mass spectra are merged together simply by opening each of the six mass
spectra in the Bruker Daltonics Data Analysis software, and the overlapping m/z regions
are observed where the same peaks exist in multiple colors. These six mass spectra are
scaled based on their absolute magnitude after detection (i.e., increasing the magnitude
scale of one of the slices increases the magnitude of all of the slices by the same factor).
All DOM mass spectra consist of a multitude of peaks, spanning the m/z range of 225700 and are singly charged. This is based on the observation of the isotopic peaks at
1.00335 m/z units (the mass of a neutron) higher than the parent peak.
Resolving power, which is calculated by the Bruker Daltonics Data Analysis
software, is the exact m/z value divided by the full width at the half maximum of that
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peak, or m/Arri5o%. Average resolving powers of the entire m/z range of these mass
spectra exceed 443,000, while individual peak resolving powers at m/z 401 exceed
585,000. The insets of Figure 11 emphasize peaks at the higher m/z range by expanding
the m/z scale at 300-700 (in the case of Figure 1 lc, an additional inset is displayed at m/z
500-700). While it may not be directly apparent from Figure 11, the S/N ratios of the
higher m/z peaks increases from the acquisition shown in Figure 1 la to that of Figure 1 lb
and further in Figure lie. I am not concerned, at this time, with the relative magnitudes
of the peaks detected. Because of the qualitative nature of ESI-FTICR-MS, I am only
interested in detecting as many DOM components as possible. The possible reasons for
the slight differences in the relative magnitudes between the three spectra of Figure 11
are beyond the scope of this paper but are being explored with further experiments in our
laboratory.
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Figure 11. Negative ion mass spectra (m/z 225-700) of Conodoguinet Creek whole water
(a) and Conodoguinet Creek water concentrated by rotary evaporation (b) and (c).
Spectrum (c) was obtained by use of sequential selective ion accumulation (SSIA), and
each m/z range is colored according to its detection after isolation in the quadrupole.
Insets showing m/z 300-700 (and another inset in (c) at m/z 500-700) highlight that lower
magnitude peaks that exist at higher m/z are enhanced after the concentration step and
again by utilizing SSIA rather than broadband acquisition.
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In the whole water samples analyzed without preconcentration, only 3-8 peaks are
detected at each nominal mass, leading to the assignment of approximately 726-1047
molecular formulas for each sample (see Table 3). Overall, approximately 90% of the
peaks are assigned formulas. Experience dictates that more peaks should be detected
(Stenson et al., 2003; Sleighter and Hatcher, 2008). Due to long analysis times (75-120
min), low S/N ratios, and the realization that more peaks should be observed, the three
samples were each concentrated by rotary evaporation and re-analyzed. The analysis
times decreased by about half (to 50 min), and the number of peaks detected per nominal
mass increased to 8-16, giving approximately 1535-2159 molecular formulas (see Table
3). To decrease analysis times (to 25 min), enhance S/N ratios, and further increase the
number of peaks detected, the concentrated Conodoguinet Creek water was analyzed
using SSIA.

The Conodoguinet Creek sample is chosen for this analysis because it

displays the lowest number of assigned formulas in its spectrum obtained by the
broadband methods.

By utilizing SSIA, the number of peaks and assigned formulas

increases by about 40%.

Because the RMSD values are all very similar for these

different acquisitions (and I assign formulas to approximately 90% of peaks), I am
confident that the increase in the number of molecular formulas assigned is due to the
increase in S/N ratios, not an increase in mass accuracy.
Figure 12 shows an expanded nominal mass region of Figure 11, one that typifies
the observed trends over the full mass spectral range. Peaks that are below the detection
limit before the concentration by rotary evaporation (Figure 12a) are now detected in the
concentrated sample (Figure 12b). In the case of the SSIA spectra, a reduction of the
baseline noise is observed, which allows the peaks in Figure 12b that are below the S/N
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threshold to be observed and identified as a peak in Figure 12c. Clearly, the SSIA
method captures the greatest number of peaks and is the method of choice for low DOM
samples. I can speculate that at low concentrations of DOM, where many components
may be below the detection limit, the most easily ionized compounds are observed in the
mass spectra. It is well known that ESI is a competitive, selective process, and because
negative mode ESI is utilized for this study, compounds with less acidic protons are
simply not able to compete against other easily ionized molecules (Gaskell, 1997; Cech
and Enke, 2001; Tang et al., 2004).

It is important to realize that whether using

broadband detection or SSIA, the ionization does not change. The entire sample is being
ionized, but only ions of a specific range that are transferred to the ICR cell are being
detected with SSIA, so charge competition should not vary between the concentrated
broadband spectrum and the SSIA spectra (Figures 1 lb and lie or 12b and 12c).
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Table 3. The percentage of peaks assigned a molecular formula and total number of
formulas for each sample analyzed before and after concentrating by rotary evaporation,
excluding peaks due to 13C isotopes.
Sample

a

% of Peaks assigned formulas # Formulas

Pamunkey River Whole Water
Pamunkey River Water, rotovaped

92%
91%

1599

Dothan Run Whole Water
Dothan Run Water, rotovaped

94%
93%

1047
2159

Conodoguinet Creek Whole Water
Conodoguinet Creek Water, rotovaped
Conodoguinet Creek Water, rotovaped, SSIA

88%
89%
82%

726

836

1535
2147

SSIA indicates that the sample was analyzed using sequential selective ion

accumulation, rather than broadband acquisition.
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Figure 12. Negative ion mass spectra expanded at nominal mass 441 of Conodoguinet
Creek whole water (a) and Conodoguinet Creek water concentrated by rotary evaporation
(b) and (c). Spectrum (c) was obtained by use of sequential selective ion accumulation
(SSIA).

Because concentrating the water samples increases the number of peaks detected
in the mass spectra, it is important to examine the types of formulas that are being
assigned.

Table 4 categorizes the molecular formulas based on their heteroatom

functionality, using the equations shown below. Table 4a is the percentage of each type
of formula, relative to total number of assigned formulas (number-averaged), while Table
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4b takes into account the peak magnitude and calculates the magnitude-weighted
percentages of each formula type relative to the summed total peak magnitude of all the
peaks.

number of each formula type

Number-Averaged %

V

Magnitude-Weighted % =

100

total number of formulas

sum of peak magnitudes of each formula type
summed total peak magnitude

= 100

It should be noted that, because ionization efficiency plays a large role in
determining the ion's relative magnitude, this comparison should only be used
qualitatively and not as an indication of the compounds' concentration within the sample.
Furthermore, magnitude-weighted calculations cannot be made for the SSIA mass spectra
because each sequential sub-spectrum is acquired independently rather than in the
broadband mode and, therefore, the relative magnitudes of the peaks cannot be compared.
From Table 4, it is clear that the majority of peaks result from C H O only compounds,
regardless of spectral acquisition method, and this observation is more pronounced in the
magnitude-weighted data where C H O compounds make up more than 8 5 % of the total
peak magnitude for all samples.
heteroatom

functionalities

Also, for the most part, the formulas with more

(nitrogen,

sulfur,

and phosphorus)

increase in

relative

abundance following concentration. Formulas with one heteroatom (i.e., CHON, CHOS,
and CHOP) are more significant

contributors than formulas

heteroatoms (CHONS, CHONP, CHOSP, CHONSP).

with two or three
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To further highlight the differences in the assigned formulas for the three different
types of analyses, a Venn diagram (Figure 13a) is constructed for the overlap of
molecular formulas (listed as percentages of total formulas identified) for the
Conodoguinet Creek whole water, the concentrated Conodoguinet Creek water
accumulated in broadband mode, and the concentrated Conodoguinet Creek water
accumulated with SSIA. In areas of no overlap among the three datasets, percentages are
of the molecular formulas that are unique to the sample represented by each circle. In
areas where there is overlap, percentages represent the number of molecular formulas that
are found in both (or all three) of the samples. The percentage of formulas unique to the
Conodoguinet Creek whole water is very low and essentially negligible.

The vast

majority of peaks detected in the Conodoguinet Creek whole water also are detected in
both of the concentrated samples, leading to 25% overlap between all three samples.
This overlap is not larger simply because of the abundance of new peaks that are detected
after concentrating the water sample.
In comparing the two datasets of the broadband detection of concentrated
Conodoguinet Creek water and that of SSIA, I observe that the degree of formula overlap
is substantially different among theses two datasets. Any peak detected in broadband
mode should, in theory, also be detected with SSIA, but I observe that 9% of the formula
assignments in the broadband mode are not detected in SSIA. Upon closer examination, I
have determined that the majority of these unique peaks are low S/N peaks that are too
small in the SSIA mass spectra to meet the S/N threshold of 4. By lowering the threshold
in the SSIA spectra to an S/N of 3, many of the peaks are then identified. Because DOM
samples are very complex and approximately 40% more peaks are detected by using
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SSIA, a small number of peaks have lower S/N ratios than in broadband mode. Although
this result is unexpected, I am of the opinion that for low DOC samples, it is worthwhile
to use SSIA rather than broadband mode simply because more DOM components will be
detected in this manner.

a)
Conodoguinet Creek
Water, concentrated

Conodoguinet Creek
Whole Water

Conodoguinet Creek
Water, concentrated and
accumulated with SSIA

b)
Dismal Swamp
Whole Water,
broadband

Dismal Swamp
Whole Water, SSIA

Figure 13. a) The Venn diagram of the Conodoguinet Creek samples acquired under the
three different conditions, and b) the Venn diagram of Dismal Swamp whole water
acquired broadband and with sequential selective ion accumulation (SSIA). Percentages
in areas of overlap are percentages of molecular formulas that appear in both (or all three)
of those samples. Percentages in areas with no overlap are of molecular formulas that are
unique to that individual sample.
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The largest percentage on the Venn diagram (Figure 13 a) is for that of the
formulas that are unique to the concentrated Conodoguinet Creek water accumulated with
SSIA. This demonstrates the greater abundance of compounds that can be detected by
simply acquiring the mass spectra in slices rather than in broadband mode. To test the
SSIA method and to see if results are similar with another sample, Dismal Swamp whole
water was analyzed in broadband mode and with SSIA, under the same conditions as the
concentrated Conodoguinet Creek water. The Venn diagram (Figure 13b) for this high
DOM sample is consistent with the findings from the Conodoguinet Creek sample.
Approximately 50% of the assigned molecular formulas are unique to the SSIA method.
Also, 16% of the formulas are unique to the broadband mode. If the S/N threshold is
lowered to 3 in the SSIA spectra, many of the peaks missing in the SSIA spectra are
identified. Again, observing peaks that exist at higher S/N ratios in broadband than in
SSIA is surprising, because S/N ratios increase significantly in SSIA for the vast majority
of peaks. Speculation as to the reasons for this discrepancy are premature at this time,
but ongoing research within our group is currently aimed at understanding how ionization
efficiencies and relative magnitudes change with various ionization techniques and
acquisition methods. In the case of this high DOM Dismal Swamp water, the sample can
be analyzed in broadband mode in 15 min, while accumulating with SSIA requires 25
min. Thus, in cases where sufficient concentrations of DOM are present in the water,
direct broadband analysis may be preferred due to the time savings.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The direct ESI-FTICR-MS analysis of freshwaters with DOM concentrations as
low as 2 mg/L C is possible and high quality mass spectra can be acquired. Because
analysis of the whole water requires long instrument times, it is acceptable (if not
favorable) to shorten the time constraints by the simple use of rotary evaporation to
concentrate the sample. Another option is to analyze samples by SSIA, which acquires
the mass spectra in 'slices' rather than in broadband mode. This technique not only
decreases analysis times, but also enhances most S/N ratios and increase the number of
peaks detected. The water samples chosen in this study have approximately the same
DOM concentrations as that of oceanic samples, and it is likely that marine samples also
can be analyzed directly, without an extensive extraction procedure, once all salts have
been removed (being careful that desalting does not fractionate the DOM). While this
study has focused on negative ion mode ESI, more components will be detected by
combining the use of positive and negative ion ESI along with other ionization
techniques, such as atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI). Overall, by analyzing
low DOM water samples directly, a more complete characterization of the DOM can be
achieved.
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PART 2: NATURALLY PRESENT FATTY ACIDS AS INTERNAL
CALIBRANTS FOR FOURIER TRANSFORM MASS SPECTRA OF
DISSOLVED ORGANIC MATTER

1. INTRODUCTION
Dissolved organic matter (DOM) is a complex assemblage of organic molecules
from natural waters, and information on its chemical composition is crucial if I am to
understand its source, reactivity, and global cycling. An improved understanding of its
composition is also essential to understand how pollutants react with DOM and possibly
become less bioavailable due to this interaction (Traina et al., 1996; Akkanen and
Kukkonen, 2003; Gourlay et al., 2005). Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) is a significant
component of the global carbon cycle, accounting for a pool of active carbon (680 x 1015
g C) that is approximately equal to that of atmospheric carbon dioxide (Hedges, 1992;
Eglinton and Repeta, 2003). DOM has defied complete molecular level characterization
by most analytical techniques, due primarily to the fact that it exists as a highly
functionalized, complicated polyelectrolyte mixture. To date, less than 10% of DOM can
be characterized as amino acids, sugars, and other chemicals using traditional
chromatographic analyses (Perdue and Ritchie, 2003). FTICR-MS has recently changed
this analytical shortcoming by providing the first molecular level details for DOM
(Kujawinski et al., 2002b; Llewelyn et al., 2002; Stenson et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2003a;
Kim et al., 2003b; Stenson et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2004; Kramer et al., 2004; Kujawinski
et al., 2004; Koch et al., 2005; Hockaday et al., 2006; Kim et a l , 2006; Sleighter and
Hatcher, 2007). The ultrahigh resolving power (greater than 400,000) and mass accuracy
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(less than 1 ppm) of FTICR-MS provides the ability to assign unique molecular formulas
to thousands of components in a single DOM sample.
Accurately calibrating the FTICR mass spectrum is key to successful molecular
formula assignments (Muddiman and Oberg, 2005; Kujawinski and Behn, 2006). One
must meticulously calibrate the spectrum both externally and internally in order to
achieve the required mass accuracy of 1 ppm, that which is generally needed for unique
formula assignments at masses below 500 Da.

Typically, external calibration is

achieved, by use of a synthetic standard or a manufacturer's specific tuning mix, with
accuracies of 2 - 5 ppm. Internal calibration can be subsequently applied by use of
numerous methods that basically include the addition of an internal calibrant.

Many

studies of DOM, utilizing the instrumentation at the National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory in Tallahassee, FL, have employed a dual-spray injection technique (Hannis
and Muddiman, 2000) to simultaneously co-inject calibrants into the source (Kim et al.,
2003a; Kim et al., 2004; Hockaday et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2006). The ions from the
calibrants are accumulated with analyte ions in the hexapole, and then both calibrant and
analyte ions are transferred to the ICR cell. The peaks in the resulting mass spectrum can
be calibrated by reference to the exact m/z of the calibrant ions.

This approach is

successful if no overlap exists between calibrant and analyte peaks; however, the
complicated nature of DOM spectra places constraints on this requirement. To overcome
these complications, the sample is analyzed separately without calibrants, and the
resulting spectrum is then internally calibrated by use of the exact m/z values of the
major DOM peaks in the spectra previously obtained in the presence of calibrants. The
major disadvantage of this approach is that each sample must be analyzed at least twice,
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doubling the instrument time. Furthermore, the DOM signals can easily be overwhelmed
by the added standards, especially for samples with low DOC concentrations.
Internal calibration to less than 1 ppm is also possible without this dual spray
procedure. Essentially, the protocol described above is used, but the sample is mixed
with the internal standard prior to ionization and then usually analyzed again separately
without the standard (Kujawinski et al., 2002b; Llewelyn et al., 2002; Stenson et al.,
2003; Kujawinski et al., 2004; Koch et al., 2005). However, this method also requires
twice the instrument time for data acquisition.
In this study, I describe a new internal calibration approach for DOM that
advantageously calibrates with fatty acids naturally present within the sample. Although
the petroleum community has previously calibrated spectra with a homologous series of
compounds that are known to be present within their sample (Schaub et al., 2005; Fu et
al., 2006; Klein et al., 2006a; Klein et al., 2006b), this is the first time, to our knowledge,
that this has been accomplished with DOM samples which are compositionally quite
different than petroleum. Fatty acids, mainly those with carbon chain lengths of CM C32, are ubiquitous components of DOM (Slowey et al., 1962; Mannino and Harvey,
1999; Minor et al., 2001; Kaiser et al., 2003; Frazier et al., 2005; McCallister et al.,
2006).

Saturated fatty acids ranging in carbon number from C H - C32 are typically

derived from terrestrial vegetation, while mono- and poly- unsaturated fatty acids, usually
with carbon numbers less than C2i, are characteristic of plankton (Mannino and Harvey,
1999). McCallister et al. (2006) determined concentrations of fatty acids in DOM from
the York River estuary, Virginia to be in the range of 0.4 - 2.9 \xg fatty acid / mg of
organic carbon.
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Fatty acids are ideal for use as internal calibrants, mainly because they have high
ionization efficiencies in negative ionization mode due to their carboxyl group
(Henriksen et al., 2005). In addition, because saturated fatty acids are hydrogen-rich and
have a high mass defect (the distance it is displaced from the exact nominal mass), they
tend to separate well from other ions typically detected in DOM mass spectra. Saturated
fatty acids with mass defects in the range of 0.2 - 0.4 reflect mid-length fatty acids ( C H C22), while longer chain fatty acids (C23 - C4o) appear at mass defects of 0.4 - 0.6.
Accordingly, they can be readily recognized in the spectra.

Furthermore, by use of

Kendrick mass defect (KMD) analysis, I can easily identify the homologous series of
saturated fatty acids that are present within our samples. KMD analysis categorizes m/z
values that differ only by the exact mass of a certain functional group, such as a CH2
group (Stenson et al., 2003; Kujawinski and Behn, 2006; Sleighter and Hatcher, 2007).
Saturated fatty acids have a generic formula of CnH2nCOOH, which give a KMD value of
0.9480. These criteria will be utilized to confirm the presence of saturated fatty acids in
DOM. As I will show in this manuscript, internal calibration of ultrahigh resolution mass
spectra can be performed accurately and with ease by use of the fatty acids that are
unambiguously present within these complex DOM samples.

2. MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES
2.1. Sample Preparation
To illustrate the use of fatty acids as natural calibrants, I chose two different
DOM samples. The first was from the Great Dismal Swamp in Suffolk, Virginia. This
site represents the swampy, highly terrestrial DOC headwaters of the Elizabeth River
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system. The water has an ambient pH of ca. 3.3 - 4.5 and DOC concentrations in the
range of 60 - 140 ppm C, depending on the time of sampling and recent precipitation
(Johannesson et al., 2004). Dismal Swamp water (250 mL) was filtered through a 0.1
micron polycap cartridge filter (Whatman) and acidified to a pH of 2. All of the filtrate
was extracted with a 47 mm solid phase C] 8 extraction disk (3M, Empore), and adsorbed
organic matter was eluted with 20 mL of LC-MS grade methanol (Fisher Scientific). The
second sample, collected while on board the R/V Hugh R. Sharp, was taken from surface
water of the Chesapeake Bay mouth using Niskin bottles on a CTD rosette. With a pH of
ca. 8.0, a salinity of 25, and DOC concentrations in the range of 1 - 3 mg/L C, this water
is typical coastal ocean water. About 2 L of water was filtered through doubly stacked 47
mm pre-combusted 0.7 urn glass fiber filters (Whatman). All of the filtrate was then Cig
extracted using the same procedure described above.
To confirm that the mass spectral peaks were indeed fatty acids, each DOM
sample was spiked with a fatty acid standard (Sigma-Aldrich) to a final concentration of
0.001 mg fatty acid / mL of DOM solution. The fatty acid standard was comprised of
eight saturated fatty acids in the range of C15 - C30 (see Table 5). An approximate
concentration of 0.02 mg/mL of each fatty acid was prepared in 50:50 (v/v)
methanol:acetonitrile with 0.1% ammonium hydroxide.
In order to show that this fatty acid standard could be used to calibrate other
mixtures of compounds, I prepared a simple, easily ionized, and readily available peptide
mixture (Sigma-Aldrich) to which our fatty acid standard was added.

The peptide

mixture consisted of numerous peptides (see Table 5), each at a concentration of
approximately 0.15 mg/mL in 50:50 (v/v) methanol:water. For mass spectral analysis,
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the fatty acid standard and the peptide mixture were diluted to final concentrations of
0.005 and 0.015 mg/mL, respectively.

Table 5. Composition of the fatty acid and peptide standards.

Fatty Acid

Formula

n-Pentadecanoic Acid
n-Hexadecanoic Acid
n-Nonadecanoic Acid
n-Eicosanoic Acid
n-Docosanoic Acid
n-Tetracosanoic Acid
n-Hexacosanoic Acid
n-Triacontanoic Acid

C15H30O2
C16H32O2
C19H38O2
C20H40O2
C22H44O2
C24H48O2
C26H52O2
C30H60O2

Amino Acid Sequence

Formula

Glu-Asn-Gly
Val-Pro-Leu
Val-Thr-Cys-Gly
Met-Leu-Phe
Lys-Val-Ile-Leu-Phe

C„H 16 N 4 0 6
C 16 H29N30 4
C14H26N4O6S

C2oH31N304S
C32H54N606

Exact MW
Negative Ion

Final Concentration
(mg/mL)

241.216755
255.232405
297.279355
311.295005
339.326306
367.357606
395.388906
451.451506

4.96E-03
4.95E-03
4.57E-03
4.38E-03
4.57E-03
4.92E-03
4.54E-03
4.79E-03

Exact MW
Negative Ion

Final Concentration
(mg/mL)

299.099708
326.208530
377.150029
408.196251
617.403207

1.48E-02
1.53E-02
1.41E-02
1.87E-02
1.49E-02

The exact molecular weight of the negative ion is the exact molecular mass minus one
hydrogen.

The final concentrations are those that were introduced into the mass

spectrometer.
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2.2. Instrumentation
Before analyzing the C\% extracted DOM samples, a blank of 50:50 (v/v)
methanol:water with 0.1% ammonium hydroxide was analyzed on the FTICR-MS to
ensure that no fatty acids or peptides from previous analyses would contaminate the
sample spectra.

This blank analysis confirmed that both standards were completely

rinsed from the ion source before analyzing the DOM samples.

The Cjg extracted

samples were diluted with LC-MS grade water (Fisher Scientific) to a final sample
composition of 50:50 (v/v) methanol:water. In order to increase the ionization efficiency,
ammonium hydroxide was added to all samples immediately before MS analysis,
bringing the pH to ca. 8. The samples were continuously infused into the Apollo II ESI
ion source of a Bruker Daltonics 12 Tesla Apex Qe FTICR-MS, housed at the College of
Sciences Major Instrumentation Cluster (COSMIC) at Old Dominion University.
Samples were introduced by a syringe pump operating at a rate of 120 uL/hr.

All

samples were analyzed in negative ion mode, and electrospray voltages were optimized
for each sample. In order to acquire the optimal resolving power, the ion accumulation
time and the number of co-added transients, collected with a 4 MWord time domain,
were adjusted for each sample. Ion accumulation times were in the range of 0.1 - 2.0
sec, while the number of scans was 25 - 100. Each summed FID signal was zero-filled
once and Sine-Bell apodized prior to fast Fourier transformation and magnitude
calculation using the Bruker Daltonics Data Analysis software.
initially externally calibrated with PEG (polyethylene glycol).

The instrument was
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3. ASSESSSMENT
3.1. Fatty Acid Standard and Peptide Mixture
The fatty acid standard was first analyzed separately to optimize instrumental
conditions (1.0 second ion accumulation and 50 co-added transients). As Figure 14a
shows, each fatty acid is numbered 1 - 8, and its corresponding m/z value is shown in the
inset. The spectrum was internally calibrated using the fatty acids' known masses as the
calibrant list. The calibration errors, measured as deviation from a quadratic fit of the
fatty acid masses, are all less than 0.3 ppm. Once this fatty acid standard was optimized
alone, I combined it with the peptide mixture to test the fatty acids' ability to accurately
calibrate a mixture with a more diverse mixture of components. The negative ion mass
spectrum for the peptide mixture to which the fatty acid standard was added is shown in
Figure 14b, and the peptides are labeled a - e with their corresponding m/z values shown
in the inset. The peak abundance relationships of fatty acids in this mixture are greatly
changed with the addition of peptides, which is likely due to the charge competition
between peptides and fatty acids during the electrospray process (Cech and Enke, 2000;
Cech and Enke, 2001).

The exact reasons for this phenomenon need to be further

explored, and on-going research within our group is currently aimed at determining how
ionization efficiencies affect the observed relative abundances of various DOM moieties
in the mass spectra.
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Figure 14. a) Negative ion mass spectrum of the fatty acid standard (the exact m/z values
of the fatty acids (peaks 1 - 8 ) are listed in the inset), and b) negative ion mass spectrum
of the fatty acid standard mixed with the peptide standard. The exact m/z values of the
peptides (peaks a - e) are listed in the inset. Each spectrum had an optimal resolving
power with an ion accumulation time of 1.0 s and 50 co-added transients.

Molecular formula assignments for the peptides were made by inserting their m/z
values into a molecular formula calculator (Molecular Formula Calc v. 1.0 ONHMFL,
1998), which generated empirical formula matches using carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
nitrogen, sulfur, and phosphorus. Formula errors are determined by comparing the m/z
value to the calculated exact mass of the assigned formula.

Table 6 shows the mass

accuracy from the internal calibration and errors in assigning molecular formula matches
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for the peptides. The root mean square deviation (RMSD) was calculated to measure the
differences between the observed m/z values and the exact masses calculated from the
assigned molecular formulas, by the formula shown below:
RMSD = [(l/n)S(x,, 1 -x 2 , 1 ) 2 ] 1/2
where n is the number of values in the dataset (5 in this case), xi values are the observed
m/z values, and x2 are the calculated exact masses. The RMSD for the peptide mixture
calibrated by the fatty acid standard was 2.5 x 10"4. Clearly, this peptide mixture was
well calibrated by using the fatty acids, as indicated by the high mass accuracy of the
internal calibration, the low errors for the molecular formula matches, and the low
RMSD.

Table 6. Mass accuracy of the fatty acids used for internal calibration of the mixture of
the fatty acids standard with the peptide mixture and error values for the molecular
formula matches to each peptide.
Fatty Acid

Formula

Mass Accuracy
(ppm)

Molecular Formula
Calculator

Error from Molecular
Formula Calculator (ppm)

n-Pentadecanoic Acid

C15H30O2

-0.028

C„H|sN 4 0 6

0.44

n-Hexadecanoic Acid

C16H32O2

0.073

C 16 H 28 N 3 0 4

0.092

n-Nonadecanoic Acid

C| 9 H 38 02

-0.046

C14H25N406S

0.24

n-Eicosanoic Acid

C20H40O2

-0.148

C20H3oN304S

-0.71

n-Docosanoic Acid

C22H44O2

0.130

C32H53N606

0.75

n-Tetracosanoic Acid

C24H48O2

0.164

C26H52O2

-0.145

n-Hexacosanoic Acid

The root mean square deviation (RMSD), calculated for the peptide mixture, was 2.5 x
10"4 (see text for details of this calculation).
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3.2. DOM Samples
The Dismal Swamp DOM and the Chesapeake Bay DOM mass spectra are shown
in Figures 15a and 15b, respectively. It is apparent from the insets of Figure 15 that these
mass spectra contain thousands of peaks, with up to fifteen peaks per nominal mass over
the entire m/z range of 200 - 650. Other investigators have observed the same degree of
complexity for DOM (Kujawinski et al., 2002b; Kim et al., 2003a; Stenson et al., 2003).
The ultrahigh resolving power (>400,000 broadband), defined as the exact m/z value
divided by the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of that peak, is absolutely essential
in order to resolve each individual peak in samples such as DOM. I determined that the
peaks in the spectra were singly charged, which is consistent with previous studies
(Kujawinski et al., 2002b; Stenson et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2003a). The large peak at m/z
368.97651 is an artifact from the Cig extraction and is present in all of our Cis extracted
samples.
As mentioned previously, saturated fatty acids have a higher mass defect than
other DOM compounds, which simplifies their identification (insets of Figure 15). To
confirm that these high mass defect peaks are in fact fatty acids, each DOM sample was
spiked with the fatty acid standard (0.001 mg fatty acid/mL of DOM solution) and
analyzed using the same conditions as above. The signal enhancement for the previously
assigned fatty acid peaks in the spiked samples, as shown in Figure 16, verifies the
natural presence of the fatty acids. The cluster at lower mass defect stands out over the
fatty acid peak when only the DOM sample is analyzed, but when spiked with the fatty
acid standard, the high mass defect fatty acid peak dominates over the entire nominal
mass. Although only two nominal mass regions of the Chesapeake Bay DOM are shown
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as examples in Figure 16, the enhancement for each fatty acid in both DOM samples is
analogous. It should be noted that the peaks I label as naturally present fatty acids may
not be n-fatty acids (straight chain). Because mass spectrometry does not distinguish
between structural isomers, each peak likely contains numerous isomers with varying
degrees of branching.
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Figure 15. a) Negative ion mass spectrum of the Cig extracted Dismal Swamp water, and
b) negative ion mass spectrum of the Cis extracted Chesapeake Bay water.

Each

spectrum was optimized for the number of peaks and highest resolving power using an
ion accumulation time of 1.0 s and 100 co-added transients.

The insets show an

expanded region of 297.0 - 297.4. In the inset, the peak with the highest m/z is the C19
fatty acid, which is well separated from the other peaks at the 297 nominal mass.
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Figure 16. Negative ion mass spectra of the Ci8 extracted Chesapeake Bay water spiked
with the fatty acid standard. The top spectrum in each is the DOM sample alone and the
bottom is the DOM spiked with the fatty acid standard. The peak with the highest mass
defect in each set is the fatty acid, whose enhancement is apparent when spiked with the
standard.

The DOM samples examined here show fatty acid distributions that range from
CM - C26, as determined by their KMD for the homologous series of saturated fatty acids
(KMD = 0.9480).

It should be noted, however, that smaller fatty acids are likely

naturally present within these samples, but the FTICR-MS typically discriminates against
ions with m/z values less than 225 (Sleighter and Hatcher, 2007). The mass spectra were
internally calibrated with the naturally present fatty acids, and then all the m/z values
with a signal to noise above 5 were inserted into the molecular formula calculator. Below
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m/z 400, only one formula fell within the 1.0 ppm error limit, providing an unequivocal
assignment. Above m/z 400, where multiple formulas exist for one m/z value, the correct
formula was assigned by use of KMD analysis and the formula extension approach
described by Kujawinski and Behn (2006). This procedure leads to approximately a
thousand individual formulas for peaks in each sample spectrum. The mass accuracies
from the internal calibration for the fatty acids are less than 0.1 ppm (Table 7). This
value is slightly lower than that of the fatty acid standard, but I do not think that the
difference is significant since calibration values vary from sample to sample. Using this
internal standard approach, the vast majority (approximately eighty percent) of formula
assignments for peaks in DOM are within 0.4 ppm, and less than five percent of the
formula assignments have an error greater than 0.8 ppm (Figure 17). These low error
values allowed us to confidently state that the range of fatty acids used was adequate for
our formula assignments. Although the dynamic range of the calibrants (225 - 400 m/z)
only covered about 50% of the range of DOM components (200 - 650 m/z), the fatty
acids do accurately calibrate the DOM peaks above 400 m/z.

Figure 18 shows the

calculated average formula errors for each m/z range, subdivided for every 25 m/z units.
Over the range of the calibration, from m/z 225

400, the average formula errors are less

than 0.1 ppm. The formula errors begin to slightly increase once the analyte peak is
outside of the calibration range. These errors increase to 0.5 ppm when the m/z exceeds
550 and then reaches a maximum average error of approximately 0.6 ppm above that. An
equivalent plot was also constructed by calculating the RJVISD for each m/z range, rather
than average formula error. As with the average formula error plot, the RMSD is nearly
constant up to m/z 400, and then the RMSD values increase up to m/z 600. The range of
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RMSD values is 2.5 x 10"5 - 7.4 x 10~5 for m/z 225 - 400. The RMSD increases to 3.0 x
10"4 up to m/z 550 and reaches 3.9 x 10"4 above that. This information, along with the
fact that less than twenty percent of the total formulas have an error greater than 0.5 ppm,
verifies that our range of fatty acids is sufficient for the internal calibration of the entire
m/z range of the DOM mass spectra. Of course, the presence of fatty acids with higher
masses in DOM samples would extend the range of accuracy beyond that described here.
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Figure 17. The percentages of molecular formula matches that exist in each ppm error
range for the Cis extracted Dismal Swamp water (black) and the Cig extracted
Chesapeake Bay water (gray). The ppm error ranges are from the absolute error values
determined by the molecular formula calculator.
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Table 7. Mass accuracy of the fatty acids used for internal calibration and the error values
for the molecular formula matches to those fatty acids in the Cis extracted Dismal Swamp
water (a) and the Cig extracted Chesapeake Bay water (b).
a)
Fatty Acid
Tetradecanoic Acid
Pentadecanoic Acid
Hexadecanoic Acid
Heptadecanoic Acid
Octadecanoic Acid
Nonadecanoic Acid
Eicosanoic Acid

C14H2802
C15H30O2
C16H32O2
C17H34O2

Ci8H3602
C19H38O2
C20H40O2

Mass Accuracy
(ppm)
-0.020
0.047
-0.024
0.017
-0.036
-0.004
0.019

Molecular Formula
Calculator

Mass Accuracy
(ppm)

Molecular Formula
Calculator

0.015
0.000
-0.024
-0.007
-0.011
0.040
-0.064
0.003
0.044
0.099
-0.095

C14H27O2

C14H27O2
C15H29O2
C16H31O2

Ci7H3302
C|8H3502
C19H37O2
C20H39O2

Error from Molecular
Formula Calculator (ppm)
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

b)
Fatty Acid

Formula

Tetradecanoic Acid
Pentadecanoic Acid
Hexadecanoic Acid
Heptadecanoic Acid
Octadecanoic Acid
Nonadecanoic Acid
Eicosanoic Acid
Henicosanoic Acid
Docosanoic Acid
Tetracosanoic Acid
Hexacosanoic Acid

C14H28O2

Ci5H30O2
C16H32O2
C17H34O2
C18H36O2
C19H38O2
C20H40O2
C21H42O2
C22H44O2
C24H48O2
C26H52O2

C15H29O2
C]6H3102
C17H33O2
C18H35O2
C19H37O2
C20H39O2
C21H41O2
C22H43O2
C24H47O2
C26H51O2

Error from Molecular
Formula Calculator (ppm)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
-0.1
0.0
0.0
0.1
-0.1

Fatty acids in these samples are naturally present and were identified based upon their
Kendrick mass defect of 0.9480.
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Figure 18. The calculated average formula error values (ppm) for each m/z range in the
Ci8 extracted Dismal Swamp water (black) and the Cis extracted Chesapeake Bay water
(gray). The average formula errors were calculated from the absolute error values
(determined by the molecular formula calculator) of each molecular formula in the given
m/z range.

4. COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The ultrahigh resolving power and mass accuracy of FTICR-MS has the ability to
extensively characterize DOM samples, but an accurate calibrating procedure is required
in order to successfully obtain molecular formulas from the complex mass spectra usually
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obtained for these substances. The compositional differences elucidated by FTICR-MS
of the two very different DOM samples discussed in this study will be reported elsewhere
(Sleighter and Hatcher, 2008). Our method demonstrates a new protocol for internal
calibration that utilizes the easily recognizable fatty acids naturally present within DOM
samples.

This procedure achieves accurate, high quality mass spectral assignments,

reduces instrument time, and maintains the ultrahigh resolving powers that are required
for FTICR-MS analysis of DOM.

Although other studies using a synthetic internal

standard, whether mixing with the sample prior to ionization or using a dual spray
injection technique, accomplish the mass accuracy required for data interpretation and
formula assignments, they also call for multiple analyses for each sample and are
therefore much more time consuming.

Our method eliminates the need for multiple

analyses. Also, because our calibrants are naturally present within the sample make-up,
they eliminate two other major problems associated with a synthetic calibrant: interfering
overlap between calibrants and analyte; and balancing the relative abundances of
calibrants with that of each individual analyte. As previously mentioned, fatty acids are
ubiquitous components of many DOM samples, as well as other natural organic matter
(NOM) samples (i.e. humic and fulvic acids, particulate organic matter (POM), soil and
sedimentary organic matter (SOM), atmospheric organic matter (AOM), etc.), and this
method can most likely be applied to their FTICR-MS analyses as well.
The particularly critical aspects of this procedure are that fatty acids are present in
measurable abundance in the DOM samples and they exist across a wide range of m/z
values. Even when the concentrations of fatty acids are low in the natural samples, their
high ionization efficiency in ESI will allow for their detection using FTICR-MS. Once
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the range of fatty acids present is determined for the sample, the internal calibration can
be performed quickly and accurately without the concern of the impeding overlaps of
calibrants with analyte peaks.
Although here I have focused on the saturated fatty acids naturally present in
DOM, one should recognize that numerous unsaturated fatty acids (mono- and polyunsaturated) as well as di-acids, COOH - (CH2)n - COOH, also exist in DOM samples.
Both unsaturated fatty acids and di-acids are observed in these two DOM samples, and
these components can also be used for internal calibration. These compounds, if they
exist in measurable abundance in other samples, could be used to fill in gaps where
saturated fatty acids may not exist, as well as to increase the dynamic range of the overall
calibration.
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CHAPTER IV

MOLECULAR CHARACTERIZATION OF DISSOLVED ORGANIC MATTER
ALONG A RIVER TO OCEAN TRANSECT OF THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE
BAY BY ULTRAHIGH RESOLUTION ELECTROSPRAY IONIZATION
FOURIER TRANSFORM ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE MASS
SPECTROMETRY

PREFACE
The content of this Chapter was published in 2008 in Marine Chemistry, and below is the
full citation. See Appendix A for the copyright permission.
Sleighter, R.L. and Hatcher, P.G., 2008. Molecular characterization of dissolved
organic matter (DOM) along a river to ocean transect of the lower Chesapeake
Bay by ultrahigh resolution electrospray ionization Fourier transform ion
cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry. Marine Chemistry, 110(3-4): 140-152.

1. INTRODUCTION
Oceanic DOM (a major component of natural organic matter, NOM) is the largest
reactive component of the global carbon cycle (Hedges et al., 1992) and is thought to
function as a significant short-term sink for atmospheric carbon. The relative reactivity
of DOM from numerous sources affects the potential storage capacity and turnover times
of this short-term sink, which contains enough reduced carbon that an annual net
oxidation of 1% of the supply would generate a C0 2 flux larger than the flux from all
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anthropogenic sources combined (Hedges, 2002). The global riverine discharge of DOM
is adequate to maintain the turnover of the total amount of DOM in the ocean (Williams
and Druffel, 1987; Hedges et al., 1997). Although the linking of terrestrial carbon cycles
to oceanic carbon cycles through rivers and estuaries is apparent, the amount and
composition of that DOM is uncertain. DOM plays an important role in determining the
solubility (Chiou et al., 1986; Chiou et al., 1987; Fukushima et al., 2006), bioavailability
(Traina et al., 1996; Akkanen and Kukkonen, 2003; Akkanen et al., 2004; Gourlay et al.,
2005), and eventual fate of associated hydrophobic organic contaminants (Nanny et al.,
1997; Nanny and Maza, 2001; Simpson et al., 2004) and trace metals (Sholkovitz, 1978;
Sholkovitz et al., 1978; Sholkovitz and Copland, 1981; Santschi et al., 1997; Drexel et
al., 2002; Chen et al., 2004). These aspects of DOM imply the necessity for a more
fundamental understanding of the chemistry of DOM.
DOM transformation from terrestrial sources to oceanic sources has been the
subject of numerous studies (Meyers-Schulte and Hedges, 1986; Coble, 1996; Bianchi et
al., 1997; Hopkinson et al., 1998; Repeta et al., 2002; Boyd and Osburn, 2004; Koch et
al., 2005; Maie et a l , 2005; Meunier et al., 2005; Boehme and Wells, 2006; Tremblay et
al., 2007). Samples from many different locations (fresh, brackish/estuarine, marine)
have been

isolated

and concentrated

by numerous methods (Cis

extractions,

ultrafiltration, XAD resins), and then analyzed with a variety of chemical and
instrumental techniques [lignin derived phenols as biomarkers, gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (GC-MS), fluorescence excitation-emission matrix (EEM) spectroscopy,
bulk elemental analysis, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, and FTICRMS]. From these studies, it is clear that spatial and seasonal changes can significantly
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affect DOM's chemical nature and, accordingly, the extent of interactions of DOM with
small molecules and estuarine biota. It is well known that terrestrial DOM is more
aromatic and contains more carboxyl and hydroxyl functionalities, whereas marine DOM
is more aliphatic and is sourced mainly from carbohydrates, amino acids, and lipids.
While these bulk characteristics can be easily recognized from various common
instruments, the molecular level characteristics cannot be discerned with conventional
analytical techniques. Overall, the chemical and physical changes that occur during
DOM transport from river to ocean is a poorly understood process, and here I attempt to
elucidate some of these transformations along a river-to-estuary-to-coastal ocean transect
of the lower Chesapeake Bay by employing an advanced mass spectrometric approach.
The Chesapeake Bay and its riverine tributaries have been extensively studied in
order to better understand how organic matter from sediments (Zimmerman and Canuel,
2000; Arzayus and Canuel, 2004), sediment pore waters (Burdige, 2001; Burdige et al.,
2004), particulate organic matter (POM) (Minor and Nallanthamby, 2004; Countway et
al., 2007), and DOM (Mitra et al., 2000; Minor et al, 2002; Rochelle-Newall and Fisher,
2002; Minor et al., 2006) contributes to total organic carbon (TOC) and transforms
during its export to the bay and eventually the coastal ocean. Mitra et al. (2000) traced
lignin sources from the Chesapeake Bay to the Middle Atlantic Bight (MAB) and found
that the concentration of lignin phenols in DOM from the Bay were significantly higher
than in the MAB. This indicates that DOM from degraded lignin is altered and/or
reworked as it travels from its terrestrial source to the marine environment, and it is
possible that this portion of refractory DOM is uniformly distributed throughout the
ocean. Furthermore, Minor et al. (2006) determined that dissolved inorganic carbon
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(DIC) increased while DOC and light absorbance decreased after artificial seawater was
added to terrestrial DOM and photoirradiated. This incremental addition of seawater to
fresh water along with photoexposure simulates the natural transport and mixing of
riverine water as it travels to the bay and ocean.
In this study, electrospray ionization coupled to Fourier transform ion cyclotron
resonance mass spectrometry (ESI-FTICR-MS) is utilized to detect molecular changes in
the composition of five different DOM samples collected along this anthropogenicallyimpacted estuarine system. The ultrahigh resolving power and mass accuracy of FTICRMS allows for the molecular characterization of DOM, and can, therefore, highlight
differences in DOM from various locations (Sleighter and Hatcher, 2007). The details of
ESI and FTICR-MS have been described elsewhere (Gaskell, 1997; Marshall et al.,
1998). FTICR-MS is the only type of mass spectrometer capable of resolving the exact
masses of the thousands of individual components present in a single DOM sample
(Llewelyn et al., 2002; Stenson et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2003a; Stenson et al., 2003; Kim
et al., 2004; Kramer et al., 2004; Kujawinski et al., 2004; Koch et al., 2005; Hockaday et
al., 2006; Kim et al., 2006). With careful calibration, accurate mass to charge (m/z)
values can be calculated for each peak, allowing for the determination of molecular
formulas that can be confidently assigned with an error of less than 1 ppm (Kujawinski
and Behn, 2006). The objectives in this study are to obtain elemental compositions from
accurate mass measurements of all peaks observed in the FTICR-MS spectra and to
compare the elemental compositions of DOM traversing from inland waters to offshore
Chesapeake Bay waters. I specifically attempt to identify the elemental compositions of
peaks that are common to inshore and offshore DOM with the prospect that these
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common components might have a singular source.

I also focus on the elemental

compositions of peaks that are uniquely observed in each of the inshore or offshore DOM
samples to elaborate on possible sources for such components.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Samples and Preparation
Water sampling begins at the Great Dismal Swamp in southeastern Virginia,
continues north up the Elizabeth River to the Chesapeake Bay, and concludes
approximately ten miles off the coast in the Atlantic Ocean (Figure 19). Site #1 is in the
Great Dismal Swamp (Suffolk, Virginia) and represents the swampy, highly terrestrial
DOM headwaters of the Elizabeth River system. Site #2 (Great Bridge, Virginia) is the
up-river site and its shore is lined with marshes. Site #3 (Norfolk, Virginia) is the midriver site that includes not only autochthonous and allochthonous organic matter from the
three branches of the Elizabeth River and lower Chesapeake Bay, but also anthropogenic
contributions from downtown Norfolk and Portsmouth.

Site #4 (the Chesapeake Bay

Bridge-Tunnel, Virginia) is the down-river site where the Chesapeake Bay mouth opens
to the Atlantic Ocean. This site has organic matter sources from the salt marshes and
sediments from the lower Chesapeake Bay and its estuaries, marine material imported
from the coast, and autochthonous algal production. Site #5 is the offshore coastal ocean
site, which is approximately ten miles off the coast and contains autochthonous marine
organic matter as well as any terrestrial organic matter that survives transport from the
river to the ocean. Water from this site was obtained while on board the R/V Fay Slover,
a research vessel owned and operated by Old Dominion University.
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Figure 19. Image of the lower Chesapeake Bay and environs showing the five sampling
sites along the terrestrial to marine transect. Sampling site abbreviations are shown in
parentheses. Image obtained from Google Earth™ mapping service.

Surface water was collected from each site in November 2006, and ambient
temperature, salinity, and pH were immediately measured. The whole water was filtered
through a 0.1 micron Whatman Polycap cartridge filter to remove bacteria and
particulates, and DOC concentrations were determined afterwards on an Aurora 1030W
TOC Analyzer (wet oxidation) instrument.

Dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) was

removed prior to DOC analysis by acidifying samples to a pH of 2. Table 8 displays the
various properties (i.e., DOC, pH, salinity, temperature) that were measured for water at
each site. As one travels along the transect, the pH and salinity increase while the DOC
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decreases. The natural presence of organic acids is responsible for the low pH in the
Dismal Swamp (Lichter and Walker, 1979; Johannesson et al., 2004), and the DOC
decline is due to dilution and mixing with lower DOC waters in the Chesapeake Bay
system.

Table 8. Properties measured for each site along the transect.
Site

Temperature (°C)

pH

Salinity

DOC (ppm-C)a

Dismal Swamp (DS)
Great Bridge (GB)
Town Point (TP)
Chesapeake Bay Bridge (CBB)
Off Shore Coast (OSC)

11.8
15.0
14.3
15.4
16.2

3.30
7.13
7.21
7.51
8.01

0
11
20
22
32

136.2+ 1.1
10.28 + 0.19
5.26 ± 0.02
3.37 + 0.17
2.27 + 0.06

Error is the standard deviation of three measurements.

DOM was isolated from the water samples from all five sites using Ci 8 solid
phase extraction disks (3M, Empore) using previously established protocols (Kim et al.,
2003b). The primary goal was to analyze the DOM by ESI-FTICR-MS, which requires a
very low salt content. The C 18 methodology provides an efficient process for desalting
brackish and marine samples. Because the Dismal Swamp water has a high ambient
DOC concentration and zero salinity, it was also analyzed without the Cis extraction
protocol. The C ^ disks were activated using LC-MS grade water and methanol (Fisher
Scientific), and each water sample was acidified to a pH of 2 before passing through the
disk.

The amount of sample passed through each Cis disk varied with the ambient
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concentration of DOC. Approximately 0.25 L of Dismal Swamp water, 0.5 L of Great
Bridge and Town Point water, 1 L of Chesapeake Bay Bridge water, and 2 L of offshore
coastal water was extracted. The adsorbed material was rinsed with LC-MS grade water
before eluting off the disk with LC-MS grade methanol.

Dismal Swamp DOM was

eluted with 20 mL of methanol, while 4 mL was used for Great Bridge and Town Point
DOM and 2 mL of methanol was used for Chesapeake Bay Bridge and offshore coastal
DOM. Due to the qualitative nature of these studies, the recovery from the Cis disk was
not measured. Previous studies have shown that approximately 42% - 60% of riverine
DOM is recovered by this technique (Louchouarn et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2003b), while
32% of estuarine DOM and 22% of marine DOM could be recovered (Louchouarn et al.,
2000). The two separate mass spectral analyses of Dismal Swamp whole water and Ci8
extracted Dismal Swamp water will also determine if the Cis isolated material is
representative of the whole.

2.2. Instrumentation
The Cig extracted samples were diluted with LC-MS grade water, while the
Dismal Swamp whole water, without C\% extraction, was diluted with LC-MS grade
methanol, to give a final sample composition of 50:50 (v/v) methanol:water for all
samples. In order to increase the ionization efficiency, ammonium hydroxide was added
immediately prior to ESI, bringing the pH up to 8. Before analyzing the C ) 8 extracted
DOM samples, a blank of 50:50 (v/v) methanol:water with 0.1% ammonium hydroxide
was analyzed on the FTICR-MS, and these blank analyses confirmed that there was no
contamination from previous samples.

Samples were continuously infused into an
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Apollo II ESI ion source of a Bruker Daltonics 12 Tesla Apex Qe FTICR-MS, housed at
the College of Sciences Major Instrumentation Cluster (COSMIC) at Old Dominion
University. Samples were introduced by a syringe pump providing an infusion rate of
120 uL/hr. All samples were analyzed in negative ion mode, and electrospray voltages
were optimized for each sample. Previous studies show that negative ion mode avoids
the complications of the positive ion mode in which alkali metal adducts, mainly Na , are
observed along with protonated ions (Brown and Rice, 2000; Rostad and Leenheer,
2004). Ions were accumulated in a hexapole for 1.0 sec before being transferred to the
ICR cell. Exactly 200 transients, collected with a 4 MWord time domain, were added,
giving about a 20 min total run time. The summed free induction decay (FID) signal was
zero-filled once and sine-bell apodized prior to fast Fourier transformation and magnitude
calculation using the Bruker Daltonics Data Analysis software.

2.3. Mass Calibration and Molecular Formula Assignments
Prior to data analysis, all samples were externally calibrated with an arginine
cluster standard and internally calibrated with a new method that adventitiously calibrates
with fatty acids naturally present within the sample (Sleighter et al., 2008). Fatty acids,
mainly those with carbon chain lengths of C ) 4 - C32 are ubiquitous components of DOM
(Slowey et al., 1962; Kaiser et al., 2003; Mannino and Harvey, 1999; Mannino and
Harvey, 2000; Minor et al., 2001; Frazier et al., 2005; McCallister et al., 2006), and
because they charge readily in negative ionization mode (Henriksen et al., 2005), they are
ideal for use as internal calibrants. A molecular formula calculator developed at the
National High Magnetic Field Laboratory in Tallahassee, FL, (Molecular Formula Calc
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v.1.0 ©NHMFL, 1998) generated empirical formula matches using carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, and phosphorus. Only m/z values with a signal to noise above 5
were inserted into the molecular formula calculator. The assigned formulas, in the vast
majority of cases, agreed within an error value of less than 0.5 ppm when compared to
the calculated exact mass of the determined formulas.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. General spectral characteristics ofCis extracted DOM
As examples of the spectra obtained in this study, Figures 20a and 20b show the
negative ion mass spectra of the Ci8 extracted Dismal Swamp water and the Cis extracted
offshore coastal water, respectively. The DOM mass spectra consist of a multitude of
peaks spanning the m/z range of 200-700, and complexity is apparent from the detection
of up to 15 peaks per nominal mass at nearly every mass throughout that range. The
majority of peaks appears at odd m/z values, and based upon the nitrogen rule, indicate a
predominance of zero or an even number of nitrogens in the molecules.

From the

expanded insets of Figure 20, one can note that the peaks are singly charged due to the
observation of the isotopic peaks at 1.00335 m/z units (the mass of a neutron) higher than
the parent peak. This is the case for the entire mass range, indicating that all peaks are
singly charged, which is similar to previous findings for various types of DOM
(Kujawinski et al., 2002b; Stenson et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2003a). Resolving power is
the exact mass of the peak divided by the full width at the half maximum of that peak.
The average broadband resolving powers of these mass spectra exceeded 580,000 and
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individual peak resolving powers at the center of the m/z range, m/z 401, exceeded
725,000.

225

300

400

m/z

500

600

700

Figure 20. a) Negative ion mass spectrum (m/z 200 - 700) of Cu extracted Dismal
Swamp water, and b) negative ion mass spectrum (m/z 200 - 700) of Cis extracted
offshore coastal water. The insets are an expanded region of 461.0 - 465.5, to highlight
the complexity at each nominal mass and to show that the analytes are singly charged,
based on the detection of their 13C isotopes at 1.00335 m/z higher.
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There are multiple orders of fine structure in the mass spectra shown in Figure 20.
One of these is the observation of low m/z peaks that stand out above all others in the
spectra. These peaks, at m/z 255.23295, 281.24806, and 283.26424, originate from the
Ci6 saturated fatty acid, the Cis:l unsaturated fatty acid, and the C )8 saturated fatty acid,
respectively.

As previously mentioned in section 2.3, fatty acids have very high

ionization efficiencies that lead to their increased peak magnitude, which is not
necessarily proportional to their actual concentration.

Two other large peaks, at

368.97651 and 412.96638 are artifacts from the Cig extraction and are present in all Cis
extracted samples. Another observation is the repeating patterns every 14.01566 mass
units, which indicates the incremental addition of a CH2 group. At every nominal mass,
up to three different series of peaks differing by 0.03641 m/z units are observed. This
mass difference equates to the replacement of one oxygen atom with a CH4, and has been
noted in previous mass spectra of Suwannee River DOM (Stenson et al., 2003). The
large clusters of peaks at 600 - 603 m/z and 671 - 674 m/z in the offshore coastal sample
are chlorine adducts, determined primarily from isotope patterns and matches to exact
masses. In this case, the analyte becomes chlorinated, presumably from trace amounts of
chloride ions not removed by the Ci8 extraction. In general, the intricacies of each mass
spectrum are not apparent when viewing its full spectral range, simply due to the
complex nature of DOM. It is from expanded regions of the spectra that one can better
assess changes that occur from one sample to the next. However, prior to a more critical
examination of the spectra along this transect, it is pertinent to discuss the influence Cig
extraction has on spectral characteristics. Obtaining a mass spectrum by directly infusing
whole water from the Dismal Swamp and comparing it with C18 extracted Dismal Swamp
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water allows for the evaluation of the molecular fractionation inherent in the Cis method
commonly used for ESI-FTICR-MS analysis of DOM.

3.2. Efficacy of the Cis extraction for DOM characterization
Figures 21a and 21b show the negative ion mass spectra of the Cis extracted
Dismal Swamp water and the Dismal Swamp whole water, respectively. The large peaks
in the m/z range of 225 - 300 in the whole water mass spectrum are assigned to fatty
acids (saturated and unsaturated). Fatty acids peaks do not appear as abundant in the C\%
extracted DOM (Figure 21a). Clearly, the C l g extraction has fractionated the proportions
of fatty acids relative to other non-fatty acid components. Large peaks at m/z 368.97651
and 412.96638, derived from the Cjg disk, are not observed in the whole water. The
insets of Figures 21a and 21b emphasize the difference between the two samples in a
narrow, nominal mass window, a difference that is noted at nearly every odd nominal
mass region throughout the mass spectra. The peaks at a low mass defect in the whole
water spectrum are not observed in the Cis extract. Low mass defect species (peaks
existing at up to 0.15 mass units from the exact nominal mass) are indicative of
compounds with a high oxygen content and/or a low hydrogen content (Kim et al.,
2003a). Oxygen, with an exact mass of 15.994915, imparts a negative mass defect, while
hydrogen, with an exact mass of 1.007825, imparts a positive mass defect. The increased
number of oxygens associated with molecules responsible for these peaks likely amplifies
polarity or hydrophilicity, which limits their absorptivity onto the Cig disk.
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Figure 21. a) Negative ion mass spectrum (m/z 200 - 700) of Cjg extracted Dismal
Swamp water, and b) negative ion mass spectrum (m/z 200 - 650) of the Dismal Swamp
whole water. The insets are an expanded region of nominal mass 519, to highlight the
low mass defect species that exist in the whole water but not the Cis extract.

Additional information about the types of compounds lost during Cis extractions
can be determined by assigning molecular formulas to the peaks in each spectrum.
Assignments are made using the molecular formula calculator, described above in section
2.3, and functional group relationships, as revealed by Kendrick mass defect (KMD)
analysis (Kendrick, 1963; Stenson et al., 2003; Kujawinski and Behn, 2006), assist in
confidently assigning formulas. By using the formula extension approach, described by
Kujawinski and Behn (2006), higher m/z peaks were assigned a molecular formula based
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on a relationship to a lower m/z peak. Because heteroatoms were allowed in the formula
calculator (N, S, and P), the following conservative ratios were applied when assigning
molecular formulas: N/C < 0.5, S/C < 0.2, P/C < 0.1, and (S+P)/C < 0.2. Once all
molecular formulas are assigned with confidence, van Krevelen (VK) diagrams (van
Krevelen, 1950; Kim et al., 2003a; Hertkorn et al., 2007) are constructed to elucidate
differences between the mass spectra. The VK diagram plots the molar H/C ratios on the
y-axis and the molar O/C ratios on the x-axis, and is utilized to assist in clustering
molecules according to their functional group compositions. The unique O/C and H/C
ratios for each formula align and fall at a certain point on the diagram, reflective of the
type of molecule. This visualization tool not only identifies what types of compounds are
present in the sample, but also highlights variations between samples by overlaying
numerous plots.
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Figure 22. a) The van Krevelen diagram of the Dismal Swamp whole water overlain with
the Ci8 extracted Dismal Swamp DOM, and b) the van Krevelen diagram of peaks
appearing in the Dismal Swamp whole water that are not present in the Ci8 extracted
Dismal Swamp DOM, color coded according to relative peak magnitude (percent of the
summed total peak magnitude). The magnitudes increase in the order pink, blue, green,
orange and red. Circles on this plot indicate the two major regions of difference between
the Dismal Swamp whole water and the Cig extracted Dismal Swamp DOM.
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Figure 22a shows the VK diagram of the Dismal Swamp whole water overlain
with that of the Ci8 extracted Dismal Swamp water. The points in red denote formulas
for peaks that appear in both the Dismal Swamp whole water and the C )8 extracted
Dismal Swamp water, whereas points in blue are from formulas of peaks that appear in
the whole water only. Major compound classes are emphasized within the circles on the
plot. Figure 22b shows points that appear only in the Dismal Swamp whole water,
colored according to their relative peak magnitude (i.e., percentage of the summed total
peak magnitude). The first major difference in the two VK plots of Figure 22a is the
abundance of points that appear at a high O/C ratio (0.65 - 0.95) in the Dismal Swamp
whole water. These points correspond to the low mass defect species that are present
only in the whole water mass spectrum (Figure 21), and they plot in the tannin region of
the diagram. Tannins, which occur in higher plants and some algae, are polyphenolic
compounds that contain a variety of linkages and central cores (De Leeuw and Largeau,
1993). The high O/C ratios of tannins make them particularly polar, which is why they
are not adsorbed to the hydrophobic Ci8 disk. It is estimated that tannin-like substances
account for approximately 14% of the summed total peak magnitude in the Dismal
Swamp whole water. No other VK diagrams of DOM containing such high O/C ratios, to
our knowledge, have been published, in large part because previous investigators have
been unable to obtain ESI-FTICR-MS spectra directly of whole, untreated water.
Another VK diagram plot region for the Dismal Swamp whole water that is not
represented by an abundance of peaks in the Ci8 extract is the aliphatic amines/amides
region. Samples are acidified to a pH of 2 prior to extraction in order to protonate any
sites with a negative charge, but it also fully protonates nitrogen atoms, leading to the
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formation of a water-soluble cationic species. The cationic compounds pass through the
Ci8 disk, as they are hydrophilic and tend not to be adsorbed to the hydrophobic Cis.
These aliphatic nitrogenous species account for approximately 8% of the summed total
peak magnitude in the Dismal Swamp whole water. This agrees well with a recent study
of marine DOM, where an abundance of nitrogen-containing organic molecules were
detected by FTICR-MS in an isolated hydrophilic fraction (Reemtsma et al., 2008).
Approximately 22% of the summed total peak magnitude is due to aliphatic nitrogenous
compounds and tannin-like compounds, which accounts for about half of the missing
extraction efficiency of the C\$ disk reported above in section 2.1. The Cig extraction
methodology, being the standard protocol in many ESI-FTICR-MS studies of DOM (Kim
et al., 2003a; Kim et al., 2003b; Kim et al., 2004; Kujawinski et al., 2004; Koch et al.,
2005; Dittmar and Koch, 2006; Hockaday et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2006; Tremblay et al.,
2007),

obviously

discriminates

against

oxygen-rich

tannin-like

substances

and

nitrogenous species.
While recognizing that ESI-FTICR-MS is not a quantitative technique, the
relative magnitudes of the various peaks and the molecular formulas they represent can,
nonetheless, be calculated in order to compare the magnitudes of certain formulas against
those in various samples. As shown in Figure 23, 97.4% of the magnitude-weighted
formulas in the Ci8 extracted Dismal Swamp water contain only the elements CHO, and
these formulas are less diverse than those in the Dismal Swamp whole water which
contain 83.3% of CHO-only groups. The total percentage of any compound containing
nitrogen is 1.4% and 9.4% for the Cig extracted Dismal Swamp water and the Dismal
Swamp whole water, respectively, which clearly demonstrates the bias against
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nitrogenous compounds when using C\% extraction. The presence of peaks containing
CHO and other atoms such as sulfur and phosphorus is also less apparent in Cis extracted
Dismal Swamp water. It therefore appears that the Cig preferentially extracts CHO
compounds, while discriminating against the more polar compounds with heteroatom
functionalities.
From the molecular formula assignments, the magnitude-averaged O/C, H/C, and
double bond equivalent (DBE) values for each sample can be determined by the
following formulas:
(0/C)w = E(0/Cn*Mn)
(H/C)w = £(H/Cn*Mn)
DBE = !/2*(2#C + #N + #P - #H + 2)
(DBE)W = Z(DBEn*Mn)
where 'w' signifies a magnitude-weighted calculation, 'n' signifies that the parameter is
calculated for each assigned molecular formula, # represents the number of the specified
atoms in the molecular formula, and 'M' is the relative magnitude of each peak. The
Dismal Swamp whole water has magnitude-averaged 0/Cw, H/Cw, and DBEW values of
0.44, 1.34, and 7.6, respectively. The C ]g extracted Dismal Swamp water has magnitudeaveraged O/C, H/C, and DBE values of 0.39, 1.25, and 9.6, respectively. The more
oxygenated compounds that are emphasized in Figure 22 (those not retained by the Cis
disk) not only elevate the average O/C value but they also diminish the DBE.
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a)

b)
Dismal Swamp

C, 8 Extracted

(0.4%)

Figure 23. Pie charts of the percentages (magnitude-weighted) of each type of molecular
formula present in Dismal Swamp whole water (a) and Cig extracted Dismal Swamp
water (b).

In summary, I have shown how Cig extractions can fractionate DOM from the
Dismal Swamp and eliminate certain groups of compounds from the analysis. It is
thought that the Cig procedure similarly fractionates all other samples of DOM as well.
Although previous studies utilizing the Cig extraction protocol may have considered the
hydrophobic portion of the DOM to be representative of the whole, the least invasive
sample preparation (e.g., direct infusion into the mass spectrometer) will always lead to
the more extensive characterization of any DOM sample. I fully recognize that there is
an inherent discrimination when using C )8 disks as an extraction method, but the presence
of salts in brackish/saline samples from along the transect prevents direct mass spectral
analysis at this time. Electrospray ion sources are very sensitive to salts (Stenson et al.,
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2002), so the Cis technique is resorted to for comparison of all samples, acknowledging
that each sample would be biased in the same manner.

3.3. Spatial Variations in DOM along the Transect
As mentioned previously in section 3.1, comparing the full mass range for the
mass spectra is not particularly informative, so the ensuing discussion focuses on
expanded regions of the spectra meant to demonstrate general trends among the 5
samples in the transect. Figure 24 shows expanded regions at nominal m/z values of 315,
427, 483, and 519 of the Ci 8 extracted Dismal Swamp water (Figure 24a) and the C] 8
extracted offshore coastal water (Figure 24b). Only data for the two extremes of the
transect are shown for the sake of clarity. These are obtained from the full mass spectra
shown in Figure 20, and the mass ranges are selected randomly only to indicate shifts in
mass defect observed at each nominal mass across the entire spectral range. Over the
entire mass range, there is considerable similarity between peaks observed in the Dismal
Swamp and offshore DOM samples. Many peaks are present in all samples, but some
significant shifts in the relative magnitudes are apparent. Peaks that exist in both samples
that are assigned identical molecular formulas could imply that the same compounds are
present in both samples.

However, this is probably not the case because each peak

representing an exact formula could comprise a multitude of structural entities having the
same elemental composition and exact mass. Full resolution of structural similarities will
require MS/MS characterization of each peak, a capability that is not yet possible for
these types of complex samples.
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Figure 24. Negative ion mass spectra expanded at nominal masses 315, 427, 483, and 519
of Ci8 extracted Dismal Swamp water (a) and Cig extracted offshore coastal water (b).
Although many peaks appear in both samples, a shift in relative magnitude from low
mass defect to high mass defect is observed.

As DOM is exported through the river system to the coastal ocean, there is a shift
in the relative magnitude of peaks that are of similar exact mass. For example, when
comparing the same nominal mass region between these two samples (as shown in Figure
24), the larger peak magnitude shifts from low mass defect peaks to those of higher mass
defect. Using nominal mass 427 as an example, the highest magnitude peak in the
envelope for the C^ extracted Dismal Swamp water is at m/z 427.13994, while the
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highest magnitude peak in this envelope for the Ci8 extracted offshore coastal water is at
m/z 427.19726. For each DOM sample, the peak magnitude relationships are nearly
identical from one nominal mass region to the next. However, when comparing the same
nominal mass between these two samples, the higher magnitudes shift to the high mass
defect species in each respective nominal mass. The other striking difference between
onshore and offshore samples is that peaks at low mass defect in each envelope disappear
altogether as sampling progresses offshore, with new peaks at high mass defect emerging
in the offshore sample. This trend is also observed in the Kendrick mass defect plots (not
shown); the offshore samples have more peaks with high KMD values while inshore
samples have an abundance of peaks with low KMD values.

This shift of peak

magnitude within each nominal mass indicates that the organic matter from the offshore
site is oxygen poor and/or hydrogen rich when compared to the onshore sample from the
Dismal Swamp, consistent with the notion that terrestrial organic matter is perhaps more
aromatic while marine organic matter is likely to be more aliphatic.
In addition to the two dimensional VK diagram shown in Figure 22 a, one can also
display the information in three dimensions by adding ion magnitude or another molar
ratio (N/C, S/C, etc.) as the z-axis. Plotting relative ion magnitude as the third dimension
provides an indication of which compound class is in highest abundance, but because
ionization efficiency plays a large role in determining the ion's plotted magnitude, this
comparison should only be used qualitatively. For simplicity, only the two end-members
of the transect are shown here, even though trends are observed that grade consistently
from one site to the next. Figure 25 shows the three dimensional VK diagrams for Ci8
extracted Dismal Swamp water and the Cig extracted offshore coastal water. The most
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noticeable comparison among these plots is their remarkable similarity. The offshore
sample appears to display a more confined distribution than the Dismal Swamp sample,
but in both samples, the major peak magnitudes lie in a region assigned to lignin-derived
molecules. There is a small shift in the maximum of the distribution towards higher H/C
and lower O/C ratios, which is characteristic of a shift to more aliphatic structures in the
offshore sample.

This trend simply reflects what was previously discussed: that the

offshore sample contains more H-rich, O-poor compounds. However, it is clear that the
peaks with the highest relative magnitudes (shown in red) in both samples have
approximately the same elemental compositions. It may appear that the lower intensity
peaks only exist along the outer edge of the cluster, but if peaks are plotted with only
those of similar magnitude on this type of plot (i.e., only peaks of the same color code),
the peaks all cluster within the same region as observed for the most intense peaks. This
exercise was done to convince ourselves that peaks of lower magnitude were only being
masked by those of higher magnitude on the plots in Figure 25.

Furthermore, the

magnitude-averaged 0/C w , H/Cw, and DBEW values were calculated for each set of
relative magnitudes (i.e., each color code), and these calculated values were found to be
statistically the same among each color code, for the two DOM samples.
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Figure 25. The three dimensional van Krevelen diagrams of the C\& extracted Dismal
Swamp water (a and b) and the Ci8 extracted offshore coastal water (c and d) created by
adding the relative peak magnitudes (percent of the summed total magnitude) as the zaxis (a and c) alongside color coded plain views (b and d). The magnitudes increase in
the order pink, blue, green, orange and red.

Table 9, showing the calculated magnitude-averaged 0/Cw, H/Cw, and DBEW
values of all five samples, illustrates the elemental changes that occur as DOM is
transported from the terrestrial Dismal Swamp to the estuarine environment of the
Chesapeake Bay and then to the Atlantic Ocean. The main observation is the increase in
H/C with a concomitant decrease in DBE, indicating that the characteristics of each DOM
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sample transform such that the molecules become more saturated as one progresses
offshore. Although the O/C ratio initially decreases upon leaving the Dismal Swamp, it
does not significantly change along the transect from the riverine sites to the coastal
ocean. Another trend observed is that DOM becomes more chemically diverse offshore,
as depicted in Figure 26 where the relative proportions of compounds containing
elements other than C, H, and O are depicted. The compounds with only CHO formulas
decrease in magnitude while compounds containing nitrogen, sulfur, and phosphorus
functionalities increase in magnitude.

Although CHO-only formulas are the major

contributors to the peak magnitude, as one progresses offshore, the heteroatom
functionality significantly increases from 2.6% - 16.3%.

Table 9. Magnitude-averaged 0/C w , H/Cw, and DBEW values for each site along the
transect.
DOM Sample

Average O/C

Average H/C

Average DBE

DS Cis Extracted (DS-C, 8 )

039

L25

9L6

GB C 18 Extracted (GB-Ci 8 )

0.35

1.29

8.5

TP C 18 Extracted (TP-Ci 8 )

0.35

1.37

7.6

CBB C 18 Extracted (CBB-C 18 )

0.35

1.40

7.4

O S C C 1 8 Extracted (OSC-C 18 )

0.33

1.43

7.2
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C18 Extracted
Great Bridge Water

C]8 Extracted
Dismal Swamp Water

/

C]8 Extracted
Town Point Water

C18 Extracted Chesapeake
Bay Bridge Water

Other
(4.3%)

C )8 Extracted Offshore
Coastal Water

Figure 26. Pie charts showing the percentages (magnitude-weighted) of CHO-only
molecular formulas present in the Cis extracts of each sampling site along the transect.
Other refers to molecular formulas containing C, H, O, along with other atoms as well
(N, S, and P).

To examine the nature of this increased heteroatom functionality, it is important
to investigate the types of structures containing N, S, and P. By plotting the peaks of
compounds which contain N, S, and P on a three-dimensional VK diagram, it is possible
to examine what types of molecules are present and their relative magnitude (Figure 27).
In the Cig extracted Dismal Swamp water, the compounds containing N and S (Figure
27a and 27b) are present in very low relative magnitude and seem to be randomly
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distributed across the entire plot. In the Cig extracted offshore coastal water, there are
two clusters in the plot of S-containing compounds: one in the lipid region and one to the
left of the lignin region (Figure 27b). Because these S-containing formulas cannot be
assigned to any type of oxidized or reduced sulfur species at this time, speculation as to
their source is unwarranted.
In both samples, the phosphorus-containing peaks (Figure 27c) plot near the
reported lipid region, but are shifted slightly to the right. These peaks are characteristic
of phospholipids, and the higher oxygen content of a phosphate group shifts the cluster of
points to the higher O/C ratio. It is very likely that the DOM in the offshore sample has a
significant contribution from autochthonously-produced cell membranes that are
comprised of phospholipid molecules, where typically the hydrophobic end is linked to
the hydrophilic end through a phosphodiester bond (Nelson and Cox, 2000b). The
nitrogen-containing peaks in the Cig extracted offshore coastal water cluster in a region
that is slightly below the phospholipids on the VK plot. Some of the peaks assigned to
phospholipids

also

contain

nitrogen,

which

is

not

uncommon

because

glycerophospholipids contain an amine functionality in their polar head-group (Nelson
and Cox, 2000b).

There is also a small cluster of phosphorus-containing peaks in the

carbohydrate region of the plot. During carbohydrate synthesis and metabolism within a
cell, intermediates are often phosphorylated, with a phosphoric acid condensing with one
of the hydroxyl groups to form a phosphate ester (Nelson and Cox, 2000a). Overall,
offshore DOM is comprised of molecules that seem to be mainly derived from
autochthonous primary production and these tend to have more N, S, and P atoms
incorporated into the organic matter. In contrast, the primary source of DOM from
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Dismal Swamp is terrestrial vegetation, and there is very little algal growth due to the low
pH and limited light penetration.
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Figure 27. The three dimensional van Krevelen diagrams of the formulas containing
nitrogen (a), sulfur (b), and phosphorus (c) for the Cis extracted Dismal Swamp water
(red points) and the Cig extracted offshore coastal water (black points). The z-axis is the
relative peak magnitudes (percent of the summed total magnitude of all peaks).
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Even though the mass spectra and VK diagrams show an overall significant shift
in the types of compounds present in the various samples along the transect, there is a
considerable similarity among the samples. Figure 28 shows a Venn diagram for the
overlap of molecular formulas for the Cig extracted samples of Dismal Swamp water
(terrestrial inputs), Town Point water (central site), and offshore coastal water (marine
inputs). In areas of no overlap, percentages are of the molecular formulas that are unique
to that site.

In areas where there is overlap, percentages represent the number of

molecular formulas that are found in both (or all three) of those sites. The Dismal
Swamp contains the largest number of compounds with unique formulas (32%) while the
Town Point sample has the least (5%). Town Point, being the central site with the most
exchange from both end-members, overlaps more significantly with both the Dismal
Swamp site and the offshore coastal site than the Dismal Swamp with the offshore coastal
site. Of all the overlapping peaks, the largest percentage is from peaks that are common
to all of the samples (29%), which suggest an inherently similar material or formula that
exists in all of the samples. However, one should keep in mind that simply because the
molecular formulas match, this does not mean that the actual structures also match.
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Figure 28. The Venn diagram of the Cig extracted Dismal Swamp, Town Point, and
offshore coastal waters. Percentages in areas of overlap are percentages of molecular
formulas that appear in both (or all three) of those samples. Percentages in areas with no
overlap are of molecular formulas that are unique to that individual sample.

Recently, a new parameter for DOM characterization has been proposed by Koch
et al. (2005). This parameter, DBE-O, is obtained from the molecular formula by
subtracting the number of oxygens in the formula from the double bond equivalent. It
has been suggested that this parameter provides information about the degree of
unsaturation or ring closure for only the backbone carbon structure by eliminating the
effect oxygen has on DBE by assuming that it exists only as doubly bound oxygen in
carbonyl groups (Koch et al., 2005; Dittmar and Koch, 2006; Tremblay et al., 2007).
However, this assumption may not be appropriate, especially for lignin-like structures,
because oxygens in alcohol and ether groups, as well as the C-O-C oxygens in esters and
the hydroxyl oxygens in carboxylic acids, are not double bonded. This DBE-0 parameter
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has been utilized in an attempt to distinguish between DOM samples with moderately
oxygenated, lower DBE molecules from those with a larger number of unsaturations that
are likely condensed aromatics. Low (i.e., more negative) values of DBE-O indicate
molecules that are more oxygenated, while high (i.e., more positive) values indicate more
unsaturated, condensed aromatics. For this transect, DBE-O was determined for each
molecular formula in all of the samples, and then histogram plots of the frequency for
each DBE-O value were constructed.

The distribution of DBE-O values showed no

significant changes between samples. The same unimodal range of DBE-O values from 12 to +14 existed in all samples, with the highest frequency occurring between -1 and +1.
The fact that this DBE-O parameter is invariant for this sample set indicates that either
onshore and offshore DOM share the same DBE-O characteristics or that the parameter
does not provide adequate sensitivity for changes in molecular composition. Considering
the significant changes observed in the spectral features, I suggest that this DBE-O
parameter is not very useful for this data set because it ignores sp oxygen likely to be an
important component of lignin-derived DOM.

3.4. Terrestrial DOM Export to the Ocean
From Figure 25, it is apparent that the molecular formulas for the multitude of
peaks in FTICR mass spectra of coastal DOM overlap significantly with those from the
Dismal Swamp DOM in the lignin region of the VK diagram.

Stenson et al. (2003)

speculated that a large proportion of peaks in riverine fulvic acid could be attributed to
lignin-derived species and presented a lignin degradation pathway explaining how lignin
degradation products are incorporated into the organic matter matrix. It appears logical
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that such a high degree of overlap, coupled with the idea that lignin is the main
component of DOM in coastal swamp systems like the Okefenokee Swamp (source of
Suwannee River DOM) and the Dismal Swamp examined in this study, indicates that
lignin is making its way out into offshore Chesapeake Bay waters in significant amounts.
In another FTICR-MS study focused on the source of marine DOM, Koch et al. (2005)
determined that approximately one-third of assigned molecular formulas were common to
samples emanating from mangrove swamps in coastal Brazil and oceanic samples off the
coast of Antarctica. This is consistent with our findings and the Venn diagram presented
in Figure 28.
Estimates of the amounts of lignin in oceanic DOM, based on lignin signatures
characteristic of terrestrial plants, indicate that lignin contributes to less than 2.4% of the
total oceanic DOM (Opsahl and Benner, 1997). Mitra et al. (2000) observed similar low
values for lignin phenols in the Middle Atlantic Bight, near the offshore station examined
in this study.

However, the invasive method used for isolating lignin phenols (CuO

oxidation) may underestimate the actual amount of terrestrial organic matter in the ocean,
especially if biodegradation or photodegradation alters the DOM. This is especially true
if, for example, a lignin compound is modified such that its structure no longer contains
the methoxy aromatic phenols that are used as proxies for lignin in the CuO method.
Demethylation or replacement of a methoxyl group with a hydroxyl group (an important
biodegradation

reaction)

and ring-opening

reactions

(photochemical

degradation

reactions) would not significantly alter the location of a compound on the VK diagram.
Thus, such reactions would change the compound but not to the point where it would be
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labeled a non-lignin compound by FTICR-MS. However, such changes would eliminate
its consideration as a lignin phenol by the CuO method.
One central question still remains unanswered: Do the overlapping peaks in the
lignin region of the VK diagram have the same molecular structure, or simply the same
molecular formula but with different structures?

Figure 29 shows a lignin model

structure and a representative CRAM (carboxyl rich alicyclic molecule) model structure,
which are two structural isomers for C26H32O11. CRAM structures have been proposed as
a major refractory component of marine DOM (Hertkorn et al., 2006; Hertkorn et al.,
2007), but more recently CRAM has been proposed as a component of freshwater DOM
as well (Lam et al., 2007). It is possible that these are the types of structures that are
present in marine samples as opposed to lignin-derived structural entities present in more
riverine samples. Although these two structures have the same formula and plot in the
same area of the VK diagram, they have different reactivities and sources. Further
experiments need to be performed on these samples to confidently assign a distinct origin
to peaks in the "lignin" region of the VK plot. Further evidence for the existence of
terrestrial DOM in the coastal ocean off the Chesapeake Bay comes from fatty acids that
are identified in the coastal DOM. Saturated fatty acids with carbon chains in the range
of CM - C26 are detected in the offshore coastal DOM sample. The higher carbon
numbered fatty acids are biomarkers for terrestrial plants (Mannino and Harvey, 1999;
Mannino and Harvey, 2000). While the shorter chained fatty acids (< C23) do not
exclusively point to a vascular plant source, Mannino and Harvey (2000) speculated that
they did.
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O
OH
Lignin model structure

A CRAM model structure,
based on Hertkorn et al., 2006

C26H32On MW = 520.52568
Figure 29. Two structural isomers of the same molecular formula, C26H32O11. One is a
lignin model structure and the other is a CRAM (Carboxyl Rich Alicyclic Molecules)
model structure, (Hertkorn et al., 2006).

4. CONCLUSIONS
ESI-FTICR-MS is clearly a powerful technique for the examination of the
complex composition of DOM along this river to ocean transect of the lower Chesapeake
Bay. It not only has the capacity to resolve the thousands of components in DOM, but
also its low detection limit allows, for the first time, the direct infusion and analysis of a
whole water sample without any prior concentration or fractionation.

The Dismal

Swamp whole water contains two sets of compounds that are excluded when using the
Ci8 extraction protocol: one in the tannin region and one in the aliphatic amine/amide
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region. Clearly, a more complete characterization of any DOM sample can only be
accomplished when no selective fractionation occurs. Visualization tools, such as the VK
diagram, highlight the spatial variations that occur between DOM samples. A shift from
more aromatic, terrestrial DOM to more aliphatic, marine DOM can be clearly observed
as sampling progress offshore.

The DOM also becomes more structurally diverse

offshore as the number of N, S, and P-containing compounds increases. As the terrestrial
DOM is exported to the open ocean, O/C values initially decrease and then level off
while H/C values continuously increase and DBE values decrease. Mechanisms such as
photochemistry or microbial processes could likely be responsible for these types of
aromatic to aliphatic DOM transformations and structural reworkings. Although each
sample along the transect possesses a certain amount of unique molecular formulas, each
sample also overlaps quite significantly with other sites. The remarkable degree of
overlap of peaks centered in the lignin-region of the VK diagram suggests that lignin may
be a more significant source of the DOM structures observed than has previously been
considered based on CuO biomarker analyses. While this study focused on one particular
estuarine system, the lower Chesapeake Bay, it is a system that is considered
representative of many estuaries worldwide. The processes and mechanisms that were
investigated here should be generally applicable across many aquatic environments.
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CHAPTER V

MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL APPROACHES FOR THE
CHARACTERIZATION OF DISSOLVED ORGANIC MATTER ANALYZED BY
ULTRAHIGH RESOLUTION MASS SPECTROMETRY

PREFACE
The content of this Chapter has been submitted to Environmental Science and
Technology and is currently in review. The formatting here has been slightly altered to
incorporate the supporting information into the body of the manuscript.

1. INTRODUCTION
There has been a growing interest in the characterization of natural organic matter
(NOM) by ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry over the last decade. The application
of Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FTICR-MS) has
revolutionized our understanding of NOM in soil and water systems (Sleighter and
Hatcher, 2007, and references therein). Humic substances (Kujawinski et al., 2002b;
Stenson et al., 2003; Kramer et al., 2004) were the initial focus of such studies, but more
recently the spotlight has moved to that of dissolved organic matter (DOM) (Kim et al.,
2003a; Kim et al., 2003b; Kim et al., 2004; Kujawinski et al., 2004; Koch et al., 2005;
Tremblay et al, 2007; Sleighter and Hatcher, 2008), where the central goal is to
characterize DOM in order to understand how it cycles and transforms in aquatic
environments.
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While much has been discovered from these studies, the data interpretation
required for the large, complex datasets generated by FTICR-MS has yet to be optimized.
A single DOM mass spectrum contains thousands of peaks that can be assigned to
individual molecular formulas, because of the ultrahigh resolution and mass accuracy of
FTICR-MS (Stenson et al., 2003; Kujawinski and Behn, 2006). Analyzing the details of
these datasets is key to comprehending the makeup of each sample.

Visualization

schemes, such as the van Krevelen diagram (Kim et al., 2003a; Koch et al., 2005;
Hertkorn et al., 2006; Sleighter and Hatcher, 2008) and Kendrick mass defect plots
(Stenson et al., 2003; Kujawinski et al., 2004; Tremblay et al., 2007), have been applied
for this purpose of data exploration. Furthermore, recent studies have employed high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) preceding FTICR-MS analysis to assist in
simplifying the acquired data (Koch et al., 2008; Stenson, 2008; Liu et al., 2009). The
major drawback of visualization diagrams and prior chromatographic separations is that it
can be difficult to compare many samples, each containing thousands of informational
data points.

Multivariate statistics, such as hierarchal cluster analysis (HCA) and

principal component

analysis (PCA), are particularly useful

for

distinguishing

relationships and trends amongst a large number of samples. HCA has recently been
used for the analysis of the mass spectra of DOM to differentiate between oceanic
samples of various depths (Koch et al., 2005), DOM before and after photo-irradiation
(Dittmar et al., 2007), fractions of DOM collected from HPLC (Koch et al., 2008; Liu et
al., 2009), and to compare pore water DOM to riverine DOM (Schmidt et al., 2009).
To our knowledge, there is only one published paper that combines two
multivariate statistical methods to explore samples analyzed by FTICR-MS. Kujawinski
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et al. (2009) uses HCA and non-metric multidimensional scaling in combination with
indicator species analysis to pinpoint molecular source markers for photodegradation of
DOM and bacterial metabolism. PCA has not yet been utilized for the sorting of FTICRMS formulas. In our current study, I combine HCA and PCA to thoroughly examine
these large datasets, in agreement with Reemtsma (2009) who stressed the importance of
the development of statistical methods to compare different NOM samples. A similar
approach is being used by Hur et al. (2009), applying these types of methods to
petroleum samples in a manuscript that is simultaneously being submitted to another
journal.
Water samples from a variety of aquatic environments were collected, and DOM
was isolated from these samples by Cis extraction and electrodialysis (ED). Here, small
scale ED was utilized for desalting purposes, but reverse osmosis/ED (RO/ED) has been
used previously for the isolation of DOM (Vetter et al., 2007; Koprivnjak et al., 2009).
HCA and PCA are employed with two different approaches for parameter selection. The
first involves averaging elemental ratios and double bond equivalents, which are
calculated from the assigned formulas for each sample. The second approach is based on
the presence/absence of individual formulas or their relative magnitude in each sample,
similar to other routines (Hur et al., 2009; Kujawinski et al., 2009). The purpose of this
study is to employ HCA and PCA to assist in data interpretation, with the overarching
goal to characterize a large number of samples from various natural environments,
prepared in numerous ways.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1, Samples and Preparation
Water samples along a terrestrial to marine transect of the lower Chesapeake Bay
were collected at 5 locations in August 2007 (Figure 30). Samples from a similar transect
were recently analyzed by FTICR-MS (Sleighter and Hatcher, 2008; Liu et al., 2009), but
were collected at a different time. Briefly, sampling begins at the Dismal Swamp (DS,
Suffolk, VA), continues north up the Elizabeth River where two sites were used for
collection [Great Bridge (GB), VA and Town Point (TP) Park, Norfolk, VA]. Sampling
continues to the Chesapeake Bay Bridge (CBB) and concludes at an offshore coastal
(OSC) site (collected aboard the R/V Fay Slover) about 10 miles off the coast of the lower
Delmarva Peninsula. Water samples were collected from 15 other locations adjacent to
the Delaware Bay and Chesapeake Bay in the Atlantic Ocean (Figure 30). Depth profiles
were collected at stations 12 (2 m, 40 m, 200 m, 350 m) and 13 (2 m, 30 m, 401 m).
These samples (20 total) were collected by Niskin bottles on a CTD rosette aboard the
R/V Hugh R. Sharp in November, 2007.
Recently, a wood extract (WE) was prepared to simulate the lignin degradation
products that are expected in blackwaters (Liu et al., 2009).
(Chamaecyparis

Eastern white cedar

thyoides), which has been biodegraded by brown-rot fungi, was

collected from the Dismal Swamp.

Because brown-rot fungi attack cellulosic

components, this sample is enriched in lignin, as shown by its cross polarization magic
angle spinning solid state

13

C nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum (Liu et al., 2009).

Approximately 20 g of the ground (by mortar and pestle) biodegraded wood was
extracted with 1 L of ultrapure water, shaken for 24 hr, and then 0.1 micron filtered. This
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biodegraded wood extract serves as a solubilized, natural lignin standard. Table 10
displays the various properties (i.e., temperature, pH, salinity, DOC concentrations) that
were measured for each sample.

Figure 30. Image showing the sampling locations. Red points indicate the transect of the
lower Chesapeake Bay, and yellow points indicate the samples collected during a cruise
of the N. Atlantic Ocean. Abbreviations are shown in Table 10. Image obtained from
Google Earth™ mapping service.
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Table 10. Physical and chemical properties measured for the water samples.
Site

Temperature (°C)

PH

Salinity

DOC (mg/L C) a

Wood Extract (WE)

b

5.0

0

89.42 + 1.13

Dismal Swamp (DS)

25

3.2

0

92.74+1.18

Great Bridge (GB)
Town Point (TP)

29

7.6
7.7

18
24

7.45 + 0.13

7.9

2.15 + 0.08
1.18 + 0.04

3.34 + 0.09

Chesapeake Bay Bridge (CBB)

29
28

Onshore Coastal (OSC)

26

8.1

30
35

Sta. 0
Sta. 1

15

7.9

31

1.19 + 0.16

17

8.1

30

1.60 + 0.21

Sta. 2

15

8.0

Sta. 3
Sta. 4

15

8.0
8.0

24
24

2.07 + 0.20
1.42 + 0.08

26

1.70 + 0.26

31
31

1.84 + 0.24

Sta. 5

16
18

Sta. 6

18

8.1

Sta. 8
Sta. 9

18

8.1

19

8.1

Sta. 10

19
22

8.1

8.1

31
32

1.37 + 0.33
1.74 + 0.18
1.08 + 0.22

8.1

33
34

21
19
10

8.1
8.1

35
35

8.1

35

2.19 + 0.27

7

8.1

35

0.68 + 0.16

8.1

33
35

1.06 + 0.19

Sta. 13-30 m

19
21

Sta. 13- 401 m

7

8.1

Sta. 14

18

8.1

35
34

0.42 + 0.03
1.41+0.21

Sta. 15

17

8.1

32

1.01+0.07

Sta. 11
Sta. 12-2 m
Sta. 12- 40 m
Sta. 12-200 m
Sta. 12-350 m
Sta. 13-2 m

8.1

a

Error is the standard deviation of three measurements.

b

The wood was extracted in water at room temperature.

1.38 + 0.07
2.02 + 0.06
0.97 + 0.18
1.43 + 0.13

1.00 + 0.10
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The water from the transect samples was 0.1 micron filtered, while the cruise
samples were 0.7 micron filtered. DOC concentrations were determined afterwards on an
Aurora 1030W total organic carbon (TOC) analyzer (wet oxidation) or a Shimadzu TOCVCPH

analyzer (high temperature combustion). Dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) was

removed prior to DOC analysis by acidifying samples to a pH of 2.
DOM was isolated from the filtered samples using C\% solid phase extraction
disks (3M, Empore) according to Kim et al. (2003b). The Ci8 extraction is efficient for
desalting and concentrating the organic portion of brackish and marine samples. Because
the DS water and WE both have high DOC concentrations and ca. zero salinity, they
were also directly analyzed without the Cis extraction. Ci8 disks were activated using
LC-MS grade methanol (Fisher Scientific), and each water sample was acidified with
HC1 to a pH of 2 before passing through the disk. The amount of sample passed through
each Ci8 disk depended on the ambient concentration of DOC. Approximately 0.2 L of
DS water and the WE, 0.5 L of GB and TP water, 1 L of CBB water and OSC water, and
2-6 L of water collected from Sta. 0-15 was extracted. The adsorbed DOC was rinsed
with LC-MS grade water to remove residual salts before eluting off the disk with 10-20
mL of LC-MS grade methanol.
The 5 DOM samples from the Chesapeake Bay transect were also desalted by
electrodialysis (ED) as described in detail elsewhere (Chen et al., 2009).

The ED

desalting technique uses a small volume (1.5 mL of sample) ED unit (ElectroPrep
Dialysis Tank, Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA), where salts are removed from the
sample during their movement through an electric field (200 V) through membranes
(cellulose acetate, 500 Da MWCO) that separate the sample from an ultrapure water bath.
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Water samples were desalted by this method at their ambient concentration and pH
(except for the DS water, which was diluted by 4).

For samples with low DOC

concentrations, the ED procedure was performed multiple times. About 1.5 mL of DS
water, 3 mL of GB and TP water, 4.5 mL of CBB water, and 7.5 mL of OSC water were
initially desalted with ED.

Afterwards, the samples were concentrated by a rotary

evaporator to 1.5 mL, and a final desalting was performed with the ED unit.
Prior to mass spectral analysis, all Cig extracted samples in methanol were diluted
by 2 with LC-MS grade water, while the DS-whole water (DS-WW) and WE-whole
water (WE-WW), each without Cig extraction, were diluted by 2 with LC-MS grade
methanol, to give a final sample composition of 1:1 (v/v) water: methanol.

The 5

samples prepared by ED were diluted by 25% with LC-MS grade methanol, giving a final
sample composition of 3:1 (v/v) water: methanol. To increase the ionization efficiency,
ammonium hydroxide was added immediately prior to electrospray (ESI), bringing the
pH to 8.

2.2. Instrumentation
Samples were continuously infused into an Apollo II ESI source of a Bruker
Daltonics 12 Tesla Apex Qe FTICR-MS, housed at the College of Sciences Major
Instrumentation Cluster (COSMIC) at Old Dominion University.

Samples were

introduced into the ESI source by a syringe pump at an infusion rate of 120 uL/hr.
Samples were analyzed in negative ion mode and each sample was optimized by varying
the ESI voltages along with the ion accumulation time and number of co-added scans.
The DS-WW, WE-WW, and Ci 8 extracted samples all have the highest DOC
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concentrations, so ions were accumulated in a hexapole for 1.0 sec before being
transferred to the ICR cell. Exactly 200 transients, collected with a 4 MWord time
domain, were added. The samples prepared by ED have lower DOC concentrations, so a
longer ion accumulation time of 3.0 sec was used and 300 transients were added. For all
analyses, the summed free induction decay signal was zero-filled once and sine-bell
apodized prior to fast Fourier transformation and magnitude calculation using the Bruker
Daltonics Data Analysis software. In order to test the reproducibility of the FTICR-MS,
the DS-WW was analyzed 3 times in 1 day and then again 12, 22, and 31 days later. In
total, 38 samples [6 DS-WW, 5 transect samples (DS, GB, TP, CBB, OSC) each prepared
with Ci8 and ED, WE-WW and Ci8, and 20 Ci8 extracted cruise samples] were analyzed
by ESI-FTICR-MS.
All mass spectra were externally calibrated with polyethylene glycol and
internally calibrated with indigenous fatty acids and other homologous series (as
identified by Kendrick mass defect analysis) naturally present within the samples
(Sleighter et al., 2008). A molecular formula calculator developed at the National High
Magnetic Field Laboratory (Molecular Formula Calc v. 1.0 ONHMFL, 1998) generated
molecular formulas using carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, and phosphorus.
Only m/z values with a signal to noise (S/N) above 3 were used for formula assignments.
All assigned formulas agreed within 1.0 ppm of the theoretical mass.

2.3. Statistical Analysis
I use two statistical tools: hierarchal cluster analysis (HCA) and principal
component analysis (PCA). The principles of HCA and PCA and how these two
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statistical tools are applied to geochemical data are described elsewhere (Xue et al.,
2009). Briefly, HCA begins by seeking out the first two samples that have the largest
mutual correlations in a data matrix, and the correlations of these two samples with the
rest of samples are averaged to form a new correlation matrix, from which another two
samples will be sought out with the largest correlation coefficient.

This procedure is

repeated until a single correlation coefficient remains in the matrix. The HCA results are
expressed in a hierarchical tree, a dendrogram.

The branching indicates how similar

samples are to each other, but does not reveal which variables are responsible for the
groupings.
PCA reduces a multi-dimensional sample space into fewer dimensions (Lattin et
al., 2003), so that the first dimension (i.e., the first principal component, PCI) explains
the most variance among the dataset, and the second principal component (PC2),
orthogonal to the first, explains most of the residual variance.

Scores represent the

projections of the original sample onto each principal component.

Loadings are the

projections of all the variables onto each principal component and indicate that variable's
contribution to the data variability along each PC. From the PCA results, the samples
and variables can be plotted on a two-dimensional PCA projection, a biplot, to not only
group the samples, but to also determine relationships between samples and variables.
Two types of FTICR-MS data are used for multivariate statistical analysis. The
first type of data was obtained by averaging the characteristics (O/C, H/C, DBE, DBE/C,
DBE/O, and C#) of the molecular formulas assigned to the large number of peaks in each
samples' spectrum, as discussed below in section 3.1. The second type of data involves a
statistical examination of the individual formulas assigned to the multitude of peaks and
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is shown as their presence/absence or relative magnitude within each sample, as
discussed below in section 3.2. The HCA and PCA were performed by MATLAB
programs (Middleton, 2000; Xue et al., 2009).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The mass spectra acquired on each of the 38 DOM samples are characteristic of
many previously published data (Kim et al., 2003a; Stenson et al., 2003; Kujawinski et
al., 2004; Sleighter and Hatcher, 2008). Multiple peaks are detected at each nominal
mass unit throughout the overall m/z range of 200-800. The highest peak magnitudes are
observed at odd m/z units, indicating that there is zero or an even number of nitrogens in
the ion. Peaks detected at even m/z units have either an odd number of nitrogens or are
13

C isotopes of the peaks detected at the previous odd nominal mass. Peaks in each

spectrum are singly charged because their 13C isotopes are observed at 1.00335 m/z units
higher than the 12C peak. Average resolving powers of the broadband mass spectra are
greater than 400,000, with individual peaks at the center of the m/z range at 401 having
resolving powers generally exceeding 600,000.
In the ensuing discussion, I demonstrate the utility of the dual statistical
methodology to significantly increase the information recovery salient to the dataset of
DOM samples. I examine and compare the compositional nature of the DOM isolated by
numerous techniques to evaluate the effectiveness and understand the biases involved in
the isolation methods.
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3.1. Statistical Analysis ofAveraged Mass Spectral Parameters
As stated above in section 2.2, once mass spectra are acquired, molecular
formulas are assigned to the peaks in each samples' spectra. From the assigned formulas,
a set of parameters based on each formula (O/C, H/C, DBE, DBE/C, DBE/O, and C#) are
calculated to describe each of the 38 samples, as discussed previously (Sleighter and
Hatcher, 2008).

Briefly, from the molecular formula assignments, the magnitude-

averaged calculations for each sample can be determined:
(0/C)w = £(0/Cn*Mn)
(H/C)w = S(H/Cn*Mn)
DBE = '/2*(2#C + #N + #P - #H + 2)
(DBE)W = £(DBEn*Mn)
(DBE/C)W = £(DBE/C„*Mn)
(DBE/0)w = S(DBE/On*Mn)
(C#)w = S(#Cn*Mn)
where 'w' signifies a magnitude-weighted calculation, 'n' signifies that the parameter is
calculated for each assigned molecular formula, # represents the number of the specified
atoms in the molecular formula, and 'M' is the relative magnitude of each peak. While
ESI-FTICR-MS is not a quantitative technique, each sample was analyzed on the same
instrument with the same parameters. Therefore, each spectrum was biased in an equal
fashion, so peak magnitudes within the acquired spectra can be compared to a certain
degree. Comparisons based on magnitudes have previously been shown by use of threedimensional van Krevelen diagrams (Kim et al., 2003a; Kim et al., 2004; Koch et al.,
2005; Sleighter and Hatcher, 2008; Kim et al., 2006).
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Table 11 shows the calculated parameters for each sample, and these values are
used for hierarchal cluster analysis (HCA) and principal component analysis (PCA).
Figure 31a shows the resulting dendrogram based on the parameters in Table 11.
Samples cluster together based on their correlation value, r. The dendrogram yields two
main clusters: one is of terrestrial riverine samples and the other is of estuarine/oceanic
samples. The riverine cluster contains the wood extract (WE), the Dismal Swamp (DS)
samples, and the Great Bridge (GB) samples, all together with an r value of
approximately 0.4.

The DS whole water (DS-WW) samples that were analyzed on

different days all cluster very similarly, with r values greater than 0.95. This shows that
the reproducibility of the FTICR-MS is reliable, based on the averaged mass spectral
parameters. The Cis extracted DS water (DS-Cjg), along with the wood extract samples
(WE-WW and WE-Cig) also group together near the DS-WW. The GB-Ci 8 extract and
electrodialysis (ED) preparation cluster together with the DS-ED sample. The other large
cluster is broadly described as estuarine/oceanic DOM. The Town Point (TP) samples
(both CIB and ED) cluster closely together, along with the offshore coastal (OSC) ED
prepared sample. The Chesapeake Bay Bridge (CBB) samples fall in with the remaining
oceanic Ci 8 extracts. There does not appear to be a clear relationship amongst the cruise
stations, except that the two stations with depth profiles (Sta. 12, 13) cluster by station,
not depth.
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Table 11. Values of the bulk parameters used for HCA and PC A, before normalization.
WW, Cis, and ED each indicate that the sample was analyzed as whole water, a Cis
extract, or after desalting by electrodialysis, respectively. All cruise station samples were
Cis extracted. The plots shown in Figure 31 were based on these parameters.
DBE/CW DBE/Ow

Sample

o/c w

H/Cw

DBEw

DS-WW, 1=0
DS-WW, 1=0
DS-WW, 1=0
DS-WW, 1=12 d
DS-WW, 1=22 d
DS-WW, t=3 I d
WE-WW

0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.34
0.33
0.41

1.20
1.23
1.21
1.19
1.17
1.20
1.21

9.28
9.10
9.28
9.15
9.31
9.08
8.50

0.45
0.44
0.45
0.46
0.47
0.46
0.45

WE-C 18

0.29

1.19

9.35

DS-C 18

0.32

1.18

10.22

C#w
20.15
20.17
20.17
19.55
19.53
19.43
18.65

0.46

1.49
1.47
1.47
1.52
1.50
1.46
1.19
1.75

0.46

1.60

22.48

20.02

GB-C lg

0.34

1.30

8.43

0.40

1.20

21.03

TP-C 18

0.34

1.38

8.19

0.36

1.16

21.52

CBB-C-ig

0.33

1.40

7.94

0.35

1.13

22.97

OSC-C 18
DS-ED
GB-ED
TP-ED
CBB-ED
OSC-ED
StaO
Stal
Sta2
Sta3
Sta4
Sta5
Sta6
Sta8
Sta9
StalO
Stall
Sta 12, 2m
Sta 12, 40m
Sta 12, 200m
Sta 12, 350m
Sta 13, 2m
Sta 13,30m
Sta 13, 401m
Sta 14
Sta 15

0.34

1.41

7.60

0.34

1.10
1.21
1.46
1.58
1.61
1.50
1.46
1.45
1.44
1.45
1.46
1.50
1.43
1.46
1.46
1.44
1.43
1.45
1.41
1.42
1.44
1.45
1.45
1.43
1.44

10.60
10.11
6.71
5.93
5.10
6.62
7.05
6.76
7.46
6.77
6.74
6.27
7.63
6.74
6.94
7.56
7.76
7.45
8.00
7.99
6.97
6.89
7.06
7.65
7.57

0.50
0.50
0.33
0.30
0.26
0.30
0.32
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.32
0.30
0.33
0.32
0.32
0.33
0.33
0.32
0.34
0.33
0.33
0.32
0.33
0.33
0.33

1.03
1.14
0.91
0.83
0.77
0.75
1.22
1.29
1.48
1.32
1.22
1.37
1.45
1.48
1.43
1.17
1.21
1.26
1.21
1.16
1.26
1.14
1.11
1.08
1.31
1.30

21.98

0.48
0.48
0.43
0.40
0.40
0.27
0.28
0.26
0.29
0.28
0.27
0.24
0.27
0.26
0.29
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.33
0.32
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.29
0.29

21.22
20.45
20.06
25.05
19.10
21.83
22.22
20.60
22.40
20.80
20.49
20.26
22.76
20.76
21.44
22.99
23.12
22.76
23.00
23.67
21.10
21.17
21.40
22.93
22.84
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Figure 31. Statistical plots using the magnitude-weighted averages shown in Table 11. a)
Dendrogram from the hierarchal cluster analysis and b) Biplot from the principal
component analysis.
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To determine which parameters are important for the groupings in Figure 31a,
PCA is performed using the parameters of Table 11. Figure 31b shows the resulting
biplot. Blue data points are scores for the samples on PCI and PC2, while red data points
are the loadings from each variable. The further away the variable loading is from the
origin, the more impact that variable has on the variance of the samples. The loadings of
4 variables (DBEW, DBE/CW, H/Cw, and C#w) are separated on the PCI axis, indicating
that most of the variance among samples is due to their characteristic differences in
DBEW, DBE/CW, H/Cw, and C#w. Among these 4 variables, the loading of C# w on PC 1 is
closest to the origin, suggesting that samples have less variance in C# w than the other
three variables.

The loadings of the 0/C w and DBE/O w variables separate on PC2,

indicating that variance amongst samples is also due to these two variables.
PCI explains nearly 60% of the variance in the sample and is related to the
aromaticity of the samples. Samples that have more aromaticity (i.e., high DBEW and
DBE/CW values) have positive PCI scores, while samples that are more aliphatic (i.e.,
high H/C w values) have negative PCI scores. The samples in the riverine cluster in the
dendrogram of Figure 31a all have positive PCI scores, which is expected as these
samples are all swamp and up-river locations that source from woody vegetation, such as
lignin. Once again, the DS-WW samples all cluster very tightly together, with a close
proximity to the WE samples. The DS-WW and WE-WW samples are labeled in pink to
distinguish them as samples analyzed directly, without any extraction or sample
preparation. The estuarine/oceanic cluster of Figure 31 a yields samples with negative
PCI scores, indicating a higher aliphatic character to their DOM. The cruise station
samples all group together within the circle oh the plot. Overall, the variability explained
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by PCI correlates with the trend from aromatic terrestrial samples to aliphatic marine
samples.
PC2 explains about 25% of the variance and is related to the oxygen content of
the samples. Samples with high 0/C w ratios have a negative PC2 score. It is clear that
the ED samples (labeled in green) all have higher oxygen contents in relation to their Ci8
extracted counterparts. In addition, the ED samples as a group follow the aromaticity
trend along PCI. Further examination of these high 0/C w compounds reveal that the DSED and GB-ED samples contain many compounds that fall into the tannin region of the
van Krevelen diagram, while the CBB-ED and OSC-ED samples have compounds that
fall into the carbohydrate region. TP-ED has peaks that fall into both of these two areas.
The van Krevelen diagrams for these 5 samples prepared with ED are shown in Figure
32.

Overall, the highly oxygenated compounds that are eliminated during the Cig

extractions fall into two different compound categories that differ greatly in their H/C
ratios: tannins and carbohydrates.
The results shown in this section serve as a quick and efficient way to examine
the bulk properties of the molecular formulas assigned to the mass spectra of a large
number of samples.

Overall trends amongst the formulas can be discerned and

preliminary results emphasizing the similarities and differences between the types of
compounds that exist in the samples are able to be recognized. However, to create a
more in depth understanding of the molecular level characteristics of a large group of
samples, another statistical route must be taken.

Furthermore, calculating a set of

parameters for each sample may in fact average out molecular level differences. While
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this type of data is useful for bulk properties, a formula specific analysis can interpret
these large, complex datasets more effectively.
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Figure 32. van Krevelen diagrams of the 5 Chesapeake Bay transect samples desalted by
electrodialysis, a) Dismal Swamp, b) Great Bridge, c) Town Point, d) Chesapeake Bay
Bridge, and e) Offshore Coastal. The blue circle indicates compounds in the tannin
region of the diagram (high O/C, low H/C), while the green circle indicates compounds in
the carbohydrate region of the diagram (high O/C, high H/C).
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3.2. Statistical Analysis of Individual Molecular Formulas
It is common for thousands of molecular formulas to be assigned to the peaks in
the mass spectra of a single DOM sample. In this study, 38 samples are analyzed,
yielding a total of 68,085 assigned formulas, excluding the contribution from

l3

C

isotopes. Once duplicate formulas are removed, the final formula list consists of 10,008
individual molecular formulas. In order to minimize the contribution from peaks with
low magnitudes that are close to noise level, I chose the 500 dominate peaks in each
sample to represent each sample.

This selection of the 500 most abundant peaks

corresponds to the selection of peaks having an approximate S/N ratio of at least 10 and a
relative magnitude of at least 1%. The formulas assigned to these 500 peaks for each of
the 38 samples are compiled (yielding a total of 19,000 formulas), and this list is then
condensed to 2143 distinct formulas by removing duplicates. Two data matrices are then
created from the list of 2143 formulas, similar to other studies (Hur et al., 2009;
Kujawinski et al., 2009). The first matrix is constructed from the relative magnitudes of
the 2143 formulas in each of the 38 samples. The second matrix consists of the presence
(value of 1) or absence (value of 0) of the 2143 formulas in the 500 most abundant peaks
of each of the 38 samples. HCA is then applied to these two matrices.
The dendrogram in Figure 33 a, from the relative magnitude matrix, consists of 4
major clusters. The first contains the terrestrial, riverine samples of various preparations,
while the second consists of the estuarine/oceanic samples desalted by ED.

The

reproducibility of the FTICR-MS yields a correlation value of nearly 0.9 for the 6
replicates of DS-WW. The third cluster is mostly oceanic samples, but it also contains
the estuarine Cig extracted transect samples, and the fourth cluster contains the remaining
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oceanic cruise samples. The dendrogram created from the presence/absence matrix,
Figure 33b, yields only 2 clusters: the first containing all Ci8 extracted samples and the
samples without any preparation (DS-WW and WE-WW); and the second contains the 5
samples desalted by ED. In this dendrogram, all 6 replicates of DS-WW samples group
together with a correlation value of r=0.85. This is slightly lower than that of Figure 33a,
but the reproducibility of the instrument is still reliable. Despite the lack of resolution in
this dendrogram, riverine and estuarine/oceanic samples are grouped together in smaller
clusters. Once again the HCA is useful for drawing attention to the broad categories in
which these samples fall, but PCA gives information about which parameters are
important for such groupings. Because the presence/absence matrix did not resolve the
samples into more distinct groupings, PCA was applied to the matrix utilizing the relative
magnitudes of the 2143 formulas in each of the 38 samples.
Figure 34 shows the resulting biplot from the relative magnitudes of the specified
2143 formulas for the samples. For ease of viewing, the scores and loadings are shown
on separate plots in this figure. The groupings of the samples observed in Figure 34a are
similar to those in the PCA biplot of Figure 31b, but cluster due to different variables as
highlighted in Figure 34b. To fully understand why the samples' scores fall into their
respective quadrants, I examined the molecular formulas (i.e., the variables' loadings of
Figure 34b).
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Figure 33. Dendrogram from the cluster analysis using a) the relative magnitudes of the
selected 2143 formulas in each sample, and b) the presence/absence of the selected 2143
formulas in the 500 most abundant peaks in each sample.
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the loadings from the principal component analysis. For simplicity, only data points
(without labels) are shown in 5.5b. Circled areas were chosen for further analysis and are
colored according to the van Krevelen diagram in Figure 35.
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Figure 34b is crowded by the 2143 loading data points, but the loadings that are
remote from the origin are those that impact the variance of the samples the most.
Densely populated regions of the diagram remote from the origin are highlighted by
circles in Figure 34b and are labeled as "areas 1-7". Areas that contain variable loadings
(i.e., molecular formulas) and samples (i.e., scores) in the same quadrant indicate that
these samples have those corresponding formulas in high relative magnitude.

For

example, area 1 has high positive loadings on PC2, corresponding to the ED and OSCCi8 samples that have high scores on PC2 in Figure 34a. This indicates that the area 1
formulas are enriched in ED and the OSC-Cis samples. Area 2 has moderately high PC2
loadings, indicating that these formulas are specifically enriched in the TP-ED, CBB-ED,
and OSC-ED samples.

Area 3 has large PCI loadings and low PC2 loadings,

corresponding to formulas with high relative magnitudes characteristic of the cruise
station samples and the CBB-Cis sample. Area 4 has the most negative PC2 loadings;
these formulas are enriched in the DS-WW, DS-C18, and WE-Cis samples. Area 5 has
large negative PCI and PC2 loadings, implicating specifically the DS-WW samples.
Area 6 has large negative PCI values and spans a large range of the PC2 axis; the DSWW, WE-WW, DS-ED, and GB-ED samples are enriched in these formulas. Finally,
area 7 has large negative PCI loadings and positive PC2 loadings, and the DS-ED and
GB-ED samples specifically have these formulas in high relative magnitude. The m/z
values and their assigned formulas for each of the seven areas are given in Appendix C.
To further examine the molecular formulas in these areas, a van Krevelen diagram
is created from these formulas (Figure 35). The formulas in each of the areas group
remarkably within certain regions of the plot. Of all 7 areas, only areas 1 and 2 have any
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heteroatom (NSP) functionalities. Areas 3-7 contain CHO-only formulas. The overall
characteristics of each of these areas are presented in Table 12, and the total number of
formulas in areas 1-7 account for approximately 60% of the original 2143 formulas used
for the analysis.
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Figure 35. The van Krevelen diagram of the selected areas and colored according to the
biplot of the loadings shown in Figure 34b. The samples that these areas are enriched in
are indicated on the legend.
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Formulas in area 1 (those enriched in the OSC-Cig and ED samples) mostly fall in
the upper lignin region, although there are a few formulas that scatter across the plot at
higher H/C values. These formulas are mostly CHO-only compounds, but there are some
with NSP functionality. While they do mostly fall into the lignin region, it is possible'
that the higher H/C ratios could indicate a different type of compound. The vast majority
of the area 2 formulas have H/C values greater than 1.5 but vary across the O/C range.
The large amount of heteroatom functionalities in these formulas appears to be specific to
the ED preparation of the estuarine/oceanic transect samples.

Ci8 extractions have

previously been shown to discriminate against heteroatoms due to their polar nature
(Sleighter and Hatcher, 2008), and it seems as though the ED desalting method retains
these compounds, in agreement with the findings of the RO/ED system (Koprivnjak et
al., 2009). Furthermore, it was shown that heteroatom functionality increases across this
transect from terrestrial to marine waters (Sleighter and Hatcher, 2008), which explains
why these compounds correlate to TP-ED, CBB-ED, and OSC-ED specifically, and not
to the DS-ED and GB-ED samples as well.
Area 3, characteristic of the oceanic Ci8 samples and the CBB-Cig extract, forms
a very close grouping in the upper left lignin region. There has been discussion on the
overlap of the lignin region with a recently suggested compound class called CRAM, or
carboxylic rich alicyclic molecules (Hertkorn et al., 2006). Having the knowledge of a
molecular formula does not indicate a specific structure, because mass spectrometry can
not distinguish between structural isomers. Lignin is not generally thought to be a large
component of oceanic DOM (although this possibility has not strictly been eliminated),
and recent studies have suggested that the lignin can be slightly modified during transport
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to the ocean so that the lignin biomarker analysis scheme can no longer detect it
(Sleighter and Hatcher, 2008; Liu et al., 2009). However, because these formulas are
specifically enriched in oceanic samples and not any terrestrial samples, perhaps the
confined area encompassed by area 3 on the van Krevelen diagram is attributable to
CRAM. This cannot be confirmed at this time, as I can only make speculations based
solely on molecular formulas. Structural assignment to these molecular formulas requires
advanced tandem mass spectrometry techniques and is indeed a daunting task; it is
beyond the scope of this current manuscript.
Formulas in areas 4-7 correspond to the terrestrial samples analyzed in this study.
Areas 4 and 6 contain formulas that fall into the lignin region of the van Krevelen
diagram. The main difference in these groups is the degree of oxygenation. Area 4
corresponds to formulas having low O/C ratios that have high relative magnitudes in the
DS-WW, DS-C18, and WE-Cis samples. Area 6 contains formulas with higher O/C ratios
and implicates DS-WW, WE-WW, DS-ED, and GB-ED. Again, compounds having a
high degree of oxygenation are very polar and are only detected in samples that are not
fractionated by C18. Area 5 formulas are specific to the DS-WW samples and fall into the
condensed aromatic and lower lignin regions. These are compounds that have high DBEs
and are probably related to black carbon, likely due to the numerous fires that have taken
place in the Dismal Swamp over the course of many decades. Area 7 formulas fall
exclusively in the tannin region of the van Krevelen diagram and are associated with the
DS-ED and GB-ED samples. Tannins are polyphenolic compounds that occur in higher
plants, generally indicating a terrestrial source. As noted before, the Ci8 extraction does
not retain these highly polar compounds, but the ED process clearly does. Tannins were
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also detected in the DS-WW samples, but not with magnitudes as high as in the DS-ED
and GB-ED.
Overall, this formula specific approach helps to determine which of the numerous
assigned molecular formulas are important for characterizing certain types of samples.
The van Krevelen diagram of the areas indicated on the loadings biplot (and correlated to
the scores of the samples) assists in establishing what types of compounds are
characteristic of each group of samples and delineates trends amongst the formulas
assigned to the numerous samples.

3.3. Utility of Statistical Methods
The formula specific method, combining PCA and the van Krevelen diagram,
yields the most molecular level information regarding the compositional differences
amongst a large number of samples analyzed by FTICR-MS.

However, assigning

formulas to the peaks in 38 individual DOM samples is quite laborious. This method
could easily be simplified by performing the HCA and PCA on the relative magnitudes of
the m/z values rather than the formulas and determining which m/z values are important
for specific samples. One can then assign formulas only to the subset of peaks of
significance, rather than to the tens of thousands of peaks detected, drastically reducing
the time involved in the characterization.
Our dual statistical approach has allowed us to describe changes amongst various
sample preparations and along the land-to-ocean transect that are only subtle and,
perhaps, not apparent if I were to employ previous methods without statistics. Most
importantly, I am able to clearly differentiate samples prepared by different isolation
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methods and determine the chemical reasons for selective recovery of various
compounds. Also, I observe for the first time the power of this dual statistical approach
to segregate compound classes that can directly be correlated to their position in van
Krevelen diagrams, further aiding compositional analysis.

The use of this statistical

methodology in combination with graphical methods like the van Krevelen plot
represents a stepwise evolution in the analytical power of ESI-FTICR-MS.
Employing this newly discovered power for DOM characterization, one can begin
to examine numerous environmental processes with a more discriminating tool. Seasonal
changes in DOM composition could potentially be detected amongst a dataset. One can
determine if the season the DOM was collected or the location of the DOM contributes
more to the composition by performing HCA and/or PC A and seeing if the samples group
by season or by location. Various degradation experiments (bacterial, photo-irradiation,
etc.) with numerous time points can become less complicated by using statistics, as done
by Kujawinski et al. (2009). Also, bioavailability experiments, exploited to determine
which compounds are selectively utilized by the microbial community and which are
considered to be refractory and able to persist in the natural environment, could be
streamlined to allow for a more high through-put analysis and more precise determination
of the molecular factors responsible for the observed trends.
While these chemical experiments mentioned

are strong candidates

for

multivariate statistics, instrumental studies could also be applied to HCA and PCA.
Analyzing numerous samples by various ionization techniques could allow for a more
complete characterization and identification of more of the components in complex DOM
mixtures. Other complex mixtures, such as petroleum or sedimentary OM, could also
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benefit from these statistical methods. However, it should be recognized that the major
limitation of these analyses are that the parameters are chosen at the discretion of the
researchers. Perhaps as more studies utilize statistical analyses, the DOM community
could establish a standard protocol to follow. Furthermore, the creation of an electronic
database, as suggested by Reemtsma (2009), would make more mass spectral datasets
available to share amongst researchers, thereby allowing for more collaborations to
develop based on statistical analysis.
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CHAPTER VI

LIGNIN CONTRIBUTION TO DISSOLVED ORGANIC MATTER IN THE
LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION ANALYZED BY ULTRAHIGH
RESOLUTION TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETRY

PREFACE
The content of this Chapter has been submitted to Organic Geochemistry and is
currently in review for the special issue containing the Proceedings of the 2009
International Meeting of Organic Geochemistry. Due to size limitations of that specific
journal issue, the Chapter presented here has been modified to expand the body of the
manuscript.

1. INTRODUCTION
Oceanic DOM (a major component of natural organic matter, NOM) is the largest
reactive component of the global carbon cycle (Hedges, 1992) and the relative reactivity
of DOM from numerous sources affects the potential storage capacity and turnover times
of this short-term sink. The global riverine discharge of DOM is adequate to maintain the
turnover of the total amount of DOM in the ocean (Williams and Druffel, 1987; Hedges
et al., 1997), but many studies show that terrestrial organic carbon is either rapidly
degraded during the transit to the ocean by microbes, photochemically degraded, or is
highly modified such that it escapes our analytical window due to its complicated
structure.

Although the linking of terrestrial carbon cycles to oceanic carbon cycles
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through rivers and estuaries is apparent, the amount and composition of that DOM is
uncertain.
Characterizing DOM at the molecular level is essential to understanding the
processes controlling diagenetic transformations of the terrestrial organic matter and its
fate in the oceans. Even though FTICR-MS can provide accurate molecular formulas in
DOM, the structural information for these compounds, which often is a key to
understanding the source of DOM, still remains unclear. Previous FTICR-MS studies,
aimed at molecular level characterization of the DOM, have found that there is a
significant overlap of the mass spectra between terrestrial and marine samples (Koch et
al., 2005, Sleighter and Hatcher, 2008). However, mass spectrometry cannot distinguish
between structural isomers, so the possibility exists that identifying the same molecular
formula in multiple samples does not necessarily mean that their molecular structures
also correspond.
Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) can provide structural information of DOM
components by further fragmenting ions isolated in the MS. Stenson et al. (2003) applied
MS/MS on Suwannee River fulvic acids and suggested that some fragments of fulvic
acids are consistent with degraded lignin. They determined that the same neutral losses
of H2O, COO, and CO indicate that the FA structure must consist of a mixture of
carboxylic, carbonyl, hydroxyl, and aromatic functional groups. These functional group
losses are consistent with the previous findings of Leenheer et al. (2001) on Suwannee
River fulvic acid, where alcohol dehydration, decarboxylation, and ester fragmentation,
respectively, were speculated as pathways of the fragmentation observed. Other studies
(Fievre et al., 1997; Plancque et al., 2001; Mclntyre et al., 2002) utilizing MS/MS found
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similar neutral losses with lower resolution mass spectrometers.

More recently,

Reemtsma et al. (2008) compared FTICR mass spectra of hydrophilic and hydrophobic
fractions of oceanic DOM and then performed subsequent MSMS experiments using a
triple quadrupole mass spectrometer.

They observed very similar ion fragmentation

patterns between a hydrophobic fraction isolated from deep Atlantic Ocean and
freshwater fulvic acids, and speculated a common polycarboxylate structure for DOM.
Overall, the chemical and physical changes that occur during DOM transport from
the river to ocean are poorly understood processes, and here I attempt to elucidate some
of these transformations along a terrestrial to marine transect of the lower Chesapeake
Bay by employing tandem mass spectrometry in conjunction with FTICR-MS.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Samples and Preparation
Water sampling takes place at the Dismal Swamp in Suffolk, VA and continues
north up the Elizabeth River to the Chesapeake Bay; a sampling map of these sites can be
found elsewhere (Sleighter and Hatcher, 2008).

The Dismal Swamp is a blackwater

swamp that represents the terrestrial headwaters of the Elizabeth River system, and it has
an ambient water pH of 3-5, zero salinity, and high DOC concentrations (ca. 100 mg/L
C). The Chesapeake Bay water is the down-river site where the Chesapeake Bay mouth
opens to the Atlantic Ocean; this site has organic matter sources from the rivers emptying
into the bay, as well as marine material imported from the coast, giving a pH of about
7.9, a salinity of 30, and DOC concentrations in the rage of 2-3 mg/L C. Water samples
were collected in August 2007, sterile filtered through a polycap cartridge filter (0.1 um,
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Whatman), and then Cig extracted (3M, Empore) according to previous protocols and
eluted with LC-MS grade methanol (Kim et al., 2003b).

2.2. FTICR-MS Instrumentation
The Cig extracted Dismal Swamp and Chesapeake Bay samples in methanol were
diluted by 2 with water and ammonium hydroxide before being infused (at a rate of 120
uL/hr) into the Apollo II ESI ion source of a Bruker Daltonics 12 Tesla Apex Qe FTICRMS. Ammonium hydroxide was added immediately prior to electrospray, bringing the
pH up to about 8, in order to increase ionization efficiencies. All samples were analyzed
in broadband negative ionization mode, and electrospray voltages were optimized for
each sample. Ions were accumulated in a hexapole for 1.0 sec before being transferred to
the ICR cell, where 300 scans collected with a 4 MWord time domain were co-added.
The summed free induction decay (FID) signal was zero-filled once and Sine-Bell
apodized prior to fast Fourier transformation and magnitude calculation using the Bruker
Daltonics Data Analysis software.
To obtain structural information, tandem FTICR-MS (MS/MS) experiments were
performed. DOM ions are too closely spaced to be individually isolated (Stenson et al.,
2003; Stenson, 2008), so I utilize quadrupole isolation, which exhibits only nominal mass
resolution. Subsequently, a cluster of peaks centered at a series of nominal masses is
isolated. These multiple peaks are then fragmented with collision induced dissociation
(CID) to yield fragment ions. Nominal masses 311, 419, and 517 of both DOM samples
were isolated by the quadrupole set at a 3.0 m/z window. All ions within this mass
window were then accumulated in a hexapole for 1.0-5.0 sec (each sample was optimized
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for maximum ion detection). For CID fragmentation, argon gas was used to induce
fragmentation in the quadrupole, and the collision voltage was 9.1-12.1 V with ion
accumulation time of the fragments in the range of 1.0-10.0 sec (each fragmentation
experiment was optimized for maximum ion detection). For fragmentation experiments,
100 scans, collected with a 4 MWord time domain, were co-added and the summed FID
signal was processed as described above. Acquisitions without fragmentation were used
to determine where noise peaks existed so that they could be ignored during searches for
fragmentation peaks. The detected ions are singly charged, as determined by their l3C
isotopes, and because they are singly charged, only neutral losses were observed during
fragmentation.
All mass spectra were externally calibrated with polyethylene glycol and
internally calibrated with indigenous fatty acids and other homologous series (as
identified by Kendrick mass defect analysis) naturally present within the samples
(Sleighter et al., 2008). A molecular formula calculator (Molecular Formula Calc v. 1.0
©NHMFL, 1998) generated molecular formulas using carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
nitrogen, sulfur, and phosphorus. Only m/z values with a signal to noise ratio (S/N)
above 3 were used for formula assignments. All assigned formulas agreed within 1.0
ppm of the theoretical mass.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The negative ion mass spectra acquired on the Ci8 extracted Dismal Swamp DOM
and Chesapeake Bay DOM are characteristic of many previously published data (Kim et
al., 2003b; Stenson et al., 2003; Kujawinski et al., 2004; Sleighter and Hatcher, 2008).
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Multiple peaks are detected at each nominal mass unit throughout the overall m/z range
of 200-800. The highest peak magnitudes are observed at odd m/z units, indicating that
there is zero or an even number of nitrogens in the ion. Peaks detected at even m/z units
have either an odd number of nitrogens or are l3C isotopes of the peaks detected at the
previous odd nominal mass. Peaks in each spectrum are singly charged because their 13C
isotopes are observed at 1.00335 m/z units higher than the 12C peak.
Figure 36a shows expanded regions of the mass spectra of the DOM samples.
Nominal masses 311, 419, and 517 are shown as an example of an observation made
across the entire m/z range. That observation is the overlap of peaks in both samples,
with those specifically highlighted in Figure 36a shown in Table 13. The molecular
formula assignments for the individual constituents of the DOM, based on FTICR-MS
results, indicate that there is a great similarity in these two DOM samples. A Venn
diagram is constructed by combining all assigned formulas for the two samples, and then
determining which formulas are unique to each sample and which are detected in both
samples. Approximately 30% of all peaks are detected in both samples, as indicated on
the Venn diagram of Figure 36b. This overlap could be due to the presence of refractory
material that persists throughout the waterway, due to its resistance to degradation, or
possibly the assigned molecular formulas are the same but the chemical structures are
different. The vast majority of the overlapping molecular formulas align in the lignin
region of the van Krevelen diagram, as shown in Figure 37. Lignin has been shown to be
particularly refractory (Hedges and Mann, 1979), so these compounds are likely ligninderived.
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Table 13. Molecular formulas assigned to the common peaks in Figure

Peak#

Formula

m/z

1

C18H15O5

311.092497

2

C15H19O7

311.113627

3

C19H19O4

311.128883

4

C16H23O6

311.150012

5

C20H23O3

311.165268

6

C17H27O5

311.186398

7

C21H27O2

311.201654

8

C20H39O2

311.295554

9

C20H19O10

419.098370

10

C21H23O9

419.134756

11

C22H27O8

419.171141

12

C23H31O7

419.207527

13

C27H31O4

419.222783

14

C24H35O6

419.243912

15

C26H29O11

517.171535

16

C27O33O10

517.207921

17

C28H37O9

517.244306

18

C29H41O8

517.280692

19

C30H45O7

517.317077
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Figure 37. The van Krevelen diagram corresponding to the Venn diagram in Figure 36b.
The yellow circle indicates the lignin-like region of the plot.

As highlighted in Figures 36 and 37, numerous peaks are detected at each nominal
mass for each DOM sample, and many peaks exist in both of the samples. Even though
the molecular formulas assigned to the peaks in the DOM samples match, this does not
necessarily indicate that the molecular structures also match, as they may exist as
structural isomers.

To obtain structural information for the overlapping formulas,

collision induced dissociation (CID) fragmentation experiments were performed on
nominal masses 311, 419, and 517. Because an m/z window of 3 was utilized and
centered on each nominal m/z, multiple clusters of peaks are isolated. For example, the
419 cluster of peaks is predominantly isolated with less abundant clusters at 417 and 421
also being included (Figure 38a). As a result, nominal masses 417 and 421 were also
fragmented during the CID of m/z 419, as were the ' C isotope regions for clusters at m/z
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417 and 419, which appear at m/z 418 and 420. By using a mass window of 3, a
sufficiently large population of ions was isolated so that their fragment ions could also be
detected. Using a narrower m/z window for isolation led to a significant decrease in the
S/N ratios of the fragments detected. Figure 38a not only highlights the clusters that were
isolated and fragmented, but also shows noise peaks (as indicated by asterisks) that exist
without any fragmentation. The peaks at m/z 375 and 401 in Figure 38a are due to
fragmentation of m/z 419 that occurred without the assistance of CID. I speculate that
this fragmentation occurred because too many ions were isolated in the quadrupole,
leading to collisions that produced fragmentation. This hypothesis was confirmed by
performing the isolation with a smaller ion accumulation time (data not shown), and the
peaks at 375 and 401 either decreased in magnitude or disappeared altogether with
shorter ion accumulation times.
Because similar fragmentation patterns were observed for peaks centered at
nominal masses 311, 419, and 517, here only spectra relating to peaks centered about
nominal mass of 419 (±3 m/z) are shown. Figure 38b shows the fragmentation spectra of
the CID experiments and illustrates that the parent ions (clusters at 417-421) remains
much larger than the fragmentation ions, indicating that only a small portion of the parent
ions are fragmented during the CID.

Figure 38c, without the parent ions shown,

highlights the fragmentation ions. Molecular formulas were assigned to the detected
fragments with accuracies less than 1 ppm. These fragmentation patterns are remarkably
similar for the Dismal Swamp DOM and Chesapeake Bay DOM, representing neutral
losses of multiple H2O, CO2, and OCH2 functionalities (Table 14). The fragments of m/z
419 are labeled according to their m/z loss, and the smaller clusters of peaks surrounding
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the labeled fragments in the spectra correspond to the identical functional group losses
from either m/z 417 or 421 (see Figure 38c). Table 14 also includes the fragments
detected for the CID experiments on nominal masses 311 and 517.
The fragments in these DOM samples include multiple neutral losses of H2O,
C0 2 , and OCH2. The neutral losses of H 2 0 and C0 2 are consistent with previous MS/MS
studies of NOM that also observed these functional group losses (Fievre et al., 1997;
Leenheer et al., 2001; Plancque et al., 2001; Mclntyre et al., 2002; Stenson et al., 2003;
Reemtsma et al., 2008). However, in none of the previous studies was a loss of an OCH2
group reported. We are not certain at this time if this new discovery of OCH2 losses is
due to higher field instruments that are more sensitive or if it is a factor of the types of
DOM analyzed in the previous studies. The OCH2 group is characteristic of the methoxy
groups attached to lignin aromatic rings, and this functional group loss specifically points
towards a lignin source for these peaks. Lignin-derived compounds also contain carboxyl
and hydroxyl functionalities, which is consistent with the other functional group losses as
well. Only three nominal mass regions (m/z 311, 419, and 517) were selected for CID in
this study, but it is a likely possibility that these types of functional groups losses will be
detected across the entire m/z range at every nominal mass.
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Figure 38. Mass spectra of the Cig extracted Dismal Swamp DOM (black) and
Chesapeake Bay DOM (blue) using isolation only (a), and using collision induced
dissociation (CID) fragmentation of m/z 419 (b and c). Spectra in (b) include the parent
m/z and (c) shows the spectra without the parent m/z. Asterisks (*) indicate noise peaks
that are detected without the CID fragmentation. Functional group losses that correspond
to the fragment peaks are given in Table 14.
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Table 14. Formula losses that correspond to the fragment peaks detected at nominal m/z
311,419, and 517.

From 311 From 419 From 517
m/z loss
Cluster at Cluster at Cluster at from parent
293
281
275
267
249
237

401
389
383
375
357
345

223
207

331
315

499
487
481
473
455
443
429
413

formula loss
from parent
H20
CH 2 0
2H 2 0

18
30
36
44
62
74

C02
H 2 0, C 0 2
CH 2 0, C 0 2

88
104

2C0 2
2CH 2 0, C 0 2

For nominal mass 311, no fragments were detected below m/z 200, which
corresponds to approximately 100 mass units less than the parent peaks. For nominal
masses 419 and 517, however, fragments were detected at low relative magnitudes at
greater than 100 mass units from the parent peaks. These fragment clusters were detected
at every nominal mass due to the complex nature of DOM, making it very difficult to
determine which parent cluster they were a fragment of. For example, for nominal mass
517, fragment clusters were detected at every nominal mass in the range of 300-400 m/z,
but because these are low magnitude peaks at every nominal mass, it is impossible to
determine if they are fragments of 515, 517, or 519. Further fragmentation studies that
can detect fragments with a more narrow m/z isolation range are required in this case.
Once it is possible to isolate a single DOM peak (rather than a cluster of peaks), fragment
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that peak and detect its fragment ions, more confident assignments can be made to more
specifically assign a structural entity to the peak's assigned molecular formula.
Isolation with a mass window of only 1 m/z would greatly assist in assigning
unambiguous formulas to the losses detected during fragmentation.

As mentioned

previously, isolating only 1 cluster of peaks leads to very low magnitude fragments or no
fragments detected at all. Concentration is clearly a major variable one must take into
account while attempting to assign structural entities during these types of fragmentation
studies. The issue of concentration, along with the numerous other variables involved in
CID experiments (e.g., isolation window, collision times and voltages, etc.) is the major
reason why no thorough fragmentation studies currently exist in the literature.
Furthermore, analyzing each odd nominal mass region from approximately 200-800 by
CID is quite a daunting task, one that will be labor intensive and require long instrument
times on the FTICR-MS.

However, future advances within the mass spectrometry

community will likely make this type of study possible, and the wealth of information
obtained from such a study could perhaps answer many questions regarding the structures
of overlapping molecular formulas.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Significant overlap amongst peaks in the mass spectra indicates that molecular
formulas are common to both samples analyzed in this study.

The obtained CID

fragmentation patterns are very similar for the Ci8 extracted Dismal Swamp DOM and
the Cig extracted Chesapeake Bay DOM, suggesting that these samples have compounds
with similar structural entities. While the carbon backbone of these structures was not
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fragmented during the CID experiments, a lignin-derived molecule specifically fits the
description of the functionalities lost. These experiments indicate that lignin may in fact
be surviving transit from the river to the coastal ocean. While I am not certain at this
time whether the lignin in the Chesapeake Bay has been extensively degraded during its
transport, it is likely that the same structural constituents are present in the major
components of DOM from both sites examined.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. CONCLUSIONS
Electrospray ionization (ESI) coupled to ultrahigh resolution Fourier transform
ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FTICR-MS) has facilitated the extensive
molecular level characterization of dissolved organic matter (DOM). The advent of ESI
has allowed for the ionization of large, nonvolatile compounds, and its application to the
polar, polyelectrolytic DOM mixture has made a significant contribution to the
understanding of its composition and reactivity. The high resolving powers of FTICRMS is capable of separating m/z values to the fifth decimal place, from which molecular
formula assignments can be made fairly reliably.

From these molecular formula

assignments, many studies can be conducted.
ESI-FTICR-MS has demonstrated, for the first time, the direct infusion and
analysis of a whole water sample without any prior concentration or fractionation. The
direct ESI-FTICR-MS analysis of freshwaters with DOM concentrations as low as 2
mg/L C was shown and high quality mass spectra were acquired. By use of selective
sequential ion accumulation (SSIA), which acquires the mass spectra in 'slices' rather
than in broadband mode, analysis times were decreased and signal to noise ratios (S/N)
were enhanced. It was determined that analyzing low DOM water samples directly leads
to a more complete characterization of the DOM.

Furthermore, an accurate internal

calibration procedure was presented, one that utilizes the easily recognizable naturally
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present fatty acids.

This protocol achieves accurate, high quality mass spectral

assignments, reduces instrument time, and maintains the ultrahigh resolving powers that
are required for FTICR-MS analysis of DOM.
By analyzing a sample before and after Cis extraction, it was illustrated that the
Dismal Swamp whole water contains two sets of compounds that are excluded when
using the C )8 protocol: one in the tannin region and one in the aliphatic amine/amide
region. Both are discriminated against due to their polar nature, which limits their
absorptivity to the hydrophobic Cig disk. Clearly, a more complete characterization of
any DOM sample can only be accomplished when no selective fractionation occurs.
Visualization tools, such as the van Krevelen diagram, highlight the spatial variations that
occur between DOM samples along this terrestrial to marine transect. A shift from more
aromatic, terrestrial DOM to more aliphatic, marine DOM can be observed as sampling
progress offshore. The DOM also becomes more structurally diverse offshore as the
number of nitrogen, sulfur, and phosphorus containing compounds increases. Although
each sample along the transect contains a certain number of unique molecular formulas,
each sample also overlaps quite significantly with other sites. The remarkable degree of
overlap of peaks centered in the lignin-region of the van Krevelen diagram suggests that
lignin may be a more significant source of the DOM structures observed than has
previously been considered.
Because of this significant overlap amongst peaks in the mass spectra, indicating
that molecular formulas are common to the samples analyzed, tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS) studies were conducted in order to obtain structural information about those
formulas. The obtained collision induced dissociation (CID) fragmentation patterns are
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nearly identical, with multiple losses of H2O, CO2, and OCH2 functionalities, suggesting
that these samples contain compounds with similar structural entities. While the carbon
backbone of these structures was not fragmented during the CID experiments, a ligninderived molecule specifically fits the description of the functionalities lost.
To further examine the large mass spectral datasets acquired during FTICR-MS
analysis of DOM, multivariate statistics were applied.

By averaging mass spectral

parameters (such as elemental ratios and double bond equivalents), bulk formula
properties can be quickly and efficiently examined. Overall trends amongst the formulas
can be discerned and preliminary results emphasizing the similarities and differences
between the types of compounds that exist in the samples are recognized. Also, the
formula specific approach tested helps to determine which of the numerous assigned
molecular formulas are important for characterizing certain types of samples.

The

resulting van Krevelen diagram of these significant formulas assists in establishing what
types of compounds are characteristic of each group of samples. This dual statistical
approach has allowed for the description of changes amongst various sample preparations
and along the land-to-ocean transect.

The use of this statistical methodology in

combination with graphical methods, like the van Krevelen plot, represents a stepwise
evolution in the analytical power of ESI-FTICR-MS. By applying this methodology,
bulk changes and clear trends can be delineated; trends that are not apparent from
currently employed methods. I can determine that terrestrial samples contain various
lignin-derived compounds, tannins, and condensed aromatics, while marine DOM
contains aliphatic
molecules.

compounds having heteroatom

functionalities

and

lignin-like
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While much of this manuscript has explored the export of terrestrial DOM to the
marine environment, the focus has been primarily on lignin. Previous studies utilizing
lignin biomarkers have shown that only 1-5% of oceanic DOC is lignin (Hedges et al.,
1997; Opsahl and Benner, 1997), however much of the work conducted here indicates
that lignin may be surviving transit from the river to the coastal ocean. Lignin has been
shown to be microbially-resistant to degradation, but it is also known to be particularly
sensitive to photochemical degradation. Based on the van Krevelen diagrams from the
molecular formulas assigned to the mass spectral peaks, as well as the MS/MS
fragmentation studies performed, it seems that much more lignin-like material is
surviving transit to the coastal ocean. Venn diagrams have shown that approximately 1/3
of molecular formulas overlap in terrestrial and marine samples. If these peaks are due to
lignin-derived structures, then perhaps as much as 30% of oceanic DOM is due to lignin
alone. This is about one order of magnitude greater than what has been shown by the
CuO lignin phenol biomarker method (Hedges et al., 1997; Opsahl and Benner, 1997).
However, as previously stated, the loss of the phenol groups on the lignin aromatic
backbone could severely underestimate the actual amount of lignin in samples.
Demethylation

or replacement

of a methoxyl

group with a hydroxyl

(biodegradation reactions) and ring-opening reactions (photochemical

group

degradation

reactions) would allow for the loss of this aromatic methoxyl group. This loss, however,
would not prevent ESI-FTICR-MS from detecting this compound and allowing for a
lignin-derived molecular formula to be assigned to it, one that is not located in a
significantly different place than the original compound on the van Krevelen diagram.
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There are compounds, other than lignin, that are markers for the terrestrial
component of DOM. Lipids, such as n-fatty acids, are sourced from higher vascular
plants.

These n-fatty acids that were utilized for internal calibration, are also likely

surviving transport to the ocean, as they too were readily detected in oceanic DOM.
These compounds have high ionization efficiencies, and for this reason, they can be
detected at much lower levels than lignin or other biomolecular classes of compounds,
making it easier to observe them in oceanic DOM. Another set of compounds that is
linked to terrestrial vascular plants is tannins.

These compounds were also readily

detected in the swamp and riverine DOM samples, when they were prepared with
electrodialysis rather than Cis extraction.

However, they were not detected in the

estuarine or oceanic DOM, regardless of sample preparation. If tannins were present in
the brackish/ saline waters, they would likely have been detected in those samples
prepared by electrodialysis, just like the terrestrial samples. This likely means that they
are less resistant to degradation (microbial and/or photochemical) and are removed from
the DOM pool during their transit through the transect.

More in depth analysis and

degradation experiments need to be conducted on this subset of terrestrial compounds in
order to make conclusive determinations regarding their ability to survive transport
through the riverine system. Overall, when combining these three terrestrial classes of
compounds (lipids, tannins, and lignin) that have previously been thought to be rapidly
remineralized during transit, they could potentially represent a much larger amount of
terrestrially-derived DOM in the ocean.
Speculating a bit about the implications of the above conclusions, if the terrestrial
contribution to oceanic DOM is much larger than previously considered, then estimates
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of global cycling of organic matter are grossly misrepresented in current models. Rivers
deliver approximately 0.2-0.4 Gt of DOC to the oceans per year, and the ocean and
atmosphere each contain approximately 700 Gt C, as DOC and C0 2 , respectively
(Eglinton and Repeta, 2003).

Models have estimated that if these values and other

measured OC burial rates are correct, that over 50% of DOC exported to the ocean must
be remineralized (Hedges et al., 1997). However, if it was completely oxidized to C0 2 ,
then the atmospheric CO2 pool would actually be quite larger, by nearly 50%. This is the
conundrum that has plagued geochemists for many decades. It is well known that the
terrestrial export of OC to the ocean is quite large, but the fate of the OC still remains a
mystery.
One of the goals of the current study is gaining a new understanding how
terrestrial DOC is either remineralized or preserved. If it is remineralized, why is it not
seen it in the atmosphere as CO2? If it is preserved, why is it not detected it in the ocean?
The results described here indicate that the much more of the DOC in the ocean is
actually derived from terrestrial sources, but because of degradation (i.e., structural
alteration), it can no longer be detected and classified as terrestrial. If the carbon is
actually being preserved in the ocean, then the DOC pool in the ocean could potentially
be a large, long-term sink for OC, preventing it from being oxidized to CO2, possibly
improving the outlook of global warming. Clearly, the results of this work highlight the
necessity for more research in the area of terrestrial and marine DOM characterization, so
that models can be updated and more accurately determine carbon pools and fluxes.
Furthermore, mechanisms for DOC degradation and oxidation need to be understood
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more clearly so that the impact of human activity (both short and long term) on the planet
can be better assessed.
ESI-FTICR-MS is clearly a powerful technique for the examination of the
complex composition of DOM along this river to ocean transect of the lower Chesapeake
Bay. While this study focused on one particular estuarine system, the lower Chesapeake
Bay, it is a system that is considered representative of many estuaries worldwide. The
processes and mechanisms that were investigated here should be generally applicable
across many aquatic environments. Further use of ESI-FTICR-MS for characterizing
purposes will very likely lead to eventually solving the geochemical enigma regarding the
export of terrestrial DOC to the ocean.

2. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The most logical extension of this work focuses on an investigation into the
contribution that lignin specifically makes to DOM in the coastal ocean. The majority of
peaks identified in the FTICR mass spectra of both terrestrial and marine DOM can be
assigned to lignin-like components based on their assigned molecular formulas. However,
these formulas do not translate to an assigned structure. Each peak representing an exact
formula can comprise a multitude of structural entities having the same elemental
composition and exact mass.

However, gas chromatography- isotope ratio- mass

spectrometry (GC-IR-MS) can be used in conjunction with tetramethylammonium
hydroxide (TMAH) thermochemolysis to specifically analyze the lignin component of the
DOM. TMAH thermochemolysis effectively breaks down the lignin polymer into its
monomeric units, which can then be analyzed by GC-IR-MS for their isotopic signatures
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(Pulchan et al., 1997; Schmitt et al., 2003; Beramendi-Orosco et al., 2006). Furthermore,
TMAH thermochemolysis can also be performed on solid plant matter, such as degraded
wood or coastal marsh plants (e.g., Spartina alterniflora).

By this method, lignin in

terrestrial DOM samples, marine DOM samples, and the surrounding plant matter can be
compared, and the isotopic values of the lignin monomers can reveal whether the lignin
in the marine waters is due to coastal plants or to terrestrial plants, giving an indication as
to whether the lignin from the terrestrial waters has survived transport to the ocean. In
addition, the isotopic signatures of the individual lignin components can be compared to
the bulk isotopic values of the whole sample to evaluate the contribution of lignin to the
whole DOM.
In addition to studying the lignin contribution to DOM with GC-IR-MS, further
work utilizing tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) could be developed.

Lignin

standards (i.e., lignin dimers, trimers, or tetramers) could be synthesized or isolated
chemically in order to obtain fragmentation patterns of structures that are known to be
lignin.

Other compounds that have similar molecular formulas to lignin, such as

carboxylic rich alicyclic structures (CRAM) could be synthesized to use as a basis of
comparison to the lignin fragmentation patterns. Then, the fragmentation from the DOM
samples could be compared to these reliable standards in order to determine which source
is more likely, or perhaps conclude that the DOM is made up of a mixture of these
structures. However, it is important to recognize that before further MS/MS studies are
attempted that instrumentation may need to be advanced. At this time, it is not possible
to isolate and fragment a single DOM peak (Stenson, 2008), due to its immediate
proximity to another peak. Improvement in the capabilities of analytical instrumentation
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would greatly assist in confident assignments of structural entities. While DOM provides
a unique challenge to current MS/MS studies, it is likely that more efficient ion isolation
techniques will be developed in the near future and that these methods can be applied for
this specific application.
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the right to use the journal article or any part thereof in a printed compilation
of works of the author, such as collected writings or lecture notes
(subsequent to publication of the article in the journal); and
the right to prepare other derivative works, to extend the journal article into
book-length form, or to otherwise re-use portions or excerpts in other works,
with full acknowledgement of its original publication in the journal.
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Appendix B
ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS USED
AOM: atmospheric organic matter
APPI: atmospheric pressure photoionization
BC: black carbon
BE: magnetic/ electronic
C: carbon
CARS: condensed aromatic ring structures
CBB: Chesapeake Bay bridge
CIA: compound identification algorithm
CID: collision induced dissociation
COSMIC: College of Sciences Major Instrumentation Cluster
CRAM: carboxyl-rich alicyclic molecules
DBE: double bond equivalents
DIC: dissolved inorganic carbon
DMSO: dimethyl sulfoxide
DOC: dissolved organic carbon
DOI: digital object identifier
DOM: dissolved organic matter
DOP: dissolved organic phosphorus
DS: Dismal Swamp
DT-MS: direct temperature- mass spectrometry
ED: electrodialysis

EEM: excitation- emission matrix
EI: electron ionization
ENR: Everglades nutrient removal
ESI: electrospray ionization
ESI-FTICR-MS: electrospray ionization Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass
spectrometry
FA: fulvic acids
FID: free induction decay
FTICR-MS: Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry
FWHM: full width at half maximum
GB: Great Bridge
GC-IR-MS: gas chromatography- isotope ratio- mass spectrometry
GC-MS: gas chromatography- mass spectrometry
H: hydrogen
HA: humic acids
HCA: hierarchal cluster analysis
HPLC: high performance liquid chromatography
HS: humic substances
IE: ionization energy
IRMPD: infrared multiple photon dissociation
KHP: potassium hydrogen phthalate
KMD: Kendrick mass defect
LC-MS: liquid chromatography- mass spectrometry

m/z: mass to charge
MAB: Middle Atlantic Bight
MALDI: matrix assisted laser desorption ionization
MRHA: Mount Rainier humic acid
MS: mass spectrometry
MS/MS: tandem mass spectrometry
MW: molecular weight
MWCO: molecular weight cut off
N: nitrogen
NHMFL: national high magnetic field laboratory
NMR: nuclear magnetic resonance
NOM: natural organic matter
O: oxygen
OSC: offshore coastal
P: phosphorus
PC: principal component
PCA: principal component analysis
PEG: polyethylene glycol
POM: particulate organic matter
ppm: parts per million
Q: single quadrupole
QIT: quadrupole ion trap
QqQ: triple quadrupole

QqTOF: quadrupole- time of flight
RMSD: root mean square deviation
RO/ED: reverse osmosis/ electrodialysis
R/V: research vessel
S: sulfur
S/N: signal to noise
SOM: sedimentary organic matter
SOM: soil organic matter
SRDOM: Suwannee River dissolved organic matter
SSIA: sequential selective ion accumulation
Sta: station
T: tesla
TMAH: tetramethylammonium hydroxide
TOC: total organic carbon
TOF: time of flight
TP: Town Point
VK: van Krevelen
WE: wood extract
WW: whole water

Appendix C
MOLECULAR FORMULAS IN THE AREAS OF THE VAN KREVELEN DIAGRAM
SHOWN IN FIGURE 35.
m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

297.152989

C16H25O3S1

247.173724

C13H27O2S1

309.170747

C17H25O5

309.101347

C12H21O7S1

279.127168

C12H23O5S1

321.170747

C18H25O5

327.163554

C17H27O4S1

281.142818

C12H25O5S1

321.207133

C19H29O4

341.179204

C18H29O4S1

283.137339

C15H23O3S1

323.186398

C18H27O5

345.155491

Cl6H 2 50 8

285.207133

C16H29O4

325.165662

C|7H 2 5 0 6

359.134756

C16H23O9

295.137339

C16H23O3S1

325.202048

C| 8 H 2 90 5

365.163948

C16H29O7S1

299.222783

C17H31O4

333.170747

Q9H25O5

371.218760

C, 8 H 3 ,N 2 0 6

313.096262

CnH2i0 8 Si

335.150012

C18H23O6

373.114020

C16H21O10

339.163554

C18H27O4S1

335.186398

C19H77O5

373.150406

C17H25O9

341.108935

C12H21O11

335.222783

C20H31O4

383.134756

C18H23O9

341.306119

C2iH 4 1 0 3

337.165662

C18H25O6

385.150406

C18H25O9

343.139841

C16H23O8

337.202048

C19H29O5

387.129671

C17H23O10

347.134756

C15H23O9

337.238433

C20H33O4

387.166056

C18H27O9

353.179204

O19H29O4S1

339.181312

C18H27O6

395.134756

C19H23O9

355.088200

C12H19012

339.217698

C19H31O5

397.150406

C19H25O9

355.139841

C17H2308

341.196962

C18H29O6

Cl8H2705S!

347.150012

C19H23O6

C18H23O10

355.158468

399.166056

C19H27O9

355.285383

C21H3904

347.186398

C20H27O5

401.108935

CWHTIOH

357.103850

L.12H21WI2

347.222783

C21H31O4

401.145321

C18H25O10

357.137733

C17H2506S1

349.165662

C19H25O6

401.181706

C19H29O9

359.207527

Ci8H 3 1 0 7

349.202048

C20H29O5

403.160971

C 18 H 2 7O|0

361.150406

C16H2509

349.238433

C21H33O4

407.134756

C 20*'23^-'9

369.301033

C-22F14104

351.181312

Ci9H2706

409.150406

L-20^l25*-'9

371.153383

Cl8H2706S!

353.160577

C|8H2507

411.129671

C19H23O10

375.166056

C17H27O9

353.196962

Ci 9 H 2 90 6

411.166056

C20H27O9

377.145321

C16H25O10

355.176227

C18H27O7

413.145321

C19H25O10

379.114689

C17H19N208

355.212612

C| 9 H 3 |0 6

415.124585

C18H23O11

380.138461

C, 5 H2 6 N,0 8 S,

361.165662

C20H25O6

415.137472

CuHigOnPi

393.176621

C17H29O10

361.202048

C21H29O5

415.160971

C19H27O10

396.142892

C l 5 H 2 7 N 1 0,P 1

361.238433

C22H33O4

417.176621

C19H29O10

396.179277

C.eHj.N.OsP,

363.181312

C20H27O6

417.213006

C20H33O9

397.135150

C15H25O12

363.217698

C2iH 3 ,0 5

421.150406

C21H25O9

399.142557

Ci5H28OioPi

365.196962

C 2 oH 2 906

C20H23O10

401.075920

C^H^lO^S]

365.233348

C21H3305

C19H31O9

399.129671

423.129671
425.145321

C20H25O1O

403.197356

367.176227

C19H2707

429.140235

C19H25O11

405.070455 C l 4 H, 8 N 2 O 1 0 Pi

367.212612

C2oH3l0 6

429.176621

C20H29O10

405.176621

C18H29O10

369.191877

C19H2907

431.155885

C19H27O11

407.192271

C18H31O10

373.202048

C22H2905

431.192271

C20H31O10

408.169761

C 17 H3oN,0 8 S,

375.181312

C21H2706
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Area 3

Area 2

Area 1
m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

436.161305

C 2 1 H 2 6 N,0 9

409.125254

C 18 H 21 N209

375.217698

C22H31O5

437.145321

C21H25O10

409.171535

C17H29O11

377.196962

C21H29O6

439.160971

C21H27O10

410.194927

C 1 7 H3 3 N,0 8 P,

377.233348

C22H33O5

441.140235

C20H25O11

415.145715

C15H27O13

379.176227

C20H27O7

443.155885

C20H27O11

419.192271

C19H31O10

379.212612

C2iH 3 i0 6

443.192271

C21H31O10

421.171535

C18H29O11

379.248998

C22H35O5

445.171535

C20H29O11

423.187185

C18H31O11

381.191877

C20H29O7

449.145321

C22H25O10

424.161305

C20H26N,O9

381.228262

C 2 I H3 3 0 6

451.160971

C22H27O10

426.189842

C 17 H33N,09P,

383.207527

C20H31O7

453.140235

C21H25O1 ]

428.169106

C I6 H3,N,O 10 P,

387.181312

C22H27U6

453.176621

C22H29O10

429.373804

O291149O2

387.217698

C23H31O5

455.155885

C21H27O11

431.038486

Ci6Hi6Oi2Pi

389.196962

C22H29C/6

C20H25O12

431.140629

C15H27O14

389.233348

C2 3 H 3 30 5
C21H27U7

457.135150
457.171535

C2iH 2 90n

431.168772

C16H32O11P1

391.176227

459.187185

C21H31O11

431.228656

C 2 ,H 3 5 0 9

391.212612

C22H3|06

459.223571

C22H35O10

433.150406

^-"22*~l25*-'9

391.248998

C23H35O5

463.160971

C23H27O10

433.207921

C20H33O10

393.191877

L-21H29VJ7

C22H3306
C21H31O7

465.140235

C22H250„

435.187185

C19H31O11

393.228262

465.176621

C23H29O10

436.201061

C 19 H 3 4N,0 8 S,

395.207527

467.155885

C^22^~*27*-' 11

437.202835

C| 9 H330n

395.243912

C22H35O6

469.135150

C21H25O12

437.363634

C27H4904

397.223177

Q1H33O7

469.171535

C22H29O11

439.073812

C16H23OI0S2

401.196962

471.150800

C21H27O12

439.193333

C 1 7 H 3 ,N20„

401.233348

Q3H29O6
C24H33O5

471.187185

C22H 3 iO„

441.124979

C16H25O14

403.176227

C22H27O7

473.202835

C22H33011

443.301427

C24H43O7

403.212612

C23H3l06

477.176621

C24H29O10

447.223571

C2lH35O10

403.248998

C24H35O5

479.155885

C23H27011

449.148691

C19H29O10S1

405.191877

(_-22l"*29*-'7

481.171535

C23H2901I

449.169821

C^r^C^S]

405.228262

C23H3306

483.150800

C22H270I2

449.202835

C20H33O11

405.264648

C24H37O5

483.187185

C23H3I011

451.137472

C18H28O11P1

407.207527

C22H31O7

485.166450

C22H29012

452.205492

CHasN.CP,

407.243912

C23H3506

485.202835

C23H33011

455.101741

C20H23O10S1

409.223177

C22H 33 0 7

487.218486

C23H3501I

457.203898

C„H33N20,2

409.259562

C23H37O6

493.171535

C24H29011

457.317077

C25H45O7

415.212612

C24H31O6

495.150800

C23H27012

461.042906

C14H21O13S2

415.248998

C25H35O5

495.187185

C24H3I011

461.058162

C18H21O10S2

417.191877

C23H2907

497.166450

C23H290I2

461.202835

C21H33O11

417.228262

C 2 4H3 3 0 6

497.202835

C24H330I1

461.363634

^29^49^4

417.264648

C25H 37 0 5

C21H35OH

419.207527

C23H3|07

499.182100

C23H310I2

463.218486

499.218486

C24H35011

463.342898

C28H47O5

419.243912

C 2 4H3 5 0 6

505.171535

C25H29011

464.205492

C20H35N,O9P,

419.280298

C25H3905

507.187185

C25H31011

465.197750

C20H33O12

421.223177

C23H3307

C24H29UI2

465.394934

C29H53O4

421.259562

C24H 37 0 6

509.166450
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2
m/z

Area 3

Formula

m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

511.182100

C24H31O12

466.221142

C 20 H3 7 N,O 9 P,

423.238827

C23H35O7

513.161365

C23H29O13

467.159256

C19H31O11S]

429.191877

C24H29O7

513.197750

C24H33O12

468.151134

C 2 1 H 2 6 N,0„

429.228262

C25H330 6

515.213400

C24H35O12

470.151528

C 17 H28N,0 14

429.264648

C26H37O5

521.166450

C25H29O12

471.332727

C26H47O7

431.207527

C24H31O7

525.161365

C24H29O13

473.163948

C25H29O7S1

431.243912

C25H35O6

525.197750

C25H33O12

475.160971

C24H27O10

431.280298

C26H39O5

527.177015

C24H31O13

475.182100

C2lH3i012

433.223177

C24H33O7

527.213400

C25H35O12

475.218486

C22H350n

433.259562

C 2 sH370 6

529.229050

C25H37O12

477.197750

C21H33O12

435.238827

C24H35O7

535.182100

C26H31O12

477.358548

C29H49O5

435.275213

C25H3906

537.197750

C26H33O12

479.205157

C2iH36OioPi

443.207527

C25H31O7

539.177015

C25H31O13

479.213400

C21H35O12

443.243912

C26H35O6

539.213400

C26H3 5 0 1 2

479.337813

C28H4706

443.280298

C27H39O5

553.192665

C26H33O13

480.200406

QOHJSN^^PI

445.223177

C25H3307

557.260350

C27H41O12

481.257193

C22F142O9P1

445.259562

C26H3 7 0 6

482.216057

C2oH37N]OioPl

445.295948

C27H41O5

483.135544

C18H27015

447.238827

C25H35O7

483.190556

C20H35O1IS1

447.275213

C26H39O6

483.272843

C22W44U9P1

449.254477

C25H37O7

485.151194

C18H29015

449.290863

C26H4l0 6

485.348378

C27H4907

451.233742

C24H3 5 0 8

487.302490

C24H43N208

451.270127

C25H39O7

489.197750

C22H33012

453.249392

C24H37O8

491.213400

C22H350I2

457.223177

C26H33O7

493.192665

C11H33O13

457.259562

C27H37O6

493.196036

C18H37013S1

457.295948

C28H41O5

494.216057

C 21 H3 7 N 1 0 1 oPi

459.238827

C26H35O7

495.200072

C2iH 3 6 0nP|

459.275213

C27H3 9 0 6

495.208315

C21H35O13

461.218092

C25H3 3 Og

496.195321

CJOHJJN.OUP,

461.254477

C26H37O7

497.215722

C21H38OHP1

461.290863

C27H41O6

497.252108

C22H42O10P1

463.233742

C25H35O8

498.210971

C 2 oH3 7 N,O ll P,

463.270127

C26H39O7

499.364028

C28H51O7

463.306513

C27H43O6

501.146108

Ci8H29Oij

465.249392

C25H37O8

503.213400

C23H35012

471.275213

C 28 H3 9 0 6

503.249786

C24H390H

471.311598

L-29^43^-'5

505.159650

C18H33014S1

473.254477

C27H37O7

505.192665

C22H33013

473.290863

C28H4|06

505.257193

C24H4209PI

475.233742

C26H3 5 0 8

505.499005

C34H6502

475.270127

C27H39O7

507.205812

C26H3508S1

475.306513

C28H4306
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Area 2

Area 3

m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

507.208315

C22H35O13

477.249392

C26H370 8

507.272843

C24H44O9P1

477.285777

C27H4,07

508.195321

C 2 1 H3 5 N,0„P,

479.265042

C26H3908

508.231707 C 2 2 H 3 9 N,0,oP,

479.301427

C27H4307

509.288493

C24H46O9P1

481.280692

C 2 6H4lO s

510.210971

C 21 H3 7 N 1 O l ,P 1

485.254477

C28H37O7

512.162093

C 19 H3oN,0 15

485.290863

C29H41O6

513.247022

C22H42O11P1

485.327248

C30H45O5

517.141023

C 1 8 H 2 90n

487.270127

C28H39O7

517.229050

C24H37012

489.249392

C27H3708

519.187185

C26H310H

489.285777

C28H41O7

519.208315

C23H35013

491.265042

C 27 H390 8

519.244700

C14H39CJ12

491.301427

C 28 H 4 30 7

520.231707

C23H39N,O10Pi

493.280692

C 27 H4|O g

521.187579

C22H33O14

495.296342

C 2 7H 4 30 8

521.223965

C23H37O13

499.270127

C29H39O7

521.252108

C24H42OioPi

499.306513

C3oH 43 0 6

522.210971

C22H 37 N 1 O n P 1

501.249392

C 2 8H370 8

522.247357

C 2 3H 41 N 1 O l0 P,

501.285777

C 2 9rl4]07

523.182100

C25H31O12

501.322163

C3oH 45 0 6

523.203229

C22H35O14

503.265042

C 28 H390 8

523.267758

C24H44O10P1

503.301427

C_-29r*4307

524.226621

C 22 H39N,O n P,

503.337813

C3oH4706

525.146108

C20H29O16

505.244306

C27H3709

525.283408

C24H46OioPi

505.280692

C28H4i08

526.205886

C 21 H3 7 N 1 0 1 2P,

505.317077

C29H4507

527.141498

C24H31O9S2

505.353463

C3oH4906

527.299058

C24H48O10P1

507.259956

C27H3909

531.244700

C25H39O12

507.296342

C28H4308

C36H67O2

509.275606

C27H41U9

531.514655
533.223965

C24H37O13

513.285777

C3oH 4] 0 7

533.260350

C 2 5H 41 0 12

515.265042

C29H 39 0 8

533.530305

C36H69O2

515.301427

C30H43O7

534.143940

C2 5 H 28 N 1 O 10 S 1

517.280692

C29H4iO s

535.239615

Q4H39O13

517.317077

C30H45O7

536.226621

C 2 3H 3 9N 1 0„P,

519.296342

C29H430 8

536.263007

C24H43NiOioPi

519.332727

C30H47O7

537.218879

C03H37O14

521.275606

C28H4I09

537.247022

C24H42OnPi

521.311992

C29H 4 50 8

537.255265

C24H41013

523.291257

C28H4309

538.242271

C 2 3H4,N 1 O ll P l

529.280692

C3oH 41 0 8

539.138260

C17H320I7P1

531.259956

C29H39U9

539.262672

C24H44011P1

531.296342

C3oH 43 0 8

219
Appendix C, continued
Area 2

Area 3

m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

540.221536

C22H39NA2P1

533.275606

C29H41O9

541.278322

C24H46O11P1

533.311992

C30H45O8

542.237186

C22H4iNl012P,

535.291257

C29H43O9

543.281086

C27H43O11

535.327642

C3oH4708

544.450020

C 31 H 63 N,04Pi

537.270521

C28H 4 iO 1 0

545.223965

C25H37O13

537.306907

C29H45O9

545.296736

C27H45O11

539.286171

C28H43O10

547.239615

C25H39O13

543.259956

C30H39O9

547.312386

C27H47O11

545.275606

C30H41O9

549.218879

C24H37O14

547.291257

C 3 oH4 3 09

549.251242

C 2 oH 4 iN 2 0 15

549.270521

C29H 4 iOio

549.255265

C25H41O13

549.306907

C 3 oH 45 0 9

550.242271

C24H4iN10,1P1

551.286171

C 2 9H4 3 O 1 0

551.226287

C24H40O12P1

557.275606

C31H41O9

551.234530

C24H39O14

559.254871

C30H39O1()

552.221536

C 23 H39N,0 I2 P,

559.291257

C31H43O9

552.257921

C24H43N1OHP,

563.286171

C30H43O10

553.241937

C24H42O12P1

565.265436

C29H41O11

553.250180

C-24*l4lOi4

565.301821

C30H45O10

554.237186

C23H4iN1012P1

573.270521

C3iH41O10

555.229444

C23H39O15

575.286171

C3|H 4 3O 1 0

555.257587

C 2 4H440!2Pl

577.265436

C30H41OH

555.284457

C25H47O11S1

579.281086

C3 0 H43On

556.252836

C23H 4 3N 1 O l 2P l

587.286171

C32H 43 Oio

557.273237

C24H46O12P1

589.265436

C3]H4iOn

559.239615

C26H39O13

591.281086

C 3 iH 4 3 0n

559.276000

C27H43O12

593.260350

C30H41Oi2

561.218879

C25H37O14

603.281086

C 3 2H4 3 Oi|

561.255265

C26H41O13

561.291650

C27H45O12

562.278657

C2 6 H 45 N 1 O 10 Pi

563.234530

C25H39O14

563.270915

C26H430 1 3

563.307301

C27H47O12

564.221536

C24H39NA2P1

565.213794

C24H37O15

565.250180

C25H4A4

565.322951

C27H49O12

566.237186

C 2 4 H 4 ,N,0,2P,

566.273571

C2 5 H 4 5 N,O n Pi
C 2 2H 3 |0 1 7

567.156673
567.229444

C2 4 H390]5

568.252836

C24H43N10i2Pi

Appendix C, continued
Area 2
m/z
Formula
569.236852 C24H42O13P1
569.241071
569.245094
571.252502
571.276000
571.288887
573.255265
573.268152
575.270915
575.435084
577.250180
577.286565
579.229444
579.265830
579.302215
580.252836
580.289221
581.245094
582.232100
582.268486
585.231766
585.240009
587.247416
587.270915
589.250180
589.286565
591.265830
593.245094
593.281480
594.268486
595.260744
595.297130
596.284136
597.240009
599.255659
601.129277
607.260744
608.284136
609.167238
631.297130
633.276394
639.351487
645.276394

C 19 H 4l N 2 0 17
O24H41O15

C24H44O13P1
C28H43O12
C25H48O12P1
C27H41O13
C24H46O13P1
C27H43O13
C32H63O6S1
C26H4]0 1 4
C27H45O13
C25H39O15
C26H43O14
C27H47O13
C25H43NA2P1

C26H47N,011P,
C25H41O15

C24H41N1013P,
C25H45N1012P,
C24H42O14P1
C24H41O16
C74H44O14P1
C28H43O0
U271I41VJ14

C28H45O13
C27H43O14
C26H41O15
C27H45O14
C26H45N,0,2PI
C26H43015
C27H47U14

C26H47NI012PI
C25H4lOi 6
C25H43O16
C39H21O7
C27H43O15

C27H47N,012P|
C24H33018
C30H47OI4
C29H45U15
C30H56O12P1
C30H45O15

m/z

Area 2
Formula

647.292044

m/z

Area 4
Formula

233.118318

C]4H]7Oj

235.097583
235.133968

C13H15O4

243.139053
245.118318

C16H19O2

245.154703
247.097583
249.113233

C l 6 H 2 ,0 2

255.139053
257.118318
257.154703
259.097583

C17H19O2

259.133968
259.170354
261.149618

CieHi^Oi

263.092497
267.139053

C14H15O5

269.081932
269.118318

C16H11O4

269.154703
271.097583

C 18 H 2 ,0 2

271.133968
271.170354
273.113233

C17H19O3

273.149618
273.186004

C14H19O,

C, 5 H 1 7 0,
C14H15O4

Ci 4 H 17 0 4
C, 6 H 17 0,
C, 7 H 21 0 2
Ci5H ]5 0 4
C 17 H 2 ,0 2
C, 6 H 2l O,
C|«H 19 0 2
C l 7 H 1 7 0,
C16H15O4

Ci8H2i02
Ci6H1704

C, 7 H 21 0,
CigH 25 0 2

C27H450 ] 8

661.416851

C34H61O12

664.672553

C42H86N302

667.212612

C45H31O6

669.261138

C28H45O18

675.286959

C31H47O16

702.640584

C45H84N,04

709.292438

C31H49O18

711.308088

C3lH5i018

718.614369

C 48 H 80 N,O 3

730.648385

QaH^N.OsP,

Area 5
Formula
233.045547 C| 2 H 9 0 5
m/z

237.076847
241.050632

Ci 2 Hi 3 0 5

243.066282
245.045547

C14H11O4

245.081932
247.061197
249.040462

C14H13O4

249.076847
251.056112
253.050632
255.066282
257.045547
257.081932
259.061197

C30H47O15

657.261138

L*14rl 9 (J4

CBH905

C13HHO5

Ci 2 H 9 0 6
C11H13O5

C| 2 H,|0 6
C|5H 9 0 4
C 1 5 H|,0 4
Ci 4 H 9 0 5
C15H11O4

C 14 HnO s

Area 6
m/z
Formula
285.061591 CnHnOg

m/z

Area 7
Formula

359.061985

C14H15OH

287.077241
297.061591
299.077241

Ci2H15Og
CnHu08

371.025599
371.061985

C14H11O12

Ci3H15Og

C14H13O12

301.056506
301.092891
309.061591
311.040856

Ci2Hi309

373.041249
373.077635

Ci3H1708
C14H]308
C13H11O9

311.077241
313.056506
313.092891
315.072156

Q4H15O8

321.061591
323.040856
323.077241

C15H13O8

C^H^Ot}

C13H13O9

C ]4 H| 7 08
C13H15O9

C14Hu09
Ci5H|5Og

375.056900
383.025599
385.041249
385.077635
387.020514
387.056900
389.036164

Cl6Hi50]2

401.072550
403.051814

Ci6Hi7Oi2

Ci7Hi30l2

327.035770
327.072156

C13H11O10

265.050632
265.071762

C16H9O4

C13H13O10

Ci.iHi306

329.051420
329.087806

267.051026
267.066282
269.045547

Ci 2 Hn0 7
Ci6H n 0 4
Ci 5 H 9 0 5

335.040856
335.077241
337.056506

Ci5Hn09

Cl5H]309

271.061197
273.040462

C15H11O5

337.092891
339.035770

Ci6H, 7 0 8

409.041249
411.020514
411.056900
413.036164

C14H|iO10

413.072550

C 14 H 9 0 6

Cl4H|3013

399.056900
401.036164

CnHn06
C, 2 H 9 0 7

Ci6Hi508

CieHnOu
C 14 H n Oi3
Ci5H|5Oi2

C| 7 Hi 7 On

263.056112
265.035376

Ci4H1709

Cl5H!30|2

397.077635
399.020514

C14Hu05

C 14 H 15 0 9

CisHnOg

CisHnOg

325.056506
325.092891

CisHnOg

Ci5H,7On
C| 4 H 1 5 0| 2

389.072550
395.025599
397.041249

261.040462
261.076847

C|3H906

C15H15O11

Ci6H n 0 1 2
C16H13O12

Cl5HnOi3

CijHijOu

C15H15O13

C16H11O13

Cl 7 Hi;0 1 2
C16H13O1.1

Ci 7 H l7 0,2

Appendix C, continued
Area 4

Area 5

Area 6

Area 7

m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

275.092497

C15H15O5

273.076847

C15H13O5

339.072156

C| 5 H 1 5 09

415.015429

Cl5HnO|4

275.128883

C16H19O4

275.056112

C]4H||06

339.108541

C16H19O8

415.051814

C]6H150|3

281.118318

CisH| 7 Oi

277.035376

C13H9O7

341.051420

C14H13O10

415.088200

C17H19O12

281.154703

C19H21O2

277.071762

C14H13O,;

341.087806

Q5H17O9

417.031079

C15H13OH

283.097583

C]7H|504

279.051026

C13H11O7

343.030685

C13H11O11

417.067464

CicHnOn

283.133968

CigH^Oj

279.066282

C|7HU04

343.067070

Ci4H|5O|0

417.103850

Ci7H2|012

283.170354

C19H23O2

281.045547

C16H9O5

343.103456

C15H19O9

421.041249

C18H13O12

285.113233

C17H17O4

281.066676

C13H13O7

347.040856

C|6Hn09

423.020514

C|7H||OB

285.149618

CisH2iOj

281.081932

C17H13O4

349.056506

CifiHnOg

425.036164

C17H13O13

287.092497

C16H15O5

283.061197

Ci6Hn05

349.092891

Ci7H 1 7 O g

425.072550

CisHnOn

287.128883

C17H19O4

285.040462

Ci5H 9 O s

351.035770

C15H11O10

427.051814

Cl7H| 5 0!3

287.165268

C18H21O3

285.076847

Cl6H]30 5

351.072156

C16H15O9

429.031079

C16H13O14

289.108147

C16H17O5

287.056112

C]5Hi,06

351.108541

C17H19O8

429.067464

C17H17O13

289.144533

C17H21O4

289.035376

C|4H,07

353.051420

Ci5H] 3 O| 0

431.046729

Ci6Hi5014

291.123797

C16H17O9

431.083114

cnHI90l3
Cl6H] 7 0|4

C|6H|905

289.071762

Ci5H|306

353.087806

293.154703

C20H21O2

291.051026

C14H11O7

355.030685

C14H11O11

433.062379

295.097583

C18H15O4

291.066282

CisHn04

355.067070

Ci5H 15 Oio

437.036164

C18H130I3

295.133968

C19H19O3

291.087412

C15H15O6

357.046335

C14H13O11

437.072550

CI9H17012

295.170354

C20H23O2

293.030291

C13H9O8

361.056506

CnHnC^

439.051814

CI8H15U13

297.113233

CigHi704

293.045547

C17H9O5

363.072156

C17H15O9

439.088200

CI9HI9012

297.149618

C 1 9 H 2 |Oi

293.066676

C14H13O7

363.108541

Ci g H 1 9 O g

441.031079

C17HI3014

297.186004

C20H25O2

293.081932

C18H13O4

365.051420

Cl6H]3O 10

441.067464

cl8HI70l3

299.092497

C17H15O5

295.045941

Ci3Hi|08

365.087806

Ci7H|709

443.046729

Q7H150I4

299.128883

ClgH!904

295.061197

C17H11O5

367.030685

Ci5HnOn

443.083114

Ci8H 1 9 0|3

299.165268

C19H23O3

297.040462

Ci6H9Oe,

367.067070

C16H15O10

445.062379

C17H17014

301.108147

C17H17O5

297.076847

C17H13O5

369.046335

C15H13O11

447.129671

C22H23OI0

301.144533

C18H21O4

299.056112

Ci6H||Os

373.056506

C18H13O9

449.036164

C19HHO13

303.123797

C17H19O5

301.035376

C15H9O7

375.072156

CigHi 5 09

449.072550

C2oHn0 1 2

305.139447

C17H21O5

301.071762

C16H13O6

375.108541

C]9Hi90g

451.051814

C19H15O13

307.097583

C]9HI504

303.051026

C15H11O7

377.051420

Ci7HnO]o

451.088200

C20H19O12

307.133968

C20H19O3

303.087412

C|6H|506

377.087806

C18H17O9

453.031079

CISHIIOH

309.113233

C19H17O4

305.030291

C14H9O8

379.030685

C^HnOn

453.067464

C19H17O13

309.149618

C2oH 2 ]0 3

305.045547

C1aH,05

379.067070

Ci7H 1 5 O 1 0

453.103850

C20H21O12

309.186004

C21H25O2

305.066676

C15H13O7

379.103456

CigHi909

455.046729

C18H15O14

311.128883

C19H19O4

305.081932

Ci9H1304

381.046335

C16H13O11

455.083114

Ci9H 1 9 0!3

311.165268

C20H23O3

305.103062

Ci6H1706

381.082720

CnH^Oio

457.062379

ClsHl70]4

311.201654

C21H27O2

307.045941

CnHnOg

387.072156

C19H15O9

457.098764

C19H210I3

313.108147

C18H17O5

307.061197

Ci8Hn05

389.051420

Cl8H]3O10

459.041643

CnHi5Oi5

313.144533

C19H21O4

309.040462

C17H9O6

389.087806

C19H17O9

465.031079

Q9H13O14

313.180918

C20H25O,

309.076847

C18H13O5

391.030685

CnHnOn

465.067464

C 2 oH 1 7 0|3

315.123797

C18H19O5

311.056112

Ci7Hn06

391.067070

Ci8H ] 5 O|0

467.046729

C19H15O14

315.160183

C19H23O4

313.035376

C16H9O7

391.103456

C 1 9H] 9 0 9

467.083114

C20H19O13

317.139447

C18H21O5

313.071762

CnHuOj,

393.046335

C17H13O11

469.025993

CisH^Ois

319.118712

C|7H|906

315.051026

C]6Hn07

393.082720

CisHnOlo

469.062379

C19H17O14

Appendix C, continued
Area 4

Area 5

Area 6

Area 7

m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

321.113233

C20H17O4

317.030291

Ci5H90 8

395.061985

C17H15O11

469.098764

C20H21O13

321.149618

C21H21O3

317.066676

C16H13O7

399.072156

C20H15O9

471.078029

Ci9H]90l4

321.186004

Q2H25O2

317.103062

CnHnOfi

401.051420

C 1 9 H l 3O 1 0

473.057293

CigH17Oi5

323.128883

C20H19O4

319.045941

CisHnOg

401.087806

C20H17O9

473.093679

C19H21O14

323.165268

C21H23O3

319.061197

C19H11O5

403.067070

Q9H15O10

477.031079

C20H13O14

323.201654

C22H27O2

319.082326

C16H15O7

403.103456

C20H19O9

477.103850

C22H21O12

325.108147

C19H17O5

319.097583

C20H15O4

405.046335

CigH^On

479.046729

C20H15O14

325.144533

C20H21O4

321.040462

CigH906

405.082720

C19H17OK)

479.083114

C21H19O13

325.180918

C21H25O3

321.076847

C19H13O5

407.061985

CigH|;On

481.025993

C19H13O15

327.123797

C19H19O5

323.056112

CigHn06

407.098370

C19H19O10

481.062379

C20H17O14

327.160183

C20H23O4

323.092497

C19H15O5

413.087806

C21H17O9

481.098764

C21H21O13

327.196568

C21H27O3

325.035376

C17H9O7

415.067070

C20H15OH)

483.041643

C19H15O15

329.103062

Ci8H|706

325.071762

Cl8H,306

415.103456

C2lH1909

483.078029

C20H19O14

329.139447

C19H21O5

327.051026

C17H11O7

417.046335

C]9Hi30n

483.114414

C21H23OU

331.118712

CigH^Ofc

329.030291

Cl6H90g

417.082720

C20H17O10

485.057293

C19H17O15

335.128883

C2]H|904

329.066676

C17H13O7

417.119106

C21H21O9

485.093679

C2oH2l0 14

335.165268

C22H23O3

331.045941

C^HnOg

419.061985

C19H15O11

491.046729

C21H150I4

335.201654

C23H27O2

331.061197

C20H11O5

419.098370

C20H19UK)

491.083114

C22H19UI3

337.108147

C20H17O5

333.040462

C19H9O6

421.077635

Ci9H 1 7 Oii

493.062379

C2lH]70|4

337.144533

C21H21O4

333.076847

C20H13O5

427.067070

C2iH 1 5 O| 0

493.098764

C22H210I3

337.180918

C22H25O3

333.097976

Ci7H1707

427.103456

C22H19O9

495.078029

C2lH|90 1 4

339.123797

C20H19O5

333.113233

C21H17O4

429.082720

C2lHl7O10

495.114414

C 22 H2lO,3

339.160183

C21H23O4

335.056112

Ci9Hi|06

429.119106

C22H21O9

497.057293

C20H17OI5

339.196568

C22H27O3

335.092497

C2oH]s05

431.061985

C20H15O11

497.093679

C21H210H

341.103062

C|9H 17 0<,

337.035376

C,8H907

431.098370

C21H19O10

503.046729

C22H150I4

341.139447

C20H21O5

337.071762

C19H13O6

433.041249

C19H13O12

503.155885

C25H2701I

341.175833

C21H25O4

339.051026

CigHn07

433.077635

C2oH|70n

505.135150

C24H25012

341.212218

C22H29O3

341.030291

Ci 7 H 9 Og

433.114020

C21H21O10

507.041643

C2iHi5015

343.118712

Ci9H1906

341.066676

C18H13O7

435.056900

C19HI5012

507.078029

C22Hi 9 0 1 4

343.155097

Q0H23O5

343.045941

CnHnOg

435.093285

C2oH| 9 O n

507.114414

C23H230I3

345.134362

C19H21O6

343.082326

C18H15O7

441.082720

C22Hi 7 O] 0

509.057293

C21HI70I5

349.144533

Q2H21O4

345.025205

C16H9O9

441.119106

C23H2109

509.093679

C22H210I4

349.180918

C23H25O3

345.061591

C^HnOg

443.098370

C22H190|()

509.130064

C23H250I3

351.123797

C21H19O5

345.097976

CigH,707

445.041249

C2oH]30|2

511.036558

C20rl|5O]6

351.160183

C22H23O4

347.056112

C2oHu06

445.077635

C21H1701I

511.072944

C2IH190I5

351.196568

C23H27O3

347.077241

CnH|5Og

447.056900

C20H15O12

513.088594

C2]H2lOi5

353.139447

C2iH2|05

347.092497

C2iH1505

447.093285

C21H190I1

517.062379

C23Hl7014

353.175833

C22H25O4

349.035376

C19H9O7

453.119106

C24H2109

519.041643

C22H150I5

353.212218

C23H29O3

349.071762

C20H13O6

455.098370

C23H19O10

519.078029

C23H190I4

355.118712

C2oHi90 6

349.108147

C21H17O5

455.134756

C24H2309

519.114414

C24H230I.1

355.155097

C2|H230 5

351.051026

Ci9H||07

457.077635

C22H17011

519.150800

C25H270I2

355.191483

C22H27O4

351.087412

C2oH| 5 0 6

457.114020

C23H21OI0

521.057293

C22H]7015

357.134362

C2oH2]Of,

353.030291

CigH90g

459.056900

C21H15012

521.093679

C23H210H

Appendix C, continued
Area 4

Area 5

Area 6

Area 7

m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

m/z

Formula

357.170747

C21H25O5

353.066676

C 19 H|30 7

459.093285

C22Hi90n

521.130064

C24H25O13

363.160183
365.139447

C21H23O4

353.103062
355.045941

C20H17O6

CigHnOg

461.072550
461.108935

C21H17O12

C22H21O5

523.036558
523.072944

C22H19O15

463.088200
469.114020
469.150406

C21H19O12

471.093285
471.129671
473.072550
473.108935

C23H19O11

355.082326
357.025205
357.061591

C19H15O7

357.097976
359.040856

C19H17O7

359.077241
361.071762

CigHisOg
C 2 iH 1 30 6
C22H17O5

C22H2lOs

361.108147
363.051026
363.087412

381.170747

C23H2505

363.123797

381.207133
383.150012

C24H2904
C22H2306

383.186398

C23H2705

385.165662
393.170747
395.150012
395.186398

C22H2506

395.222783
397.165662

C25H3I04

407.150012
407.222783
409.165662

C24H2306

365.175833
365.212218
367.155097

C21H25O4

367.191483
369.134362

C21H27O4

369.170747
371.150012

C22H25O5

379.155097
379.191483
381.134362

C23H23O5

C24H29O3
C22H23O5

C2|H 2 |0 6
C21H23O6

C24H27U4

C24H2505
C23H2306
C24H2705

C23H2506

C26H31O4
C24H250(,

409.202048
411.144927

C25H2905

C17H9O9
CigH^Og

C 1 7 H||0,

C24H23O10
C22H17O12

C23H2lOn

C23H23O14
C24H27O13

C2iH| 7 0 16
C22H21O15

525.124979
527.104244
533.057293

C23H25O14

C24H21O14

C22H23O15
C23H17O15

C22H19O12

C2()Hn07
C2iH 15 0 6

C25H23O10

C22H19O5

485.108935

C24H21O11

535.072944

C23H19O15

365.030291

C19H9O8

485.145321

C25H25O10

535.109329

C24H23O14

365.066676

C20H13O7

487.088200

C23H19O12

535.145715

C25H27O13

365.103062

C21H17O6

487.124585

C24H23O11

537.052208

C22H17O16

367.045941
367.082326
367.118712

C|9H||0 8

489.103850
499.124585

C23H21O12

537.088594
537.124979

C23H2l015

C24H21O12

C18H9O9

539.067858
539.104244

C22H19016

369.025205
369.061591
371.040856

501.103850
503.119500
513.140235
515.119500

C26H25O1]

C26H27013

527.119500
529.135150
531.114414

C26H23O12

547.145715
551.067858
551.104244
553.083508
553.119894

C23H2lO|6

C25H29O14

C28H29O11

553.156279
565.119894

C27H27O12

565.156279

C26H29O14

371.077241
371.113627
373.071762

C20H1SO7
C2lHi906

C19H13O8
C18H11O9
C19H15O8
C20H19O7
C22Hl306

C23H2307

421.165662

C25H2506

377.066676

C2]H|307

423.217698
437.233348

C26H3105

C22H1706

439.176227

C25H2707

377.103062
377.139447
379.045941

439.212612

C26H3|0(,

379.118712

C22H1906

453.264648
467.207527
467.243912

C28H3705

381.025205
381.061591
381.097976
383.040856
383.077241
385.056506
385.092891
389.066676
389.103062
391.045941

C2sHl506

C25H25O9

523.109329
523.145715
525.052208
525.088594

533.093679
533.130064
533.166450

C2iHn0 7

C27H3107

C24H21O10

475.088200
475.124585
483.129671

375.051026
375.087412

C27H3305

C22H21O11

C2iH 15 0| 6

C22H|50(,

C23H2I05
C20H11O8

C19H9O9
C20H13O8

C2iH 17 0 7
C19H11O9
C2oH]508
C19HUO9
C2oH17Og
C22H13O7
C23H17O6
C2iHnOg

539.155885
541.171535
543.150800
555.150800
557.166450
569.166450

C23H23O11

C25H23O11

C24H23O12

C25H23O12

C26H25O12
C25H23O13
C28H27O11

C28H27O12
C28H29O12
C29H29O12

C25H25O13
C26H29012

C24H250I4

C23H23015

C23H190U
C24H230]5

C24H25O15

C25H25O15
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Appendix C, continued
Area5

m/z

Formula

391.082326

C 2 2H I 5 0 7

391.118712

C23H19O6

393.061591

C2iH|i08

393.097976

C22Hl707

395.040856

C20H11O9

395.077241

C2lH|508

395.113627

C22HI907

397.056506

C20H13O9

397.092891

C 2 ,H 17 O g

397.129277

C22H2107

399.108541

C2iHmOj(

403.045941

C22H11O8

405.061591

C22H„08

405.097976

C 2 ,H l 7 0 7

405.134362

C 2 4 H 2 |0 6

407.077241

C22Hl508

407.113627

C23H| 9 0 7

409.056506

C21HI109

409.092891

C 2 2 H, 7 0 8

409.129277

C21H2107

411.072156

C2iH15C>9

411.108541

C 22 Hi90 8

417.097976

C2 4 Hi 7 0 7

419.113627

C24H19O7

419.150012

C 2 ;H 2 ,0 6

421.056506

C 2 2 Hn09

421.092891

C 2 iH| 7 0 8

421.129277

C 2 4 H 2 ,0 7

423.072156

C 2 2 H| 5 0 9

423.108541

C2iH| 9 0 8

425.087806

C 2 2Hi 7 0 9

425.124191

C 2 ,H 2 ,0 8

431.113627

C 2 5Hi 9 0 7

433.092891

C24H1708

433.129277

C 2 5 H 2 ,0 7

435.072156

C23H15O9

435.108541

C24H1908

437.124191

C 2 4 H 2 i0 8

447.144927

C26H2.l07

449.124191

C 2 5H 2 i0 8

451.103456

C24H1909

451.139841

C 2 5H 2 ,O g

463.103456

C25Hi909

Appendix C, continued
Area S
m/z

Formula

463.139841

C26H2lOs

465.119106
477.119106
477.155491

C25H21O9

479.134756
491.134756
493.150406

C26H21O9

C26H2]C>9
C27H25OK

C27H2.1O9
C27H25O9

505.150406
507.129671
507.166056

C27H23O10

525.140235

C27H25O11

C28H25O9

C28H27O9
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